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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

This report has been prepared for the United States

Department of Energy's (DOE) Weldon Spring Site Remedial Action

Project (WSSRAP) by the Project Management Contractor (PMC),

which is MK-Ferguson Company (ME-Ferguson) with Jacobs

Engineering Group (JEG) as its designated subcontractor. The

Weldon Spring site (WSS) comprises the Weldon Spring quarry area

and the Weldon Spring chemical plant and raffinate pit areas.

This report presents the results of geotechnical

investigations conducted during 1989-1990 at the pr.oposed Weldon

Spring quarry staging and water treatment facilities in the

quarry area. The facilities are intended for treatment of water

removed from the quarry area. An access road and a

decontamination pad will be necessary for handling and

transportation of bulk waste. Results of previous geotechnical

investigations performed by other geoscience and environmental

engineering firms in the quarry area, were reviewed, summarized

and incorporated into this report.

The location of the Weldon Spring quarry site and vicinity

is shown on Figure i-i. The site comprises the abandoned Weldon

Spring quarz_ and the proposed quarry staging and water treatment

plant area The quarry site is located south of Highway 94,

near the town of Weldon Spring, approximately 34 miles west of

St. Louis, Missouri. The site is approximately 2.5 miles south-

southwest of the Weldon Spring chemical plant site. The Femme

Osage Slough lles immediately south and southeast of the quarry

site. The Missouri River is locat_d approximately 1 mile to the

southeast and, in the vicinity of the quarry, flows toward the

northeast. The quarry was excavated into a limestone bluff on
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the west edge of the Missouri River floodplain Just north of the

Femme Osage Slough.

1.2 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report is to provide @_otechnical data,

summarize findings, and propose recommendations for the design of

the proposed quarry staging and water treatment facilities. The

geotechnical program was planned and executed based on early 1989

preliminary design of the proposed facilities provided by the

PMC. The scope of the PMC field investigation program at the

quarry included reviewing and summarizing previous

investigations, overseeing drilling and piezometer installation,

preparing laboratory test programs, evaluating test results,

performing foundation analyses, preparing geotechnical

recommendations, and reporting on these items in this report.

Field investigations were performed between February and May

1989. Laboratory testing was conducted from May 1989 through

July 1990. _ Data were reviewed and analyses and recommendations

were made between February and November 1989, unless otherwise

indicated.

An additional slope stability analysis was performed in

April 1990 to evaluate the embankments of the equalization basin

and effluent ponds under the effect of a 100-year flood in the

Little Femme Osage Creek. This analysis is outside of original

scope but is included in Appendix C for reference.

5121wm. sl/sdglJof 3
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1.3 Proposed Construction

The proposed temporary construction facilities will be

located in the quarry staging and water treatment plant area west

of the quarry as shown in Figure 1-2.

The staging area will consist of a support zone and a

contamination reduction zone. The support zone will include

contractor trailers, parking, portable chemical toilets, and

other personnel support facilities. The contamination rQduction

zone will include the quarry access control gate, access control

trailers, a personnel decontamination trailer, subcontractor

trailers, a decontamination pad, and an underground utility water

supply line. An access road will be located along the west side

of the support zone.

The water treatment area will include two effluent ponds, an

equalization basin, a contaminated-water treatment plant and an

effluent discharge pipeline pump station.

1.4 Previous Site Investigations

The |tistory of the site and site investigations have been

summarized in detail in the Quarry Bulk Waste Removal, Remedial

Investigations Report (MKF and JEG 1989).

Numerous investigations within the quarry site and adjacent

areas have been conducted by government agencies and by va_:ious

consultants under contract to the Department of Energy (DOE) and

its predecessor agencies, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and

the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). The

investigations have been conducted to characterize the soils,

hydrogeologic setting, and nature and extent of radiological and

5121n. • 1/.dg/jo f 4
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chemical contamination within the quarry r.nd its vicinity.

Previous investigation programs at the site and vicinity are
summarized in Table 1-1.

Site-specific tasks related to geotechnical investigation

for these studies have included field reconnaissance and mapping;

borehole d_illing, sampling and logging; monitoring well

installation; groundwater level measurements; aquifer testing;

and borehole and surface sampling of soils, water, and wastes.

The techniques employed in geotechnical investigations

conducted at the quarry site since 1978 have included recording

blow counts from standard penetration tests (SPT) in boreholes,

field classifying soil types, measuring rock qualitydesignation

(RQD) of bedrock cores, and surveying bedrock Jointing (Huey

1978; BNI 1985, 1987; BGA 1984; Marutzky et al. 1988).

Generally_ boreholes drilled for these investigations have been

intended for radiologic and chemical sampling of soils and bulk

wastes. Monitoring wells have been installed for sampling

groundwater and characterizing site hydrogeology.

512 Zwl..1/sdg/J o f 6
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2 SITE CONDITIONS

2. I Surface Features

The Weldon Spring quarry, including the proposed quarry

staging and water treatment plant area, is located in eastern

Missouri, near the Missouri River floodplain. The region

surrounding the site is part of the dissected upland of the

northern flank of the Salem Plateau physiographic area. This

area, with the exception of the Missouri River floodplain, is

characterized by rugged topography with heavily wooded hills and

ridges dissected by narrow, sinuous streams and steep, rocky

slopes (MSG 1977). Figure 2-1 includes a topographic map of the

area immediately surrounding the quarry site.

The Little Fe_ne Osage Creek flows along the west side of

the proposed quarry staging and water treatment plant area

through a narrow floodplain towards its confluence with the Femme

Osage Creek, approximately (0.5 mile) to the southwest. The

Femme Osage Creek drains a rugged, heavily wooded area west of

the quarry site. The Femme Osage Slough is the old channel of

the Femme Osage Creek. It is separated from the present creek

channel, and from the Missouri River, by dikes. The Missouri

River, located approximately 1 mile to the southeast, flows

towards its confluence with the Mississippi River some 40 miles

mo the northeast.

The quarry was excavated into a steep limestone bluff,

common along the banks of the Missouri River in the region. The

quarry site consists of approximately 9 acres. The abandoned

quarry floor covers approximately 2 acres. The original floor of

the quarry was excavated to a bottom elevation of approximately

446 feet above mean sea level (_L) at its deepest point. On

512 lwm. m2 i
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average, the floor of the quarry is approximately 482 feet msl

(_S 1988).

The southern rim of the quarry site rises to an elevation of

between 540 and 560 feet MSL and is highest along the south and

east sides, lt forms a ridge or prominent bluff trending east-

northeast that is well defined by topographic contours as shown

on Figure 2-1. The west side of the quarry is lower, and the

higher adjacent ridges to the north (514 feet, MSL) and south

(551 feet, MSL) form a saddle shaped entrance to the quarry. The

bottom of this saddle has an elevation o_ 492 feet MSL,

approximately equal to the present quarz_ floor. A 0.5 acre pond

has formed in the deepest part of the quarry. A pyramidal shaped

limestone hill located Just northeast of the pond is a remnant of

the quarried rock. This hill has a maximum elevation of 518 feet

MSL, approximately equal to that of the quarry's northern rim.

Overall, there is approximately 80 feet of relief between the

floor of the quarry and the top of the highest southern rim. The

quarry is enclosed by a chain link (cyclone) fence, with locked

gates at the two entrances. A wooden pier that extends into the

pond was used in the early 1960s when water from the pond was

pumped into the Little Femme Osage Slough (MI(ES 1988).

A rail spur line runs across the proposed quarry staging and

water treatment plant area and enters the lower level of the

quarry through its low western saddle. This railroad spur

extends approximately one-third of the quarry's length. Another

spur branches off to the south of the proposed site area. The

spur lines have deteriorated and become overgrown with

vegetation. The Missouri-Kansas-Texas (MKT) railroad mainline

located south of the quarry site was recently dismantled and the

elevated railroad bed has been turned into a hiking trail called

the Katy Trail.

5121wm.m2 3
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2.2 Flooding

Flooding by the Missouri River is most likely from April

through July of each year. Such flooding is usually caused by

prolonged spring and early summer rains coupled with maximum snow

melt. Flooding by the Femme Osage and Little Femme Osage Creeks

is most likely during May and June of each year. These creeks

are prone to flash floods, generally due to thunderstorms which

are common at that time of the year.

The 100-year water surface elevation is estimated to be 474

feet MSL near the quarry (MKES 1988). Most of the proposed

quarry staging and treatment area, except for small portions

along the Femme Osage Slough and Little Femme Osage Creek, are

above this elevation. Although flood data for the nearby streams

is not available, flooding caused by these streams is unlikely

(MKES 1988).

2.3 Geology

The following summary discussion of the geology in the

region is based primarily on reports by Berkeley Geosciences

Associates (BGA 1984) and by Morrison-Knudsen Environmental

Services (MKES 1988). The first section contains a brief

overview of the regional geology, lt is followed by

stratigraphic descriptions and an overview of regional and site

hydrogeology.

2.3.1 Regional Setting

The site is situated in low limestone bluffs near the west

bank of the Missouri River in St. Charles County, Missouri. The

surface of the region is almost entirely covered by

512 iwo. a2 4
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unconbolidated Quaternary materials consisting of Holocene

alluvium, Pleistocene glacial drift, and residual soils developed

on highly weathered rock. Bedrock consists of Paleozoic

limestone; shale, sandstone, and dolomite,. The uppermost bedrock

- unit around much of the site is the Ordovician age Kimmswick

Limestone. The Kimmswick Limestone is underlain by other

Ordovician strata which include, in descending order, the Decorah

Group (shale and limestone), Plattin Limestone, Joachim Dolomite,

and St, Peter Sandstone. Strata overlying the Kimmswick

Limestone have generally been eroded from the vicinity of the

quarry.

In the Weldon Spring area, the bedrock has a regional strike

of N60°W and dips approximately 0.50 to the northeast. The

strata of the region ),ave been uplifted by the Ozark doming,

resulting in a northeast dipping monoclinal structure (BNI 1987).

The Eureka/House Springs anticline is a minor structure located

about 1 mile southwest of the quarry site. The axis of this

anticline trends northwest (Kleeschulte and Emmett 1986). The

limestone strata beneath the quarry staging and water treatment

plant area are nearly flat, with a very slight (0.5 °) dip to the

northeast. Two major Joint sets have been identified. One

trends between N30°E and N72°E and the second trends between

N30°W and N65°W. Both Joint sets are nearly vertical (Roberts

and Theis 1951).

2.3.2 Stratigraphy

Table 2-1 is a generalized description of the stratigraphy

beneath the quarry site. Bedrock beneath the proposed

construction areas is chiefly Ordovician limestone and dolomite

overlying sandstone and shale. The bedrock is overlain by as

much as 90 feet of Quaternary sediments. In upland areas, soil

512 lws. s2 5
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TABLE 2-1 GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN FOR THE WELDON SPRING
QUARRY AREA

Thickness

Formation (feet ) Description

Quaternary Alluvium and 0-i00 Predominantly silty clay,
Residual Soils clayey silt, and highly

weathered bedrock.

Ordovician Kimmswick Limestone 70 Medium- to coarsely-
crystalline, fossiliferous,
massive bedded, white to
light gray limestone.
Contains large voids due to
solution effect along
vertical fractures.

Decorah Group 20-40 Green to brown shales with
numerous, thin interbedded
limestone layers in lowe_
part. Grades upward into a
medium- to thinly-bedded
limestone co_%taining thin
shale partings.

Plattin Limestone 100-120 Gray to dark gray, fine- to
medium-grained, thin-bedded
fossiliferous limestone.

Source: (MKES 1988)

512 lws, m2 6
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cover may be 10 to 40 feet thick, although rock outcrops do

occur. In the Missouri River floodplain to the south of the

site, up to 100 feet of alluvial clays, silty clay, sand, and

gravels can be found (BGA 1984, MKES 1988). The generalized

descriptions that follow are of geologic units in the vicinity of

the Quarry site. Units described are those found in the proposed

construction areas.

The oldest rocks encountered on the site are part of the

Champlainian Series of the Ordovician system. Geologic units

from this series that are found on the site are the Plattin

Limestone, Decorah Group, and Kimmswick Limestone (MKES 1988).

The Plattin Limestone is a buff to light gray, fine-to

medium-grained, moderately hard, moderately fractured,

fossiliferous limestone (BGA 1984, MKES 1988). Beneath the

quarry site it is 100 to 120 feet thick and was the deepest unit

encountered in the boreholes. In outcrop exposures, the Plattin

is reported to be dolomitic, yellowish brown, with a weathered,

pitted surface. Thin, fissile, light green to greenish gray

shales are present in the upper portion, and small amounts of

dark gray chert are present throughout the formation.

The Decorah Group is a light gray, thin-bedded, argillaceous

limestone. It is fossiliferous in its upper portion with

numerous shale and non-calcareous to calcareous silt and clay

partings. The Decorah Group is 20 to 40 feet thick at the quarry

site. Part of the western half of the lower quarry area is

excavated into the upper 15 feet of this bedrock unit (BGA 1984,

MEES 1988).

The Kimmswick Limestone, uppermost of the Ordovician

formations on the site, unconformably overlies the Decorah Group.

5121ws. s2 7
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The Kimmswick is the chief rock unit that was quarried in the

former quarry, where it is approximately 70 feet thick. This

unlt is a light gray to buff or tan limestone. It is medium to

co_rsely crystalline, moderately weathered, moderately hard,

fossiliferous, and mediL_ to massively bedded. The unit contains

chert nodules scattered along bedding planes. Macrofossils are

common. Where exposed in outcrop, the Kimmswick Limestone shows

a rough, pitted weathered surface. The Kimmswick Limestone

contains numerous voids and exhibits solution features associated

with the intersections of vertical Joints and bedding planes

(Huey 1978). Clay fillings are present in many of the Joints.

The Quaternary units in the vicinity of the quarry site are

chiefly alluvial sediments deposited along the Missouri River and

its tributaries and glacial deposits in upland areas. An older

weathering surface forms the base of the soil sequence (MKES

1988).

The fill in the quarry area is quite variable in

composition. It ranges from quarry rubble and weathered bedrock

to silt and clay. Typical sources are _2arry spoils and on-site

or off-site soils residuum which may have been excavated,

transported, and recompacted (e.g., railroad bed aggregate and

soil).

2.3.3 Hydrogeology

_._hesummary of regional and site hydrogeology presented here

has been abstracted from investigations in the adjacent quarry

area (MKES 1988) and earlier studies (BGA 1984, Kleeschulte and

Emmett 1986).

5121wm. s2 8
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There are two distinct aquifers and one leaky confining

layer in the shallow subsurface groundwater regime of the quarry

site and vicinity. Ground water occurs in the upper portion of

what has been referred to as the deep bedrock aquifer of St.

Charles County (Kleeschulte and Emmett 1986). The aquifer

extends completely through the bedrock sequence to the bottom of

the (Cambrian) Potosi Dolomite. The upper section is a thinner

(400 feet) less permeable part of the aquifer and acts generally

as a leaky confining layer. On the site, this confining layer is

water bearing and is comprised of the Kimmswick Limestone,

Decorah Group, Plattln Limestone, and Joachim Dolomite. The

thicker (1,000 foot) more permeable sequence underlying this

confining layer is found throughout the county where the older

formations have not been eroded (MKES 1988). Overlying this

bedrock aquifer is an alluvial aquifer existing primarily in the

Missouri River valley.

The fracture patterns observed in the quarry walls have been

found to extend through the Decorah Group and probably into the

Plattin Limestone (BGA 1984!. Thus, the three bedrock formations

(Kimmswick Limestone, Decorah Group, Plattin Limestone)

encountered at the quarry site (together with the soil units) may

be considered as one hydrogeologic unit, although the Decorah

Group, which contains a large number of shale beds, is considered

regionally to be a leaky confining layer (Kleeschulte and Emmett

1986). Groundwater flow most likely has formed the enlarged

solution cavities found in the top of the Kimmswick Limestone.

Recharge of the aquifer is through the exposed weathered

limestone around the quarry rim; through fractures and Joints

exposed to the overlying silts, sand_ and gravel; and through

the quarry pond itself. Hydraulic connections between the

overlying alluvial aquifer and the underlying bedrock aquifer are

very likely in the quarry staging and treatment plant area.

5121wa. a2 9
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An unconfined alluvial aquifer at the quarry staging and

water treatment plant area occurs in the deposits overlying the

limestone bedrock. Near the Little Femme Osage Creek and the

Femme Osage Slough the aquifer is contained chiefly in alluvium

of the Missouri River floodplain. The vadose zone in this

aquifer occurs generally in the upper 10 feet of silt and, where

it is exposed, the upper weathered portion of the KJ_m_swick

Limestone. Generally, the water table elevation lies within 10

feet of the surface and exhibits seasonal fluctuations. The

aquifer is readily recharged by precipitation, flood water, or

both, and by infiltration through the soil or fractures and

Joints in the bedrock.

2.4 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION

2.4.1 General

A geotechnical exploration program for the quarry staging

and water treatment plant area was performed in 1989 under the

Weldon Spring Site Phase II Geotechnical Investigations Program.

The purpose of this drilling program was primarily to provide

geotechnical design parameters for the foundation of the proposed

water treatment plant and for the embankments of the equalization

basin and effluent ponds. Additionally, piezometers were

installed in some of the boreholes to obtain groundwater levels.

Figure 2-1 shows the locations of the GTQ (GeoTechnical

Quarry) series boreholes in the immediate area of the proposed

construction. These boreholes, numbered GTQ-I through GTQ-II,

were drilled from February to May in 1989 by Hannibal Testing

Laboratories (HTL) of Hannibal, Missouri, using a CME Model 55

truck-mounted drill rig. The PMC provided project direction and

field geologists who logged samples, documented field operations,
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and supervised drilling. To document the field work, the PMC

geologists kept daily written records of all drilling activities

in a bound log book. In soil, the drilling was generally

advanced using continuous flight hollow stem augers with a 6-7/8

inch outside diameter (0.D.) by 3-1/4 inch inside diameter

(I.D.). In borehole GTQ-II, 7-1/4 inch O.D. by 4-1/4 inch I.D.

augers were used. Coring in bedrock was achieved by using an NQ

wireline core barrel (see Appendix A).
b

Soil sampling was performed at: 2.5 foot intervals.

Disturbed soil samples were obtained using a 2.0-inch O.D., 1.5-

inch I.D. Standard Penetration Test (SPT) sampler. Relatively

undisturbed samples were obtained using a California split-barrel

sampler having an O.D. of 3.0 inches and I.D. of 2.5 inches.

Both the SPT and California samplers were driven a depth of 18

inches, using a 140,pound hammer free-falling 30 inches. The

number of blows required to drive each 6-inch interval was

recorded. Undisturbedsamples were obtained by hydraulically

pushing 3.0-inch diameter, 36 inch long Shelby tubes to a depth

of 30 inches. Table 2-2 summarizes the GTQ borehole data found

in Appendix A. Appendix A also contains the borehole logs,

piezometer data, and a brief drilling report by the field

geologists. The drilling report describes the procedures for the

exploration program, including soil sampling, bedrock coring,

sample chain-of-custody form, and constant head field

permeability testing. The report also contains summaz-f data

tables, and health and safety precautions taken during the field

program.

Piezometers were installed for measuring water levels in all

the boreholes, except GTQ-I and GTQ-10. Piezometers GTQ-3, GTQ-

6, GTQ-7 and GTQ-8 were abandoned when the exploration program

was completed. The abandonment consisted of removing each
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TABLE 2-2 C_otechnical Borehole and Piezometer Sl.u_az'3r

Borehole/ Total Screened

Piezometer Date Depth Interval

. , .m_r Comple.te_l ( feet ),. _ _-- (feet) Co.nent,,s ,

GTQ-1 3/16/8!9 95.7 N/A No Piezometer

GTQ-2 4/3/89 98.0 _1.5 to 31.5

GTQ-3 2/24/89 88.0 I0.0 to 29.0 Abandoned I

4/19/89

GTQ-4 3/13/89 77.0 17.5 to 36.5

GTQ-5 4/27/89 ii0.0 95.0 to 104.0 Redrilled.
Screened
into bedrock. 2

GTQ-6 2/28/89 58.5 38.5 to 57.5 Abandoned _
4/20/89

GTQ-7 2/10/89 56.5 25.5 to 55.0 Abandoned I

4/18/89

GTQ-8 2/17/89 76.0 17.5 to 36.5 Abandoned I

4/24/89

GTQ-9 4/13/89 76.2 12.0 to 32.0

GTQ- 10 4/6/89 109.5 N/A No piezometer

GTQ-II 5/3/89 80.0 60.0 to 79.0

i Piezometers GTQ-3, 6, 7 and 8 were abandoned by first drilling

out the hole to total depth and backfilling with Volclay
grout •

2 GTQ-5 was first completed on 3/8/89, the original screened
interval 15.0 - 34.0 feet. This borehole was redrilled to

place a piezometer screen in the bedrock rather than the
alluvium.

s12Iw,..2 12
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piezometer, redrilling the hole, and sealing with Volclay grout.

The original piezometer in GTQ-5 was replaced with a new

piezometer, with screen placed 10 feet into the limestone

bedrock. Piezometer GTQ-11 was constructed 20 feet away and

screened within the overlying sediments. Groundwater elevation

data from this piezometer couple should help determine the degree

of hydraulic separation between the bedrock aquifer and the

overlying alluvial sediments.

Groundwater elevation data are shown in the cross sections

and summarized in Table 2-3. Water levels in backfilled

boreholes (GTQ-I, GTQ-10) were taken after the groundwater level

had stabilized for a few days. Groundwater elevations monitored

on a regular basis in the remaining active piezometers in the

quarry staging and water treatment plant area after the initial

exploration program are included in Table 2-4.

2.4.2 Geotechnical Cross-Sections

Geotechnical cross secti_ shown on Figures 2-2 through 2-5

were developed to provide site subsurface information to assist

design. The cross sectional data were derived from the recent

WSS Phase II Geotechnical Investigations boreholes (GTQ-I through

GTQ-II) and existing wells and boreholes. Units shown are major

correlatable soils and lithologies that were traced across the

site. Less areally extensive but significant units {e.g., quarry

rubble fill) are also shown. The lateral extents of the units

are inferred and approximate only. Queries indicate areas where

unit continuity or thickness is inferred. The soil units shown

were subdivided according to their distinguishable geologic and

geo_echnical properties (color, grain size distribution, water

content, etc.) and classified using the Unified Soil

Classification System (USCS).
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TABLE 2-3 Groundwater Elevations Measured in Wells
(April-May 1989 )

Well Groundwater Date
Well or Elevation Elevation Me_ _ured

Piez_ter . (feet) (_eet) ,,, C_nts

Quarry Staqing and Water Treatment Plant area

GTQ-I 474.38 451.38 3/16/69 No well. Groundwater
elevation measured in
borehole prior to
grouting.

GTQ-2 475.26 455.02 5/04/89

GTQ-3 460.86 454.76 4/07/89 Grouted 4/19/89.

GTQ-4 476.12 454.79 5/04/89

GTQ-5 477.22 453.79 5/04/89

GTQ-6 508.30 460.40 4/07/89 Grouted 4/20/89

GTQ-7 480.62 456.52 4/17/89 Grouted 4/18/89

GTQ-8 477.62 457.32 4/20/89 Grouted 4/24/89

GTQ-9 478.02 457.58 5/04/89

GTQ-10 485°97 453.87 4/07/89 No well. Groundwater
elevation measured in

borehole prior to
grouting.

GTQ-II 477.17 453.17 5/04/89

MW-1026 481.50 454.92 5/13-14/89

MW-1027 485.53 457.78 5/13-14/89

MW-1028 467.77 450.50 5/13-14/89

Abandoned Quarry Area

MW-1002 557.11 466.30 5/13-14/89

(TW-7)

mOTES= Groundwater elevations are taken from Appendix A.

MW - series is re-designation of wells installed for
earlier investigations by others.

s_21v,.,2 14
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TABLE 2-4. SUMMARY OF GROUNDWATER ELEVATIONS IN ACTIVE

PIEZOMETERS

Active Water Level Elevations (feet, ms1)
Piezometer 5/4/89 7/5/89 10/30/89

I I Ill I I lll

GTQ-2 455.12 452.36 451.06

GTQ-4 454.57 454.15 453.07

GTQ-5 453.36 452.79 452.64

GTQ-9 457.25 456.24 455.12

GTQ-11 453.15 452.35 452.06

III

NOTES: Piezometer GTQ-5 screened in bedrock; all other

piezometers screened in soil
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The highly weathered bedrock residuum indicated on the cross

sections is usually the zone where coarse gravel with sand or

clay was described in a boring log Just above the bedrock. This

material was interpreted as having been weathered from the

underlying bedrock because of the high percentage of limestone

and chert rock fragments in the gravel. The top of the bedrock

WaS defined as the depth where auger drilling could not be

advanced further, labeled "refusal" on the drill logs.

2.5 SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

2.5.1 Soils

The soils at the quarry staging and water treatment plant

area are primarily the products of alluviation in the floodplain

of the Missouri River and its tributaries. The principal

surficial deposit on the major upland flats and narrow summits

consists of silty clay.

Thinner silty clay deposits overlie the highly weathered

limestone bedrock on hill tops and valley side slopes. The

surface soils or, the narrow valley floodplains of the Little

Femme Osage Creek and other tributary streams to the Femme Osage

Creek and Missouri River are moderately thick to thin lenses of

gravelly to silty loams and chert gravels deposited from erosion

of the valley sides. Most of these gravels are very close to

their source and show very few signs of down-valley erosional

transport. Alluvium dominates the lowest elevations in the

quarry and vicinity to the south and southwest of the quarry

staging and treatment plant area (MKES 1988).

Subsurface soil units usually consist of silty clays and

clayey silts. In general, some sands and gravels were
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encountered in the lowest units and in the western half of the quarry

staging and water treatment plant area. The thickest soil

accumulations (up to 90 feet)occur around boreholes GTQ-II, GTQ-5 and

GTQ-I (near the intersection of cross-sections A-A' B-B' and D-D')!

The most extensive or significant materials that comprise the

alluvium in the subsurface are described in Table 2-5. Descriptions

are based on soil geotechnical properties and are keyed to numbers in

the appropriate cross sections (Figures 2-2 through 2-5).

2.5.2 Bedrock

Bedrock at the quarry site includes the Kimmswick Limestone, the

Decorah Group, and the Plattin Limestone (Table 2-i). These rock

units comprise, in turn, the uppermost bedrock units beneath tYe

subsurface of the site. The Kimmswick Limestone itself was quarried

for use as crushed stone aggregate (MKES 1988). The Kimmswick

Limestone is most extensive around the quarry area and forms the

cliffs and bluffs of the quarry rim. West of the fence line

separating the quarry from the quarry staging and water treatment

plant area, the Kimmswick Limestone and the underlying Decorah Group

have been eroded away. Thus the Plattin Limestone is the chief

bedrock unit in the subsurface of the quarry staging and water

treatment plant area, except for the south-southwest trending ridge

where boreholes GTQ-6 and MW-1028 are located (see west half of cross

section B-B' and all other cross sections)t

Figure 2-6 shows the top-of-bedrock elevations beneath the

quarry site. The map isbased on all available depth-to-bedrock data

from the boreholes and wells listed in Table 1-2, as well as on the

geotechnical boreholes drilled for this investigation. The tbp-of-

bedrock surface is defined as the depth below the ground surface where

drilling by hollow stem auger was no longer possible. Since different

drill rigs and varying diameter augers were used for drilling the

boreholes used in compiling the map, the top-of-bedrock contact is not
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sharp but gradational, indicating the transition from clayey gravel

and the decomposed bedrock rubble to relatively unweathered rock.

The lowest bedrock elevations (381 feet MSL) are found near the

far western boundary of the proposed quarry staging and water

treatment plant area (borehole GTQ-I). The bedrock sulface rises from

this low area to an elevation of 400 feet in the northern half of the

site and to its highest elevation of 530 feet along State Route 94,

Just north of the center of the quarry.

One of the prominent features of the top-of-bedrock surface

beneath the site is the bedrock slope extending from boreholes MW-1027

and QB-II south-southwest to boreholes GTQ-6 and MW-1028 (see Figure

_-6). Southwest of GTQ-6 this slope drops a total of 74 feet in two

steps, with a middle bench most prominent in the subsurface between

boreholes GTQ-10 and GTQ-6. To the north and west of this bedrock

slope the underlying Plattin Limestone forms the bedrock surface

beneath the site.

A narrow depression cuts across this slope Just east of

monitoring well MW-1028. This depression, interpreted as a buried

stream channel, bears north and slightly northeast along the base of

an elevated bedrock plateau centered roughly on the quarry area. It

is likely that this channel was cut by an ancestral Femme Osage Creek

or tributary as it flowed across thewestern half of the site. The

source of the former stream was most likely to the northwest, as shown

by a rise in bedrock surface topography to the northwest and north of

State Route 94. This rise continues to the northwest, off the edge of

the map (Figures 2-1 and 2-6).

2.5.3 Alluvial Aquifer Properties

The hydrogeologic investigations at the quarry staging and water

treatment plant area were conducted to determine alluvial aquifer

properties. Accordingly, the program included in situ testing of soil
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tO determine the hydraulic conductivity (pe_neability), and

installation of monitoring wells to obtain groundwat_Jr elevation data

and determine groundwater flow and vertical gradients. Soil
r

permeability values are summarized in Table 2-6, groundwater

elevations in Tables 2-3 and 2-4, and the piezometric surface beneath

the site on Figure 2-7. All values are summarized from data presented

in Appendix A.

Field constant-head permeability tests were performed according

to the following procedure. After augering to the desired depth and

clearing the borehole, a sampling rod or instrument was lowered to the

bottom of the temporary casing formed by the auger and/or NQ hollow-

stem drilling rods. The sampling rods were pushed into the test

formation approximately 4 to 6 inches to ensure a good contact with

the formation. The temporary casing (auger and/or NQ rod) was then

filled with water until 'the water level was maintained even with the

top of the rods. Water was added as needed to maintain the water

level at the top of the rods for a period of i0 minutes. The volume of

water needed to keep the rods full was measured and recorded. This

procedure was repeated twice more for a maximum test interval of 30

minutes (USBR 1970).

Constant head permeability test results are summarized in Table

2-6. Results showed pem_eabilities in the range of 10 -5 to 10 -6 cm/sec

for most soils. Average permeabilities for clays and silty clays (CH

and CL) were often below the test detection limit (approximately 10 -8

cm/sec). Average perme_Dilities for silts and clayey silts (ML) and

some silty/clayey sands (SM/SC) ranged between 10 -6 and 10 -5 cm/sec.

No tests were performed in gravels or gravelly layers. One test (GTQ-

i0) in a material that appeared most likely to be rubble fill yielded

a permeability value of greather than 3.3 x 10 .2 cm/sec.

Groundwater elevation data for all geotechnical boreholes (GTQ-I

through GTQ-II) from late April to early May 1989 are summarized in

Table 2-3 and shown on the geotechnical cross sections (Figures 2-2
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TABLE 2-6 Summary of In Situ Soil Permeability Values

Bore- Test

hole Depth Calculated Permeability Soil Type
No. (feet ) (cm/sec )

GTQ-I 10.0 6.72xi0 "6 ML

15.0 3.50xi0 -_ CL

20.0 7.96xi0 "6 CL

GTQ-2 12.5 NO FLOW* CH

17.5 NO FLOW* CH

22.5 5.0 xl0 "6 ML

GTQ-3 11.5 1.36xi08 -3 ML

17.5 NO FLOW* CH

22.5 2.05xI0 "_ CH

GTQ-4 12.5 6.50xi0 "6 CL

17.5 2.44xi0 "6 CL

22.5 2.80xi0 -6 ML-CL

GTQ-5 12.5 NO FLOW* CH

17.5 4.87xi0 -6 CH

22.5 3.51xi0 "_ ML

32.5 3.16xi0 "5 ML

GTQ-9 12.5 1.30x10 "_ CL

17.5 NO FLOW* CH

22.5 6.84xi0 "s SM

GTQ-10 12.5 >3.33xi0 "2 CL (fill)

17.5 NO FLOW* CH-CL

22.5 NO FLOW* CH

GTQ-II 42.0 1.74x10 "6 CH

46.5 1.04x10 "5 CH

51.5 l.llxl0 "5 CH

* No water added in I0 minutes.
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through 2-5). Groundwater elevation data for the remaining

active piezometers (GTQ-2,-4,-5,-9,-II) measured on a regular

basis from May through October 1989 are listed in Table2-4. The

water table in the alluvial aquifer is relatively flat, ranging

between 450 and 460 feet in elevation (20 to 30 feet below the

surface) for most of the proposed quarry staging and water

treatment plant area, with a general flow to the south. This

reflects flow direction measured in the bedrock aquifer at the

quarry site and vicinity (MKES 1988). The piezometric surface

based on all boreholes mimics topographic highs and lows in the

bedrock surface (Figure 2-7).

The map on Figure 2-7 shows two groundwater divides that

are centered on a high portion of the bedrock beneath boreholes

GTQ-8 and GTQ-9 and a southwest trending ridge extending from

boreholes GTQ-6 through GTQ-2 and OB-2. Inferred flow directions

closely coincide with the locations of the bedrock depressions

discussed earlier, Groundwater flow over the larger southern

ridge is inferred to be channeled east of MW-1028, the location

of the postulated local buried stream channel. A broader

channel-like pattern directs groundwater to the west, along the

postulated channel.
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3 GEOTECHNICAL LABORATORY TESTING

Laboratory tests were performed to provide a basis for

foundation design, recommendations for embankment design,

settlement evaluation, and slope stability analyses.

Representative samples from the borings were tested to determine

their physical properties, compressibility, permeability, and

shear strength. Geotechnology Inc. (GSI) was awarded the

contract for laboratory testing in 1989 and 1990. A summary of

laboratory testing results is presented in Table B-1. A brief

description of the laboratory tests procedures, significance, and

applicability is presented in this chapter.

3.1 Test Methods and Procedures

The gradation test, or particle-size analysis, determines

the distribution of the various particle sizes in soil. Standard

sieves are used to separate the particles for all sizes except

silts and clays, for which a hydrometer analysis is used.

Particle size distribution is used to classify soils, estimate

permeability (using empirical correlations), and analyze particle

migration potential at the interface of two soils. These tests

were carried out in accordance with ASTM Test Method D422 and

DI140.

The specific gravity test is used to determine the unit

weight of the solid particles of a soil with respect to the unit

weight of water. Specific gravity is used in equations

expressing relationships of air, water, and soil solids. The

standard test procedure is ASTM D854.

Plasticity characteristics of the clayey soils are provided

from Atterberg limits. They include liquid limit, plastic limit,

5i21wa. s3 1
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and plasticity index. These properties are used in classifying

soils and estimating relative consistency and activity. These

index properties are also used in correlations with

compressibility, permeability, compactability, shrink-swell, and

shear-strength characteristics. Tests were performed in

accordance with ASTM D4318.

Moisture content and dry density tests were performed on

selected undisturbed samples to help assign foundation design

parameters, The moisture content, which is the pore water

content of a soil, is used to determine soil index properties and

soil consistency. It is used in most equations expressing

relationships among air, water, and solids in a soil. In situ

dry density is used to determine the in situ unit weight of a

soil. It is the basis for determining overburden stresses for

settlement calculations. It can also be used as an indicator of

past stresses and loadings on the soil. These tests were

performed in accordance with ASTM procedures D2216 and D2937.

Compaction tests were carried out on composite samples

considered to be representative of the soils that are to be used

in embankments. The compaction test develops moisture-density

characteristics for a given soil. A series of tests at varying

moisture contents will yield a compaction curve from which the

maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content can be

determined. Standard procedure used in compaction tests is U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, EM 1110-2-1906.

The settlement characteristics of the in situ clayey soils

were evaluated from results of one-dimensional consolidation

tests under the proposed design loading conditions. A sample is

axially loaded and allowed to drain while being restrained

laterally. The decrease in void ratio is measured as a function

5121ws.13 2
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of loading and time. The consolidation characteristics obtained

are used to estimate both the rate and magnitude of consolidation

under actual loading. They are also used to estimate the

permeability of the soil. These tests were carried out in

accordance with ASTM test method D2435.

Shear strength of the on site soils was evaluated by

conducting consolidated, undrained triaxial compression tests (CU

or R) and unconsolidated, undrained triaxial compression (UU or

Q) tests. The CU triaxial compression determines total and

effective shear strength parameters and stress-strain

characteristics of a soil. The test simulates long-term

conditions by allowing consolidation of the soil sample prior to

applying the uniaxial loading. The UU triaxial compression test

determines the total shear clrength parameters and stress-strain

characteristics of a soil. The test simulates short-term or end-

of-construction conditions by not allowing excess pore pressures

resulting from confining and axial stresses to dissipate. All

triaxial testing was conducted according to procedures outlined

in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers EM 1110-2-1906.

The permeability characteristics of the on-site fine-grained

soils were evaluated using constant head permeability tests in

the triaxial cells under confining pressures of 1 and 3 ksf for

code specimen. The hydraulic conductivity data obtained from the

test are used to determine seepage and flow rates, and as a

measure of relative imperviousness. Test procedures U. S. Army

Corps of Engineers EM 1110-2-1906 were followed to conduct the

permeability tests.

5121ws.n3 3
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3.2 Geotechnical TEsting Results

The results of laboratory tests are summarized in Appendix
B, Table B-1.

Laboratory sieve analyses indicate that subsurface soils

usually consist of silts and clays with source sands and gravels

encountered in the lowest units. The percent of fines (passing

No. 200 sieve) ranges from 68% to 100% for silts and clays and

is about 15% for silty sands.

The natural moisture content ranges from 22% to 50% and the

dry unit weight from 71 to 106 pcr. The more plastic, clayey

soils have liquid limits and plasticity indexes ranging from 30%

to 81% and 10% to 55%, respectively. Atterberg limits for silty

soils are between 24% and 36% (liquid limit) and 2% to 5%

(plasticity index).

Triaxial shear tests performed on undisturbed samples under

undrained, unconsolidated conditions show an undrained shear

strength ranging from 400 to 3000 psr. The total and effective

cohesion and angle of internal friction were determined from

triaxial tests and undistrubed samples under undrained

consolidated conditions. Effective cohesion in between 50 to 800

psr. Effective angie of friction ranges from 12°to 35 ° .

Laboratory consolidation tests and field standard

penetration tests indicate that the on-site clayey soils are

slightly to moderately over consolidated, with an over

consolidation ratio of approximately 3 to 8. Peremability

testing under confining pressures of 1,000 and 3,000 psf indicate

that the clayey soils have coefficients of permeability ranging
from 5 x 10 -7 to 6 x 10 -e cm/sec.
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that the clayey soils have coefficients of permeability ranging

from 5 x i0 "v to 6 x i0" cm/sec.
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4 CONCJJUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 General

The results of field investigations and geotechnical

laboratory testing indicate that the proposed construction at the

site is geotechnically feasible provided that the recommendations

presented in this report are incorporated into the final design

and construction.

The on-site saturated cohesionless soils have a high

potential to liquefy during a strong earthquake capable of

inducing a ground acceleration of about 0.2g. However, the

effect of liquefaction on the ground surface is expected to be

limited due to the bridging and capping actions of the upper 20

feet of stiff clayey soils overlying the cohesionless soils.

The proposed slopes (2:1 to 3:1, horizontal to vertical,

li:V) for fill and cut embankments for the equalization basin and

effluent ponds will be stable under the design seismic and static

loading conditions. Ground settlements resulting from .embankment

construction are estimated to occur primarily during construction

and decrease to negligible amounts soon after the completion of

construction. Both time-dependent and post-construction

settlement are anticipated to be insignificant.

4.2 Site Preparation and Earth Work

4.2.1. General

The preliminary project grading plan shows that minimal

grading will be required to construct level pads for the support

of the proposed decontamination pad, parking and roadway areas,

5121ws.o4 1
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and the site drainage. Cuts and fills to abuut 22 feet and 14

feet in height, respectively, are planned for the proposed

effluent ponds and equalization basin and the surrounding

embankments. Earthwork can be performed by using conventional

equipment including bulldozer, scraper, front-end loader, and

vibratory sheepsfoot compactor.

J

4.2.2 Topsoil Stripping and Scarifying

Areas to be graded should be cleared and stripped of all

vegetation, debris, loose fill, and any other organic materials

present on the surface at the time of grading. Final stripping

depths should be determined in the field by the construction

engineer at the time of grading. In no case should the stripped

material be reused as engineered fill. However, this stripped

material may be used for landscaping as topsoil.

The exposed surface should be scarified to a minimum depth

of 12 inches. The scarified material should be properly

moisture-conditioned to near optimum moisture content and be

compacted to at least 95% of maximum dry density as determined by

the American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) D698 test

method. If significant pumping or yielding, or both, occur

during scarification or recompaction, it will be necessary to

stabilize the exposed subgrade. The actual stabilization method

used will depend on exposed conditions and suitability should be

Judged by a geotechnical engineer.

4.2.3 Fill Materials and Placement

The existing on-site soils can be used as compacted fill,

provided that all vegetation and deleterious materials are

cleared. Imported granular fill materials should have a low

512 lws. s4 2
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expansion potential (Plasticity Index less than 15), be free of

organic material and rocks greater than 4 inches in size, have no

more than 15% silt and clay particles, and be approved by the

geotechnical engineer prior to importation. It is recommended

that the upper 2 feet of the subgrade soils lying within 3 feet

beyond the foundation lines should be selected granular material

with low expansion characteristics. Fill should be placed in

thin lifts (normally 6 to 8 inches, depending on compaction

equipment), moisture conditioned to near optimum moisture

content, and compacted to not less than 95% of maximum dry

density based on test method ASTM D698. Observation and soil

density tests should be carried out during grading to ascertain

that the construction subcontractor has obtained the required

degree of compaction and the proper moisture content.

4.2.4 Excavation Conditions

Conventional equipment such as bulldozers or backhoes can be

used for site grading and trench excavation. Unusual difficulty

is no t expected in excavating the on-site soils. However, in

some localized areas, special effort may be required to remove

large rock particles or boulders. Construction dewatering may

not be necessary provided tha t excavation does not extend below

the water table at elevation of 460 feet. In all cases where

excavation dewatering is required, all proper health and safety

precautions should be taken to avoid contamination of personnel

and equipment.

4.2.5 Permanent Cut and Fill Slopes

Generally, 2zl (H'V) slopes may be used for cuts are not

• greater than 20 feet in height and 3-1 (H.V) slopes for heights

up to 30 feet. Slopes greater than 30 feet high should be
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provided with intermediate benches at least 8 feet wide and

spaced every 20 and 30 vertical feet for 2:1 and 3:1 cut slopes,

2respectively. Both inside and outside fill slopes on the

embankments of theeffluent ponds and equalization basin should

be no steeper than 2:1 (H_V). These slopes should be over-filled

prior to cut-back to expose a firm and compacted surface.

Alternatively, the slope surface can be track rolled to at least

90% maximum dry density within the upper i foot of the surface

and 95% maximum dry densitY below 1 foot from the surface, as

determined by ASTM D698 test method.

4.2.6 Temporary Construction Slopes

Temporary construction slopes and excavations should be

stabilized as follows: In excavations less than 5 feet deep, a

vertical cut slope may be used with minimal shoring system for

short construction periods. In excavations deeper than 5 feet,

either shoring or cuts sloped 0.75 to 1 (H:V) may be used.

Flatter slopes may be required in localized areas due to soil

strength variation. If temporary cut slopes for the construction

of the effluent ponds and equalization basin, are no steeper than

I:i (H:V), they are expected to be generally stable.

4.2.7 Trench Backfill

For the purpose of this section of the report, backfill is

defined as material placed in a trench starting at the pipe

spring line and bedding is defined as all materials placed in a

trench below the spring line.

Unless concrete bedding is required around utility pipes,

bedding material should be well graded crushed rock, gravel or

free draining sand meeting the gradation requirements of sizes
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ranging from 0.75 inch to the No. 40 sieve. The bedding material

should be placed to achieve an in-place density equivalent to at

least 98% of the maximum dry density based on ASTM D698 test

method. Due to the low permeability of the on-site clayey soils,

Jetting or ponding of sand bedding to aid in achieving the

desired relative compaction will not be permitted.

The on-site inorganic soil maybe used as trench backfill.

The backfill material should be compacted to at least 90% beneath

unpaved areas and paved areas deeper than 3 feet from the

subgrade. It should be compacted to 95% of the maximum dry

density within 3 feet of the subgrade in the paved area. Ali

maximum dry density should be based on the ASTM D698 test method.

The backfill material should be free of deleterious material and

rocks greater than 4 inches in size, placed in thin lifts, and

moisture conditioned prior to compaction.

4.3 Liquefaction

Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which saturated,

cohesionless soils are subject to a temporary loss of shear

strength under the reversing cyclic shear stresses associated

with earthquakes. Field sampling, standard penetration-test blow

counts and laborat'Dry grain size analyses indicate that the loose

fine silty sand encountered from 25 to 45 feet beneath the

proposed effluent ponds and equalization basin has a high

_---- potential to liquefy. Liquefaction analysis was conducted using

Seed's methods (Seed and Idriss 1971; Seed et al. 1984)o The

results suggest that these silty sands may liquify during an

earthquake that induces a ground acceleration of about 0.2g at

the site. Such an acceleration has an annual probability of

being exceeded lower than 0.0006 (Nuttli and Hermann 1981).
J
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Interpretation of boring logs reveals that the loose silty sands

are localized strata interlayered within layers of clayey silts,

sandy silts and silty clays. Also, there is no evidence of

interconnection of the sand strata in a continuous manner between

boreholes. The proposed facilities in the quarry staging and

water treatment plant area are temporary; and the probability of

an earthquake occurring with ground acceleration greater than

0.2g within a ten year period is low.

If such an earthquake should occur and the loose silty sand

strata li_lifies, the upper 20 feet of clayey soils would bridge

the localized, liquefied sands. The bridging effects would

prevent ground subsidence and minimize differential settlement at

the ground surface. It is expected that the total and

differential settlement at the ground surface due to liquefaction

would be small. Consequently, the effect of sand liquefaction at

the site is not to be a problem, and the proposed water treatment

facilities can be constructed at the site.

4.4. Slope Stability Analyses for Equalization Basin and

Effluent Ponds

4.4.1 General

Slope stability analyses of th6 proposed cuts and

embankment_ surrounding the equalization basin and effluent ponds

were performed in 1989 using the STABR slope stability computer

program developed at the University of California, Berkeley.

These analyses incorporated a limit equ'.librium method of

analysis based on the Modified Bishop Method. Input parameters

for the mode] were surface topography, soil strata boundaries,

boundaries of vertical slices, soil material properties (friction

angle, cohesion, unit weight), pore pressure data, and surcharge
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load. Three cross sections, X-X', Y-Y', and Z-Z' were analyzed.

Thes e cross sections are located in the areas of the equalization

basin, effluent pond No. 2 and effluent pond No. 1, respectively

(Figure 1-2). These sections are considered to be the most

critical section for each facility. Soil properties used in the

analyses were established from a review of laboratory index and

physical properties and shear test results. A circular failure

surface mode was assumed in all slope stability analyses. This

assumption was made because no shallow weak continuous foundation

layer was observed from available data.

4.4.2 Methodology and Soil Parameters

In evaluating embankment stability, different potential

failure mechanics and failure surfaces were first considered.

Initially, several general locations of possible failure were

examined in each section to determine the most critical failure

circles. These included locations through the toe of the

embankment and through the foundation materials (toe and base

failures, respectively). Data for the long-term case with

seismic coefficient, which is expected to be the most critical

case, were used in these initial searches. After determining the

general location of the critical circle, minimum factors of

safety were determined for these other cases: long-term static

case, short-term seismic case, and short-term static case.

Additionally, a rapid drawdown analysis was perfo1_ed for the

short- and long-term seismic conditions at section Z-Z' of Pond

i. A pseudo-static seismic coefficient of 0.1g was utilized for

the short-term and long-term seismic cases. In the STABR

program, the seismic coefficient was applied at the bottoms

rather than at the middles of the slices, this being the more

conservative assumption.
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Soil strength parameters used for computation of embankment

stability were primarily based on laboratory shear strength

tests, field standard penetration tests, and experience with the

characteristics of soils that are similar to the on-site soils.

Table 4-1 presents the strength data used for stability analyses.

For long-term static conditions, effective stress parameters were

used. For short-term seismic cases (seismic and static

conditions), undrained shear strength (su) was used in the

calculation.

4.4.3 Stability Analyses Results

Stability analyses of the proposed embankments for the

equalization basin and effluent ponds indicate that the minimum

calculated factor of safety for each section analyzed is greater

than the minimum required safety factors of i.i, 1.3, and 1.5 for

long-term and short-term seismic, short-term static, and long-

term static conditions, respectively (COE 1970). The calculated

factors of safety are presented in Table 4-2. These results

indicate that the proposed cut and fill slopes, which range from

2:1 to 3:1 (H:V) will be stable under the short-term and long-

term conditions with seismic, static, and maximum design flooding

conditions. However, the proposed cut slopes located in the east

and south of effluent pond No. 2 should not be steeper than 3:1

(H:V) nor higher than 30 feet.

4.5 Additional Slope Stability Analyses for Flood Conditions

In April 1990, a slope stability analysis was performed on

the embankment slopes of the equalization basin and effluent

ponds under a 100-year flood condition on the Little Femme Osage

Creek. This analysis was performed specifically to address

permitting needs and is not within the original scope of this
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report. The findings show that the slopes will be stable under

flood conditions. For completeness, a detailed document of this

study is included in Appndix C.

4.6 Fotmdations

The 1989 design plans indicate that a slab-on-grade (thin

mat) foundation is best suited to support the decontamination pad

and the water treatment plant, with design loads of about 50 and

500 pounds per square foot (psi), respectively. The preliminary

grading plan shows that a proposed fill up to about 5 feet will

be constructed to create a pad for the water treatment plant and

a fill of about 1 to 2 feet for the decontamination pad.

It is recommended that the upper 2 feet of these fills

consist of non expansive granular soils with a plasticity index

of less than 15. Provided that the aforementioned

recommendations are followed, an allowable bearing capacity of

1,000 psi may be used for the static condition, and a bearing

capacity of 1,300 psi may be used for the seismic or wind loading

condition. A friction coefficient of 0.35 can be used for

lateral load design.

4.7 Settlement

Settlement analyses were performed at the proposed sites for

the water treatment plant and in the vicinity of the highest

embankment fill at the southwest corner of effluent pond No. i.

Approximately 14 feet of fill is proposed at this pond.

Approximately 5 feet of fill placement is planned to create a

level pad for the water treatment plant.

5121ws.s4 9
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Laboratory consolidation tests and field standard

penetration tests conducted on the on-site clayey soils indicate

that these soils are slightly to moderately overconsolidated,

with an overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of approximately 3 to 8.

The expected load increases that the proposed structures will

create on those soils that have compressible characteristics are

much !ess than the corresponding preconsolidation pressures on

the soils. Consequently, most of the expected settlement will be

elastic and should occur upon load application during

construction. Time-dependent (consolidation) settlement will be

minor.

Post-construction settlement at the proposed facilities was

estimated to range from approximately 0.25 to 0.75 inch. This is

considered to be insignificant and should take place within about

six months following completion of construction.

4.8 Lateral Earth Pressures

Basement walls for underground sumps and pump stations

should be designed to resist lateral earth pressures equivalent

to a fluid weighing 60 pounds per cubic foot (pcf). This

pressure is essentially the at-rest pressure for a leveled

backslope and is appropriate for walls restrained at their top by

the ground level slab. In addition to the earth pressure, the

walls should be designed to resist a surcharge pressure of one-

third of the design floor load or any other surcharge loads such

as those exerted by heavy vehicles, or both. These design

lateral pressures were derived assuming that a backdrain

consisting of 18-inch wide drainage material is installed and

that no hyc_ostatic pressure will develop behind the walls by

entrapped water.
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4.9 Site Drainage

Surface drainage gradients should be planned to prevent

ponding and to direct surface water away from foundations, slabs

and edges of pavements and toward suitable collection and

discharge facilities.

4.10 Erosion Consideration

Areas adjacent to the top of the proposed 3:1 (H:V) cut

slope in the eastern side of effludent pond No. 2 should be

smoothly graded to direct surface runoff away from the slope and

prevent it from flowing over the slope. Immediately after

grading, slopes should be planted with vegetation to minimize

erosion. Landscape water demand should be kept to a minimum by

using native flora.
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TABLE 4-1 Soil Strength Parameters

Section X-X

Elevation C o c e Su

Material (ft) (psf) (degree) (psf) (degree) (psf)
Engineered
Fill 480-468 260 17 250 21 1200

Alluvium 468-450 260 17 250 21 700

Alluvium 450-435 260 17 250, 21 1000

Section Y-Y

Elevation C e c o Su

Material (ft) (psf) (degree) (psf) (degree) (psf)
Engineered
Fill 508-468 260 17 250 21 850

Alluvium 468-450 260 17 250 21 1100

Alluvium 450-435 260 17 250 21 1200

Section Z-Z

Elevation C e c o Su

Material (ft) (psf) (degree) (psf) (degree) (psf)
Engineered
Fill 480-468 320 20 300 23 ii00

Alluvium 468-450 320 20 300 23 ii00

Alluvium 450-435 320 20 300 23 1200

Notes :

C, e = Total Stress Parameter
c, e = Effective Stress Parameter

Su = Undrained Shear Strength

512lwm.,4 12
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TABLE 4-2 Summary of Calculated Factor of Safety

Cases & Equalization Basin Effluont Pond I Effluent Pond 2 RIqulred Minimum
CondltlonB BIction X-X' Section Z-Z' Section Y-Y' Factor of Safety

Long Term 8oismic 1.39 1.50 1,14 I.I

Long Tirm Static 2.26 2.40 1.71 1.5

Short Term Soismic 1.33 2.40 1.71 1.5

Short Term Statlc 2.15 3.10 1.79 1.3
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GEOTECHNICALINVESTIGATIONSPHASI="II

_.,,,_) t_UARRYSTAGINGAREA

INTRODUCTION ,

The Phase II geotechntcal investigation program performed at the Neldon Spring
Remedlal Action Pro3ect (HSSRAP) consisted of several tasks. These included

drl111ng at the Weldon Sprlng Quarry (WSO) stag!ng area; drllling at the

temporary storageand dlsposal cell areas of the Neldon Spring Site (HSS);

Installatlonof plez_eters at WSS and HSQ; and test pit excavationfor clay

borrow sources locatednear the HSS. This report presentsthe proceduresused

for characterizingthe subsurface conditions at the quarry staging area°

Included wlth thls report are drlll logs, well completlondrawings, boring

locationplan, photographs,borehole summarytable and boreholeconstant head

permeablllty measurements.

LOCATION

The quarry staging area Is located approximately2.5 miles southeastof the

" I_SS(3.6 miles vla Highway94) and is bounded to the north by Highway 94, on

the east by Neldon Spring quarry, on the south by Femme Osage Slough and on

the west by Little Femme Osage Creek. The area is heavily'forested and

displays approximately40 feet of topographicrellef. Topographichighs are

mounds of soll and rock spoil removed as overburden from the adjacent

limestonequarry.

The subsurface investigationwas performed to provide geotechnlcaldesign

parametersfor a water treatmentplant. Thls plant, conslstlng of several

holdlng ponds wi11 treat contaminatedwater pumped from the adjacent quarry.

Tl_e investigation Included drllllng, soll sampllng, coring, In-sltu

permeablllty'testlng, plezometer constructlon and development, and hole
abandonment.

PRC)OECTPERSONNEL

Subcontract _IP]I? was awarded to Hannibal Testing Laboratories (HTL),

Hannlbal, Missouri for drilling. HTL'subcontracteddrill pad locationsand

access clearing to Bleigh Construction, also of Hannibal, Missouri. HTL

employeesTom Clay and Terry Heroineperformedas driller and drillers helper,

respectively. Nick McNew operated the I)-6 caterplllar dozer for Blelgh
CC05\8g.I



, i Construction. NK-Environmental Services geologists Alan Benfer, Marie

Schauer, Rly Parsons, Mark Cantrell and Paul Patchtn, alternated for loggthg,

documentation and supervision of the drtlltng and site activities. Charles

PaYton. NSSRAPgeologist provided project direction.

HEALTH/SAFETYAND DECONTAMINATION

Because the quarry staging area Is outside of the contaminated quarry,

personalprotectiveequipmentwas not requlred for site personnel. TID badges

and entrance/exlturlne sampleswere not required. Hard hats and sturdy work

boots were requlredand worn by all workers.

Scanning of samples for radioactivitywas not required except for the first

hole drilled, GTQ-7. An Inltlal I/2'hour safety meeting was presented and

attended by all project personnel. The driller, Tom Clay was required to

attend a weekly,one-hoursubcontractorsafetymeetlng.

The drill rlg and all tools_weredecontaminatedby steam cleaningupon arrival

i at the slte and were decontamlnatodbetween boringsand prior to demobilizing
the slte.

DRILLING AND _AMPLING

Eight borings, GTQ-I through GTO-B were orlglnally scheduledfor the quarry

staglngarea. During the project, three optionalholes, GTQ-g, I0 and al were

added. Figure 1 shows the borlng locations. The GTQ designationfor borings
imply geotechnlcalquarry.

The quarry staglngarea investigationwas performedbetweenFebruary7 and May

4, lg8g. Plezometerdevelopmentoccurred between June g and June 15, IgBg.

• Drilling was accomplished ustng a CME Model 55 truck mounted drill rtg.

Continuousflighthollowstem augers wlth a 6-7/8 Inch outsidediameter (O.D.)

by 3-I/4 Inch ins_,Jedlameter (I.D.) were used to dr111 the overburdento the

top of bedrock, s with a 7-I/4 inch (O.D.) by 4-I/4 Inch {I.D.) were

used to modlfy plezometerGTO-5 and to dr111 GTQ-II. Upon reachlng bedrock,

boringsGTQ-2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10 were cored 20 feet using a NO wlrellne core

barrel. GTQ-I was cored 2.7 feet, then abandoneddue to a lost core barrel.

]
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.T SOIL SAMPLZNG

Soil sampling was performed on i-l12 foot centers through the overburden.

Disturbed soil sa=ples were obtained using a 2.O-tnch O.O., 1.S-tnch I.D.

.. Standard Penetration (SPT) saumpler. SPT samples were placed t n capped plasttc

_Jars. Relatively undisturbed samples were obtained using = California

spl"Jt-barrel sampler having an O.D. of 3.0 tnches and I.D. of 2.5 tnches.

Four, 6-inch long, 2.5-tnch I.D. brass liners were placed inside the

California sampler. Each retained 6-inch liner was capped and taped. Both

the SPT and California samplers were driven a depth of 18 1riches beyond the

lead auger using a 140-pound safety h_er free-falling 30 tnches. The number

of blows required to drive each 5-tnch interval was recorded and the final two

6-tnch drives were summed and expressed as blows per foot. Undisturbed

samples were obtained by hydraulically pushing 3.0-tnch diameter, 35-tnch long
steel Shelby tubes to a depth of 30 inches. Upon retrieval, both ends of the

tube were sealed wtth molten bee's vax, capped, and taped. Care was taken to

maintain the tubes in a vertical position at all times.
..

Sotls encountered were described in accordance wtth the Unified Sotl

" Classification System. Sotl colors were described according to Nunse11 soil

color charts. SPT and other selected s=mples were photographed. These

photos, as well as the boring logs, accompany this report.

All samples were labeled and chaln-of-custody forms were completed shovlng

samples collected. All soil samples were stored tn HSS butldlng 404 tn a

heated room to prevent sample freezing. A daily fteld dtary was Jaintatned

documenting ill drtlltng activities. A datly record of work progres_ was

submittedto Cl_arlesPayton dally ms well ms a weekly summaryof pay Items,

Copies of field logs were sent weekly to Edward Toz. geotechnlcalenglneer.

MK-l[nvlronnentalServices.San Francisco.

P[RMEABILITYT[STING

Constant head permeabilitytestingwas performed in all borings except GTO-6,

7 and B. Testlng and calculationsf;jllowedthe procedures outllned In the

U.S. Bureau of Reclamatlon£arth Hanual, appendix [-18 (open-endgravity flow

tests). Individualtests were typlc_llyperformed at depths of 12.S, 17.5,

- and 22.5 feet. In general, the 1Z.5 and Z2.5 foot

9
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intervals were within the unsaturated zone above the water table. Tests were

/-_ performed tn GTQ-11 at saturated depths of 42.0, 46.5 and 51.5 feet.

The permeability testing procedures consisted of lowertng threaded NO

(2.375-Jnch, I.D.) drtll rods through the hollow stem augers to the hole

bottom. In all cases, testing followed the retrieval of a Shelby tube

sample. The rods were pushed Into undisturbedsoll approxlmately_Inches to

provide a seal. Clear water was used to completely f111 the inside of the

rods and a full level was _Inta_ned by adding water as the water level

dropped. The volume of water added after Inltlalf11]lngwas recordedfor the

testlngperiodof t_Ically I0 mlnutes. Table 2 presentsa summary of test

results.

ROCK_OR ING

Soll sampling was continued to auger refusal at the top of bedrock. The

hollow-stemaugerswere left In the hole to serve as casing and the boring was

continuedusing a 10-foot NO wlre]Ine core barrel havlng a 2.gS-Inchdiameter

diamond impregnated bit, providing 1.875-1nch diameter core. A split

inner-tube was used within the core barrel to malntalr,core Integrity.

Borlngs'GT@2,3, 5, 6, ? and I0 were cored 20-feet and GTQ-I cored 2.7 feet.

Borings GTQ-4, B, g and ii were not cored (Table I). Clear water on]y was

used and was transported from the St. Charles County Hater Plant using a
J

750-gallonwater truck.

The core was stripedred and blue to maintainorlentatlonand the footagewas

marked on the core. Selectlve portlons of the core were photographed.

Dlscontlnultles were graphically recorded on the log tnd described.

Penetratlonrate, water return, recovery, and _ were recorded. 14ooden

blocks,markingcore runs and estimatedlosszones were placed within the core

as lt was boxed. Photographstaken of the boxed core and selectlveportions

- of the coreaccompanythis report. Core logs are also enclosed.

piEZOMETERINSTALLATION

Piezometerswere installedto measurewater levels in each boring except GTQ-I

and GTQ-IO. Plezometerswere constructedof 2-1nch (I.D.),flush-threadedPVC

pipe. Screen lengths varied from 10 to 30-feet and were 2-inch PVC having
, ,F
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TABLE2

CONS]ANTH_ PERNEABILITYTESTS

Calculated
Test Hater So11 Permeabt11ty

Bortng _d;_ths _ _ Take _ (CB/SeC)

GTQ-1 10.0 22.8 ML 1.0 oz.llO mtn. 6.72 x 10-6
15.0 NL, CL 7.0 oz./lO rain. 3.50 x 10-s
20.0 SC 2.0 oz./lO m|n. 7.96 x 10-6

GTQ-2 17.5 17.5 CH 0/14 Bin. 0.0
17.5 CH 0/11 min. 0.0
22.5 HL 1.5 oz./15 mtn. 5.0 x 10-6

GTQ-3 11.5 12.3 ML 128 oz./6-1/3 mtn. 1.36 x 10-3
17.5 CH 0/10 mtn. 0.0
22.5 CH 3.0 oz./lO mtn. 2.05 x 10-s

GTQ-.4 12.5 23 ML 1.0 oz./lO rain. 6.50 x 104
17.5 CH 0.5 oz./lO mtn. 2.44 x 10-6

- 22.5 ML 2.0 oz./10 mln.. 2.80 x 10-6

GTQ-5 12.5 25.3 CL 0/10 mln. 0.0
17.5 ML 1.0 oz./10mln. 4.87 x 10-6
22.5 ML 9.0 oz./lO mln. 3.51 x I0-s
32.5 9.0 oz./lO rain. 3.16 x 10-5

GTQ--9 12.5 20.3 CL 2.0 oz./lO mln. 1.30 x I0-s
17.5 CL 0/10 rain. 0.0
22.5 SM 16 oz./lO mtn. 6.84 x 10"s

GTQ-IO 12.5 32.1 CL (Fill) Could Not FIll >3.33 x 10-2
17.5 CH 0/10 mln. 0.0
22.5 CH 0110 mln. 0.0

GTQ-11 42.0 25.0 CH 0.05 oz.110mln. 1.74 x 10-6
46.5 CH 3.0 oz.llO mtn. 1.04 x 10-s
51.5 CH 3.2 oz.llO mtn. " 1.11 x 10-5
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O.OlO-Inch slots. Neramec Warrlor brand slllca sand having HB-30 or HB-40

--._ gradation servedas a filter pack. Volclay grout provided a seal above the

sand pack and to the ground surface. Plezometercompletiondrawingsaccompany

thl_ report.

Because hole depths averaged about 80 feet and water levels to be monitored

averaged only about 20 feet, the tntYcial four ptezometers, GTQ-3, 6, 7 and 8

were constructedby filling the drill holes wlth sand to the bottom of the

plezometer. Later Is was decided that the sand-filled holes provided a

conduit for vertical migration of potential contaminants. These four

plezometerswere therefore abandonedby drillingout the hole to total depth,

removingthe PVC pipe and backfillingwith Volclaygrout.

GTQ-5 was modifiedto place a lO-footscreen within the limestoneto determine

if a separate bedrock aquifer existed. GTQ-II was placed 20-feet away and

screened within the alluvial sediments. Volclay grout seals were placed in

GTQ-5 and II by the tremie method.

. PIEZOMETERAND BOREHOLEABANDONHENT

PiezometersGTQ-3, B, 7, 8 and borings GTQ-I and G'TQ-IOwere abandoned by

pluggingwith Volclaygrout manufacturedby AmericanColloid Company. Volclay

consists of a high-solids bentonite clay powder with a 4% added initiator

which causesthe grout to set up to a plasticconsistency. Each 50-pound bag

of Volclay was mixed with 23 gallonsof clear water. The Volclay powder was

Jetted througha hopper into a tub and thoroughlymixed by circulatingthrough

the rig mud pump. Two pounds of initiatorwere added per 50-pound bag of

Volclay. Once mixed, the grout slurry was pumped through the hollow stem

augers,the augerswere retrieved,and the hole toppedoff,

PlEZOMETER.DEVELOPMENT

Active plezometersGTQ-2, 4, 5, g and II were developedby purging water to

remove sedimentand to promote aquiferflow. Inltlally,all piezometerswere

bailed to remove the muddiest water. Subsequently,addltlonal water was

pumped using a TrlLoc 1.7-1richPVC hand pump. In addition, GTQ-5 and GTQ-II

were pumped with a nltrogen-charged bladder pump. Development occurred

between June g and June 16, IgBg and was performed by HTL
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/-: and supervised by Alan Benfer. A11 pumps and bailers were decontaminated
prior to plactng in a ptezometer.

Project specifications required the purging of ten casing volumes of water for

development. Even though greater than ten volumes were removed, the water in

all ptezometers rematned somewhat turbid. The lack of clear water ts probably

due to sand ftlters being too coarse to trap the fine-grained alluvial

materials. Initially, the ptezometers were designed for water level

monitoring only and were later developed in order to serve as water quality
monltoring welIs.

Table 3 presents a summary of the casing volumes and water purged from each of
the active piezometers.

TABLE 3
w

(": CasIng VoIume VoIume
• Piezometer (WaterColUtah.GaI.) Removed

GTQ-2 10.4'. 1.7 gal. 146 gal.

GTQ-4 15.B' . 2.58 gal. I18 gal.

GTQ-5 BI.3' . 13.2gal. 212 gal.

GTQ-9 II.8'. 1.9 gal. ISO gal.

GTQ-11 55.4' . 9.0 gal. 185 gal.

NOTE" 2.0-1nch _.D. casinghas a volumeof 16.3 gallons per

100 feet of castng

CC05\8g.8





WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT • '...... '.....
s_ 4 _ 7
Proll¢l Numl_r,

,' BOREHOLE LOG -- MKE5121
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Geotechnical Investigation Phase II Quarry Staging Area
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85 85.0 SS 4.10.4 _ _ ............

-86.5 22 I0i' 14 _ CLAYEY GRAVEL, medium to high plasticity, dark .

_- - -- greenish gray (5G 4/1) to dark bluish gray (SB 4/1)
matrix with tan (7.5YR 7/4) and white (N8) gravel, "

- _/_ wet, medium dense, fine to coarse, angular chert . .
gravel, maximum size I_", a little fine to medium

-89.5 sand, GC 89 5-90.__ " ' ' ' ...... ,,,, .,,, •

_ Auger refusal at 89.5'.
Switched to NQ wireline core -

m,

• Constant Head Permeabil ity Tests
NQ Wireline rods 2.375" I.D. ---

,i

_ @12.5',.couldn't fill hole with 40 gal/lO min.
w

- @17.5', take 0 oz./ I0 min. _

@22,5', take 0 oz./ 10 rain.
..,.m.,.

m.

.m.
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GEOTECHNICAL BORING LOG LEGEND' , iii i ii -

SYMBOLIC LOG .,

_ CLAY _ GRAVELLY CLAY

N

SAMPLER DESIGNATIONS

SS = STANDARD PENETRATION SAMPLER (2.0 '° SPLIT SPOON)

SB = CALIFORNIA SAMPLER (3,0" SPLIT BARREL)
X
x = LINERS COLLECTED

ST = 3,0" SHELBY TUBE

PP • POCKETPENETROMETER ,UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (Tons/Sq.Ft.)

GROUNDWATER MEASUREMENTS

6,5'; 6/9 _ = DEPTH 8 DATE OF INITIAL WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT

2,9'; 6/16___.. = DEPTH 8 DATE OF STABILIZED WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT

COLORS

SOIL 8= ROCK COLORS FROM MUNSELL SOIL AND GSA ROCK COLORCHARTS
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• BOREHOLELOG Contract WP ]17

GTQ-I

Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II ng area adjacent to RR tracks

N.7343,09, E.12734.81 I Hannibal TestinMa_eJm(lN_m:WW:

CME 55 Hollow Stem Auger 6-7/8" 3_" ]_W.O,I_ __&S_. Ho_Sa=:' ' , Augers to 80' 6-7/8" / 2.98"

E_on: f_ _=_t.=a¢tamn_ _ ammmot_: ;
474.38 g.s. rtical 95.7'

Wa_er_1: I_ &AwjOiv,_: _ Stm't DatoFnr:
_v 23' 3/10/89 I clear water 3/14/89 3/16/B9 A Benfer_MPtJE S_ANO_

_ _ ! _. list ....

• _ ,u_ _ _r_ Name, Gradation.or_, ParticleSize I)L_imlmuljon,
¢ ,== _ r 4"4" Color,_ Content,Relative_ of Conslsler_--y,LI

d =_ __ = (N} SO_Structure,Mmerak_, USCSGroupSymb_

Soil fill over ½" angular limestone gravel
:_ (Railroad ballast).

-_ 2.D'
J

SS 4-7-8 SILT, nonplastic, light brownish gray (IOYR 6/2) wit
5. O] 12" 15 strong brown (7.5YR 5/B), very moist to wet, stiff

(1.25) ML. Micaceous.

7.! ST as above, pale brown (IOYR 6/3), moist very stiff
02 32" (2.75)

I0.(

" 10.( SS 6-7-7 as above, light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2), with FeOx,
11.F 03 12'L 14 strong brown (7.5YR 4/4), reed.stiff to stiff (!.O)

12.=+ST 13.

D4 33" ntermixed SILT to SILTY CLAY, plastic to low
,lastic!ty, !ight brownish 9rayn_B.5y 6/2). with Fe0x.

15,C I ;trong Drn. (7.5YR 4/4), molst, stiff {I.7_)ML, CL15, _

]15.C SS I-S-ILTY+_LAY,low to ,led.plasticity, b wn (IOYR 5/31

_6.5 D5 18" 6 _ith d)$:em{_a_I _Ox, strong Drown _.5YR 4/6),mo s
very stlrt (

17.5 _T
)6 ._9'+

20 20.0 19

*'_0-70 _S ' SAP4D, fine to medium, clayey (-30%), dark yellowish
[21.5 )7 8" 4 brown (IOYP, 4/4), moist reed. stiff (0.75), SC

+ a/16/<:P_ _ _T ISILT-'---Y+CLAY, reed. plasticity, mottledgrav (InVR _../!))8 '+:" n.75) CL. Minor Mn0 1,1" sand ens as above,SC: 24.0

___ . +Interbedded slightly SILTY FINE SAND (10% silt),
+' " (cont'd) iii-'_'l

T_



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
sh,,, 2 o_.6 •
ProjectNur_n

' BOREHOLELOG Contract WP I]7
_ N_

-_-_._ -- _ i GTQ-1
,u, LIw;mlW_:

_ GeotechnicalInvestigation- Phase II Quarry StagingArea
sl&._-,_Amt) .......... _- ,......

1 _ SAMPLE 4 p-..--_T_no. ' , . SOC_-CR_TION
Z TIlT ,

_ _ ,__ :- -. Name,GradationorPlasticity,ParticleSize Distribution,o ,_ = ® 1"4"4" o Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,
___=_-' tr _ _:_Q.: _ (N) >.o:o SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSyml:xW-- I¢ _,,j

25 25,0 SS I-2-3 ;]_._>_.SILTand SI,L'FYCLAY mediumplasticity,dark gray-26.5 09 15" 5 (2.5Y 4/0) stiff (1.25) moist SP/SM ML/CL/CH,, , t _ _

" r/'= /25'0--26'5' mostly SP/SM, minor CL/CH, pp-O.75
#I, _

Z7.5 ST /' "
10 33" ,., CLAYEY SANDYSILT, sand very fine (15%) low plasticit

_ '/ > dark gray (2.5Y4/0), moist, ML.t

3/14/8!.____ 30.0 _, ,/
3/15/8! ;"---30,0 'SS 3Z7.6 ,' ,' Very fine SANDY SILT 25% sand, nonplastic minor _

-__1._ 11 , 16" .....13 , ; organics, dark gray i5Y 4/1), wet, stiff (1.5), ML.

,m

35-----;-g_---;?--- /, ...... -----__
- 12 o //

,,// -

- ¢¢_ -

-37,5 SS 2i_-B CLAY, highly plastic, dark gray (5Y 4/I), moist,.39,0 13 ,14" _// stiff (1,75), CH. light gray claystone in shoe -- - /.

40 "--- 40,0 _ SS 2'4-5 "'_41 5 14 18 9 / CLAY, hi.ghly plastic, dark gray (5Y 4/I), moist, --- . " stiff" (1.75). CH, very thin lenses of silt every few_
_ " inches.

,mm

,,,m

45---45.0 ST CLAYEY SILT, low plastic, very dark gray (5Y 3/1) -'-
- 15 33"

moist to wet, (2.0) stiff, ML. Noted fine gr. sand_

-47.5 slough in top of tube.
....

Qm,

,m,

.. Interbedded SILT SILTY SAND (very fine)& SILTY CLA'T'7,
-151,5 !6 ._ 14" 8 .'I'!-I-., very dark gray (5Y 311), moist, stiff (1.25) ML,SM,C_L



_N SPRINGREMEDIA_ECT "--'-"-
s_ 3 _ 6

", , BOREHOLE LOG _C0ntract wP1]7

-..._ GTQ-1

P_ Loc=_on:ry Staging Area
SAM_JE .,*o,_ _ SOL_SCF.PnON

_ , = _" "="_' _ IName,Gradationor Plastk::ity,ParticleSizeDistribution,
= ,,,_ = 6.4"4. o ICok)r,IVlolstureContent,Retative.Densityor Consistency,La=

=uL.= ,,..., - (N) _ _ ISo_IStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol

55 SS 12" 2-6-8 /_SILT, SILTY CLAY, (Medium to high plasti no sand,56.E 17 14 st, stiff (1.75), ML, CL/CH

' II Oi

60.0 SB // SILT, SILTY CLAY, (mediumto high plastic), very
18 12" 15 I gray (5Y 3/I), moist, stiff to very stiff (2.0), ML,

CL/CH. Contains organics.

/_ Organic, CH/

/
V,

55.0 SS 3-6-9 '/ _ 65.5

56.5 19 18" 15 ,.;,_SANDY CLAY, fine-coarse gr.ain,_30% sand, moist
"._/ very stiff, (2.25), organics, trace fine gravel,

angular, (l oks like glacial till). Clay is CH, ver
dark gray, (5Y 3/I).

r/

70,0 SS _ Same as above with I inch clean sand layer'1.5 20 14" 27 .... 72.0

_' SANDY GRAVEL, up to I" chert light ray to dk ray
_"_ wet med dense GW ' ' g gII I . ,

Hard drilling, probable weathered
bedrock

0,0 IQ-I Predominantly angular chert fragments with minor
3" limestone and gray clay
B%

3.0
3/167_

Auger drilled from 83.0' to 93.0' hard relatively
smooth drilling

5---

* i I, I I



! - -- 111 iii inlnl i ii iln

INELDONSPRINGREMEDIALACTI(3NPROJECT
Sho_ 4 Gw 6
Prog_ Number,

' BOREHOLE LOG Contract wP II7
-

.............. GTQ-I
mill , ,, , ....

--_-_4. I b:m:mbcw_Geotechnical Investigation- Phase 11 Quarry Staging Area
' SAMPt.E |TANO_,_ .......

....... P_TP_TK_W SOIL D___FUPTION
TEST

i _ i _m_rs _ Name Gradati°morPlasticityParticleSizeDistribution:: 31_] ' ._
o m¢ Lum 11"4"4" o CoW)r,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,

,. uJ _ (N) = o SoilStructure,MinefaJo(:jy,USCS GroupSymbol==== = >-o
, "" , ,, (r_

B5 ....

= Appears to be weathered bedrock as opposed to gravel-

90 ---

Auger refusal 93.0' 9'15 3/16/89

Switched to NO core, pages 5-6

*Constant Head Permeability Tests
NQwireline rods' 2. 375" I.D.

@10.0' take 1.0 oz/10 min. i

@15.0' take 7.0 oz/lO min.

@20,0' take 2.0 oz/10 min.

.....,.,

L _ -- I .... I ..... I 1



DON SPR,NGRE.EO,ALACTIONPROJECT .....
s_,,._L ____.L

BOREHOLELOG Contract WP 1171
Ho_NumN,r

GTQ-1
i__

Investigation - Phase II I_a_uarry Staging Area, i,,..i i i,=

INSTRUMEN'IXTION ! _ TIGHTNESS __ HARDNESS

_"4CX_THNESS _ _ SMOOTHNESSCC,,,_NG FLUID LOSS

, ......... ,,

Begin core 80.0

BO 3 rains/ft NQ-I I 0% Recovered _,,2" of
chert, gravel and ,-,I."

0.25
" 75% water 3.T of limestone and ,ni nor

return gray clay.

81 .--
3!.. mins/ft. 8%

82 ---
3 mins/ft

75% return

B3 83.0

Note numbering sequence
Augured 83.0-93.0

,_" See soil log

93.0 Moist joints spul" 93 .....

3½ rains/ft NQ-2 _ I Rough, open _ 93.0-95'.7Limestone',"pale .....

.7 " " -" yell,:._.,ishbrown.(]OYF_6/2) t,

- . dark yellowish brown (IOYR 4
75: water I 8 _ 5 ,, "M_nB_ "" fine gr_ined, fossil!ferous.
return _ 26% ,, ,, --_ Generally sJlght weathering

_JMinor, thin coating on joint:

94-3 mins/ft 66% P=,7 _ Rough, open !s" slight weathering.

3 94.3 - stylolites

7c,_2 r=f,,rn ......... _.

........... _ _w-,,,,uuu,,,,,, _94.7b i ciosed weathered (I/- 95 _ deep) racture
f=iB£



WELl)ON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PRoJEC:T

;" • _ 'N=.¢,_. : ......

BOREHOLE LOG ContractWP 117 ,,
HoleNur_ '

, , GTQ-1|i,i i ii , i ,_ , ,,

,,Geotechn,!calIn,ves..tigation- Phase II Qu,arr,,yStagingArea, ,,, i lllll

'_ COtU_H_n's " DdW:_ON_Nt_I_S ...... UTHOLOGY

TIEST__W:_'iNG I! N_IiI ! '' _/ .... DESCRIPTION i MINERALOGYCLASSIFICATION HARDNESS "i GORING _ AND COLOR WEX_ERED

SMOOTHNESS c) _ SMOOTHNESS SIZE SI_CE

C_dN'g_MINATK)NCORINGFLUIDLOSS _ _ _ ORIE_FIUNG'STAINING ALTER.KTIONGRAIN
, ,,, ,,, ,

95 ..... _, ol)enrough (4) _""
Z 4 _-

i

95.6 stylolites "
,,,,, ,, ....... ,

T.D.95.7'
96 - _ 1'45 3/16/89 -

Core barrel cut off. Hole
groutedwith Volclay.

i

-- i i J i I
I



4, ,, ' I II. I

_N _PRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
• _ 1 _,7

, l_DiiclNumli_.
BOREHOLELOG Contract WP ]]7

MW_N_
"-----'-" ------ GTQ-2

___..Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II uarry Staging Area

N.7238.57. E.12871.34 .._ ---._ ,._..L._.___nnibal Testing Labs

6-7/8" Li_...... I 78.0' 178__Aug_'r_ -'-'2.980,,

TOC 478.76; 475.26 g.s. vertical ' 98,0'
WmlIwl.m_: 4/ l=iliili _: Diii In;
17 5' b s water 9 30 3123189 '1 Iu m;CM.CantrelIl• • ' ' 3/24/89

_pI.E _,oA_ I ! PI, $chauer
__ SOiL{_.SCI_PTW)N -

• _ =: mcm=._ i Name,GraclatJon(:x'Plasticily,Panic_ SizeDistribution,

i _ _ I'.ll" 4" i Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDen._tyoi'Consistency,m _ (N) Soil Structure,Mineralogy,USCS GroupSymbol

Split spoon caught on rock, pushed rock causing no

0 recovery. Area is fill near the surface, from 0-4_."
4.00l 5

!_.0 ST 25' I SILT, low plasticity, olive brown (2.5Y4/.4) moist ----
02 to wet, med. stiff-stiff (1.0) micaceous ML. M

7.5 -------

SILTY CLAY, med. plasticitygrayish brown (2.5Y 5/2)
16" with Fe Ox, strong brown(7.5YR 5/6), moist, stiff -

9.0 03 8 (1.5) CL/CH. (contains organics)

iO.O Sl" CLAY, high plasticity, dark gray (2.5Y 4/2) with "--
04 31" Fe Ox, dark brown (7,5YR 4/4) moist, stiff (1.75) CH.

L2.5

13.0 SS 1 3-3 CLAY, highly plastic, -ame as above, pp=I.25 stiff -18"
L4.5 05 6 CH

,m

.5.0 ST 24" as above, with increasing Fe Ox, moist. --
06 pp=1.25, CH _

4,/3/af ,7.5
8.0 SS ]8" 1-1-1 as above, with increasing silt content -
9.5 07 2 pp= .75 med. stiff CL

'0.01ST SILT, med. plasticity, very dark gray (5Y 3/I) moist30" pp: .75 med stiff, ML

2.51
q

3.01 SS 17" I-2-3 as above, with minor fine sand, ML

- L.t  "t +t!, t j- 5 -: _____



WELDON SPRING REMEI:NALACTION PROJECT
s_ 2 _7__Z.__

BOREHOLE LOG ContractWP 117
M_N_
GTQ-2

u_:
GeotechnicalInvestigation-Phase 11 Quarry StagingArea

SAMPLE S_ANO_MO
PENrr_T_i SOIL DESCRIPTION

TEST

n=sutn Name,GradationorPLasticity,Part¢_SizeDistribution,s'_'4" Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityor _ency,
(N) SoilStructure,MineraJo(:jy,USCSGroupSymbol

• 25.0-27.4SAND, gray _2.5Y 4/'-0-_,wet, fine to medium

. _raln, p =1.25, stiff SW.7.4-27._CLAY, k gra (2 5Y 5/0) highly. dar
_medium stiff,C_. ' '

I-3-3 27.5-28.6CLAY, as above,pp=O 5
6 " 28.6-

GRAVELLY CLAY, highly plasticwith coarse sand,
dark gray (7.5YR4/0),moist, medium stiff

1-2-3 (0.75),CH. 31.0

5 I ......SILT, low plasticity,very dark gray (5Y 3/i), wet,

soft, ML.
) i --

4-7-9 CLAY, highly plastic, dark gray (7.5YR 4/0)
16 wet, soft to med. stiff (0.5), CH. 36.4-

36.4-36.5 GRAVELLYCLAY, GC.

3/2
3/24/89 CLAY, medium plasticity, contains minor gravel and

13 fine sand, dark gray (5Y 4/I), wet, stiff (I.25),
CL-CH.

m.

45.0-45.5 as above

5.5-46.2 CLAYEYSILT, medium plasticity, .very -
= dark gray (5Y 3/I), stiffto very stiff (2.0),wet,

minor organics,ML.
46.2-46.5 CLAY, highlyplastic,dark gray (2.5Y4/0!-
pp=1.5 stiff,wet, CH.

3-12_15 CLAYEY SILT, low Dlasticity,very dark gray (5Y 3/I;,_T-
27 stiff to very stiff (2.0),wet, minor organics,

ML.



=

WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT .she---l__ ot 7 _

BOREHOLELOG Contract WP117
14q:We_

........ GTQ-2
P_,r,c,_c'__.: Locatmm: ....
_Geotechnical Investigation- Phase II Quarry Staging Area

' SAMPI"E ' $'1,__,_amo .... ,,,, ,.... _....,....___ ........ r,O4C_FrK:)N ....... -
11LS1'

_-o _ =¢ ,. © 1"4"4" Color, Moisture Co_tent, Relative Density or Consistency,Q.:E
. uJ_u IN) :F¢ Soil Structure, Minerakx:jy,UP-_.,SGroup Symbol

0_,, _ _-z _=j
'

55 55.0 SS 15" 3-5-7 I r ...........
- 56 5 17 12 'F as above, pp=l.75

• ! /

- /
, /

- .z _ 58.

-
60-- ////

4-"5-8 _// /CLAY, highly plastic, dark gray (7.5YR 4/0), "-
60.01 SS

15"
13 _, //stiff to very stiff (2.O),wet, CH

- _!.s18
/,f

f -
65--65.0 SS ,, 4- 6 _ CLAY, as above, bottom 6" contains minor sand and "--

- 66 5. ]9 18 _ silt, pp=1.75, stiff, soft white specks possibly _
_i li " >weathered limestone frag., CH

/

- _ ....... 68:2_=_

---- _.=RAVELLYCLAY, medium to high plasticity,very dk -__
70 70 0 SS 9" /,gray (5Y 3/I), very stiff (2.5),wet, angular

- 71.5 20 _chert and limestone grave], maximumsize I%", CH -m

m

75--'- 75.0! SS 16-12__2 above, with increasing gravel and coarse sand --
" 76.51 21 7" 22 _,_ 30% some clay is (SG 4/I) (rock color cha-t)--- _..;_ pp=1.5, stiff " -

. . . _
B'llr f,j

I ......

_ 78.0' auger refusal 3/24/89
Switched to NQcore

80-- *Constant Head Permeability Tests ---
- NQ wireline rods' 2. 375" I.D.

- @12.5' take 0 oz/]O min.

- @17.5' take 0 oz/11 rain. _

@22.5' take 1.5 oz/15 min.

L= ,,,



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
shoot 4 of 7
Pn_ Nue_n.

BOREHOLE LOG MKE5121

__: ' ' /- i GTQ-2
Geotechnical Inve:,;_:.Ig_ISionPhase II Iux_m°n: Quarry_.aginqArea

i

CO_MENrs , D_ UTHOLO_t
P

, T'ES_NITORING _ _INSTRUMEN'_ON :Z • _ O_ MINERALOGY C_EM_TIGHTNESS c) CLASSI_ HARDNESS
CORINGRATEAND • _"_J PLANARITY i COLOR Wr_EHEJ_'D

CX)RINGFLUIDLOSS FILLING,EDUNING AI.TEF_
CONI_MINATION C_E_

i
I

!

Started coring at 78.0'
Run]

Runl average I 3.4
6½ min/f t 5.----5 Core loss 78.0-79.5'
I00_,_fluid return
white (N8) to 73% 62%

LP

1.4' 3 Irr,eg.roqgb _-_LIMESTONE,buff (7.5YR8/4) tQ
Cner{ noaule _ light gray (NT), fine grained,

5 rreg, smooth,spun. crystalline,fossiliferous
,pen,lrreg,rgh,_ (crinoids),large ca]cite _

_,, slt. solution crystals,moderatelyhard,
• Open, irreg,rgh " fresh,with large blebs and

2 trace Mn0x wavy stringersand bands of .
Tight,irreg, -.,white (NS)chert and tan -
rgh,traceMn0x (7..SYR7/4)hard clay.

• Thinly bedded. Closely _
to mediumfractured(spacing

' 2 ight,irreg, p, 2_" to 2'),occasionaliy
rough Mn0x widely fractured(spacing .

' 3' to 4').

Tight,irreg,
rgh,traceMn0x _ Possibly -

PLATTIN FM

'-:..-_' I J I ] , ]



'W'ELDON SPRING REME"DIALAC;TION PROJECT s 7
MKE5121

BOREHOLE LOG _, _,_, ,,
I GTQ-2

Lomm_om:

_eJtechnical InvestigationPhase II Guarry StagingArea_

CORINGRATEAND COLOR WIEATHEFIED

SMOOTHNESS SS SIZE

CORING FLUID LOSS _ _ RLLJNG, S.gldNtNG GRAIN
AL/F.R_ION

CON'B_AINATK)N OI_EN_EW3N
, ,

83 I Tight,irreg,, LIMESTONE,as above

83.5 2 rgh, abund blk
Run2 average Run2 I MnOx, solution
6 min/ft 10.0

84 ....... _ Tight, irreg,
!00% fluid rgh
return,white 100%

-(N8) to light i
gray (N7)

Tight, irreg,
85-- ' i rgh, MnOx, sol ' n .

Tight, i rreg,
- rgh, MnOx

8_-

Tight, i rreg,
" rgh

Open, irreg,

87- rgh, MnOx

- (

i

50%fl ui d
return

89

I I 'Tight, irreg,
rgh, abund, blk
jj_ #,_

I_I I I,,L I I_,,u_ I J

1



.... ,,, i, , , , __ __ ,,,,,,,

WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT 6 7Sh,_ ot
,, ,,, __

P_ Numbs.
MKE5121

BOREHOLELOG "
, .... GTQ-2

lax=on: --
technicalInvestigationPhase II QuarryStagingArea

COMMENTS 1 - " --

• CONI;I_,NATIONII[STS_ION_,NG,NsTRUMENIXIION _ "i' _ _! ¢ e 6OClCONTINUIlI[S'_ESS i CI.AS_FC.AIK)N_OOY

I_ ._/ m " _ ' MINERALOGY CEMEN'IxnoN--HARDNESS

I CORINGSMOOTHNESSFLUIDLOSS _ iN_ 8 _;_u'--_FILLING,SMOOTHNESSS_NING GRAINCOLORALTERATIONSIZE WEATHEPEDb'_CE
• E C_ENTATX)N' ":T-- -- "

_)0 2 LZMESTONE,as above

)]
.==.

93.5
. ....

Run 3 average. Run3 2 Tight, irreg, _-• rgh, MnOx
6 rain/ft 4.5

)4 ....
75%fluid return,
white (N8) to 100%

I light gray (NT)
I

,..,.

Tight, irreg., 95.45-98.0 Numerous stylo-
4/3/89 rgh, black lites with black (N2) MnOx

MnOx, sol'n, and dark gray (N4) hard clay
36 stylolitic (getfracturesalong). Also

less blebs and wavy stringers-"

_and bands, j

I

Tight, rough,
MnOx, sol'n,

)7 styloli tic,

=Iii

_
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-_n_J.DON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PFIO_ECT .... ' - ..... I ' _ '_---
= sh,= ., o_'__L__

BOREHOLELOG r_, MKE5121.=.=.,
' __._.__. ----. GTQ-2

__Geotechnical InvestigationPhase II _Quarry StagingAreaT

COWMEN'rs OICOlCnNl,_ ES l.J1_tOt.OOY

INSTRUMEN'IXTIQN i (3 TIGHTNtr'%S CLASSIFIC.,ATION HARDNESS

E iSMOOTHNESS _ Z _: SM(X)THNESS GRAIN SIZE S'iXrECORINGFLUIDLOSS
CON'IAMINATION _ _ @ ! w FILUNG,S'IAINING ALTER/g'K)N,__ =. ORIENlXlX)N

.....
9 2 Tight, irreg, ._- LIMESTONE as above

rgh, black MnOx,
sol'n, stylo-
litic,thin dk

98 Oi _r_yihardclay

9 _ ........ • .....ng ....... ..........

T.D. @ 98.0' 4/3/89
Installedpiezometer- see
attachedcompletionrecord

,,, ,,,



WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WELL COMPLETION RECORD
(Pi ezometer)

WELL NUMBER GTQ-2 DATE INSTALLED_ 4/3/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE M, Schauer , _ DRILLER _. Hannibal - Tom Clay

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A_ ,..,= __

\

TOP OF .qAS:NG Elev, 478.76 '°
"; LOCKED-DATE . _N/A

; SURFACE SEAL TYPE 3_Z._..Bentoni
GROUND ' l_-_Tl-ets

' ,.__SURFACE Elev. 475,26 _ THICKNESS___,98

TOP OF /, BOREHOLE DIAMETER @78.8'GROUT G.S. _
" CASING TYPE TriLoc PVC

BOTTOM OF /PROTECTIVE CASING N/A . I DIAMETER 2.0" I,D., 2-3/8" 0
I Schedule40, tFgsh
I. jointed,threaded
I
I

I ' --------OUTERCASING TYPE N/A
BOTTO M OF I

I DIAMETER _________
OUTER CASING N/A _

TOP OF SEAL G,S. -------GROUT TYPE 3/8'' Bentonite Pelle

TOP OF
FILTER PACK 10.0' _ :_

,_:_...._::: BentonitePellets
TOP "_ _ 3/8"

_:_: SEAL TYPE

OF SCREEN (slots) 12.0'

----,#

= SCREEN TYPE TriLoc PVC
CENTRALIZER "--
DEPTHS N/A "--'- DIAMETER 2.0"ID, 2-3/8"0D

_ SLOT SIZE 0.010"machine-cut• Schedule40,-flush-
BOTTOM _ jointed,threaded
OF 8GREEN (slots) 31.0' /__, FILTER PACK TYPE_._-- i

--" i,..____ Meramec

TOTAL DEPTH. 98.0' .. __ Warriorbrand
__ _ silica sand

i iii _ ii iii i iiii Ul i iiii ii i [11 iiii

COMMENTS All depthsare below ground surface.,,,

Top of screenedpipe 11.5',bottomof screenedpipe 31.5', bottomof

pointedtid 32.0',...

i Boreholegroutedwith Volclaygrou_,from 98.0' (T.D.) to 78.0',holecaved 78.0' to 37.0', bentoDitepellets37.0' to 33.0: then sand ,+i!'ter

| PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE JJ f- DATE_ 4/3/89
Marie Schauer

i ii ii __ li i ii i _ i .... --
I i •



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

PrommNum_,

BOREHOLELOG Contract WP 1.17
' H_ Nu_ --

I_TQ-3

Geotechnical investigat
...... a

Id..7077_21,E.]2758.67 __-'--
- . ----------.__. Hannibal Testing Labs

D_ Me_ Jrw:jMo_: De_ "r0p(wRo,_ MoWsS_ze:
_CME-55, H.S. Auger, 6-7/8", 3_" I.D. 68.0 e&r_:8 6-7/8" / 2.98"
Fae_. _wwt _ _. _ Bouomo_Horn:

460.86 g.s. vertical 88.0'

l._: 2/ Ru_a_. Ow Sum: DamF_ Logger.
:_23 ' clear water 2/22/89 2/24/89 A. BenferSAMPLE ""

"--- _ SOIL I)___%'5_II_'K)N

S'4"4" _ Cok)r,MoistureContent,Relative_ or Consistency,I

_ _ (N) Soil Structure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol
-

/1.

1.( SS _I/f SILTY CLAY, med. plasticity, dark gray (10YR 4/1),
2.! 01 8" 6 -_ ist, stiff (1.5)

2.! SS 1-2-3 "J s above

..._ 4.( 02 I]" 5 I/I' pp=2.5 very stiff grayish brown (10YR 5/2)
.. • L_

5.C ST ,,- as above ___

11" --- pp=1.0, med. stiff to stiff CH
03 "_ ' -

",_ C. _"

J

7.5 -SS- ]-2-3 . . as above, pp=2.0, stiff to very stiff, dark brown
12" 5 k'l, (10YR 4/3) with FeOx (7,5YR 4/6) strong brown -,,,

9.C ST
L5" '",'i@

1.5 05 _- -------- _ _ _ ,, I_

KV CLAYEY SILT to SILTY CLAY, low plasticity thin sandy"__/24/89 iv/ zones (very fine) mottled dark brown (IOYR 4/3), and.
"--- _/ strong brown (7 5YR 4/6) (FeOx) moist, stiff (].25)2.5 SS A ' , .

4.0 06 .4" 6 _- -CL i3._
"--'- SILT, 25% very fine sand, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2),-

moist (wet from test), reed.stiff (.75), thinly
5.0 ST laminated, 25% FeOx, ML ----

07 ,9" _--
_-/(_ ---------- - 16.

CLAY, high plasticity, gray (5Y 5/]), moist,
7.5 ,,'_ (possibly wet) med stiff to stiff C].O), rH7.5 S-S ,o/, , . . -
9.0 08 2 " _ as above, ppo <.25, very soft, 25_ fine rounded -

- - "" 17.5-1_.0' CL/., gravel,

-- _,

0.0_ ST /_ as above, pp=2.0 stiff ta very stiff CH, possibly ---
08 9" some gravel, tube tip slightly bent.• J

• 5 •

J w

_--------_---.._.-.__.J_ v J / • I .....

i'r



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT ' " -" -

BOREHOLELOG I Cbntract WP117
|_ Nuet_ '

p,_ lGTQ-3
Local.'

GeotechnicalInvestiation- Phase II Quarry StagingArea
SAMPLE .....

--. ,'t_;.r¢, SOIL DESCRIPTION

_ _ ,==_ ¢ m_ Name, Graclatlonor Rasticlty, Particle Size Distribution,
o _ " Color,Moisture Content, Relative Den.sityor Consistency,_=: = _= 1"4"4"
_u_ = (N) Soil Structure, Mir_sr_, U_ Gn_upSymbol

25.5 SS 3-5-5
-_265 09 0 ]0 Appearsto be CH, no recovery.,

7 ==

=,,

- 22.5 SS 3'4-6- as above pp: I 75 stiff CH
29.0 I0 ' ' ' _

,,, __

,,,,,

300 SS -
-_31.5 11 0 6 Appearsto be CH, no recovery --

i
.,,....-.

35.0 SB----'-3-_-9 35 0-36.0,as above, pp=O 75 medi'imstiff CH
- 36.5 12 6". 12 " ' '

- "'--"----- _36.0-36.5,SILT, 2[% very finesand, nonplastic,dark
_ gray (SY 4/I), wet, medium stiff (0.75),ML

,,,=

"--qFO-T_-'_'g"-'--"_ Alternatingbetween CLAY, SILTY CLAY and F_NE SANDY
-41.5 14" 6 SILT, predominantlyCH. Medium stiff to stiff
- - (0.75- 1.0)
1

,i,

45.0 SS 2-3-7
as above, pp= 1.0-1.5,slightlygreenercolor. SM

-46 5 14 18". I0 in shoe, 40% silt.
.a

¢

I

_,, ,_

50.0 SB 4-8_-8 as above, pp= 1.5 stiff, CL, CH
-__551__.515 12" 16 /

" nl



_htELDON SPRING REMEDIAL'ACTION PROJECT' ' -= -- '"
. s_._..._3__o__6

P,,_,,=N_ "
BOREHOLELOG ' Contract wP 117

Ho_Numb_
GTQ-3

GeotechnicalInvestiation Phase II Quarry StagingArea
SAMPLE

;,f.Nt'r_n_ SOILDF..SCRIPTION_
: TEST

mc=u_._ Name,GradationorPlasticity,ParticleSizeDistribution,s'4"4" Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityofConsistency,
u_ (N) Soil Structure, MineraJogy,USCS GroupSymbol

60.0 SS 7-8-7- CHwith 15%angular chert up to ½"- 61.5 16 12" 15

m

.... 68' auger refusal

_ T.D. 68.0' 11"20 2/23/89switchedto NQ core
i.

i

- *ConstantHead PermeabilityTests .
. NQ Wirelinerods. 2.375"I.D.

m

" @]1.5' take 128 oz/6-I/3min.
m

@I7.5' take 0 oz/10 min. --

I.

- @22..5' take 3.0 oz/1Omin ,
m,



WELDON SPLlING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

BOREHOLE LOG Contract wP 117i ,,,, __

.... GTQ-3
PE.i_ct: ........ ,

G..eotechnicalInvestigation - Phase II Quarry Staging Area "i iii _
n,. , -- ,..

= .... - -----''-
CORINGFbaTFEAND _0 O TIGHTNESS HARDNES,S

i _ _RITY V_./CHERED
SMOOTHNESS Lu _ SMOOTHNESS GRAINSIZE SlX_

CORINGcoN._M!,NATIQ.NFLUIDLOSS N_ _ _ ¢_ _I'UORIEN1RTIoNFILLING'STAINING ALTER/g'K)N
' ' _1 -- ' -- '" --

68 Begin Core 58.0
u- - --

"'---

10.0 0 1 Fragments -_ 68 0-'69"'.1' limestone_..pale

2_ rains/ft I0.0 4 open _._"rough fine grained slight weatherl
. _ ---.yellowish brown (I0., 6/2),

. , I _ ,

" " " "-" trace fossils
75% water return 100% l_n7_._ minor staining

69 smooth, _pen I/I_'-"

3 mins/ft. NQ-I 87% fragmented ½", _..- 69.1-80.2' limestone
rough 8" pale yellowish brown (IOYR .

75% return 4.8'LP= 2 rough, open I/ 6/2), highly marbled with
70 dusky brown (5YII2/2)
-- - ---- which appears to be carbonac_

non calcareous
6 mins/ft.

. I rough, open ½" "_

75% return Marbled texture is generally "
71 wavy and I/8" to ½" thick
- ------ ---- spaced about ½" _

5 mins/ft.

' ]

- stylolites, 71.6'stylclites .

75% return tight _ Rock Quality throughout run
72 from 69.1 good. Very slight
-- "" ---- weathering, hard. 72.7' -.

2-3/4 min_ stylolire.
0

73" Thought to be Kimmswick Fm., .
, 75% return fossiliferous throughout

, __ ,,,,_ ......,..

2-3/4 mins
0

75% hairline, mech.._.
74

L



iii

WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

I=_o¢i=iNuml_.
BOREHOLE LOG Contract WF'117".ore_

GTQ-3
I_. _- Lo¢mtion: ...........

GeotechnicalInvestigation- Phase II Quarry StagingArea '
ill II i

COMMENTS _¢:oN1"lllCJrnu UTI,IOLO,_

i SMOOTHNESS tiL}u" SMOOTHNESS

CORINGFLUIDLOSS _ _ i_ _J FILLING,S"DkINING ALTERATIoNGRAINSIZE S"I_"ECONI_MINATION ORIE_
' ' ' ,, , ,,,, , I_

,= ,,=

i

68 Begin Core 68.0

68 0-69 i'limestone,pale

10.0 0 I Fragm_,n,ts yeilowishbrown (10YR6/2),. 2½ mins/ft. 10.0 4 open , rough fine grained,slight weatheri
8.7 " " " _ trace fossils

75% water return 100% IO-_-_0 minor staining
69 smooth,open I/I'B"

m,

.__

3 mins/ft. NQ-I 871; fragmented_._", 69 1-80 2'limestone

. rou ,h 8" pale yellowishbrown (10YR
- LP: 2 roug_ open I/ 6/2), highly marbled with

mm

75_ return 4.8' dusky brown (5YR2/2)
; 70 ......... which appears to be carbonace.a

non calcareous
6 rains/ft.

J I rough,open ½"

75% return Marbled textureis generally

71 wavy and I/8" to ½" thick
- .-- spaced about ½" _

5 rains/ft.
]

- stylolites, 71.6'stylolites .
75% return tight vw, Rock Qualitythroughoutrun

72 from 69.1 good Very slight
- ---- weathering,h_rd. 72.7' --

stylolire.
2-3/4 mins 0

- Thoughtto be KimmswickFm., -
75% return fossiliferousthroughout

73
.,,,..

2- 3/4 mins 0

75% hairline, mech.
74

,, . .



WEL'OONsPraNGREMSmALACTIONPROJECT _. s . 6
m'_ontract WP 117

BOREHOLE LOG "_W.,
GTQ-3

.,

l.=¢=tJon:
Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II Quarry Staging Area - '

..............

¢_MENTS _ t,rr__

INSTRUMENTATION ' _ (b TIGHTNESS I CLASSIFICATION HARDNESS

s,,,oo_N.ss _ =,oo_..s ,,_,,_ ._
CONTAMINATION ORSEN'IxrION

......., ,, =: ..........

74 3 rains/ft NQ-I 2

con'( 0

50% return 74.9'Stylolites
5

, , ,,

3½ mins
0

50%

P6,,, J ,,,

3_ mi ns ' 76.2 sStylol ites
0 tight, mech. ...-

q

3½ mins
0

50% 77.75

2/23 v8 78.C _ H_irline, mech }

2/24 2N rains NQ-2 9.7
I_]'_.o o

9.8

75% return I"0_-.0.0
_9 98% 97%

.. , _

3 mins/ft LP=
4.3' 0

75%

30
u

3-3/4 80.2-88.0'Limestone, fresh,
slight weathering, hard, palc

0 yellowish brown (IOYR 6/2)wi
dusky brown (5Y 2/2) carbonac

75% residue spaced inches apart _'
31 stylolites.

several stylolite_



WELDON sPF_'I'NGREMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT s_= 6 _ 6
,i

Contract WP 117

BOREHOLELOG
GTQ-3

" ' ' u,=t=.. ........
Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II Quarry Staging Area

.... COUMENTS OlSCONllNUmF-S _OQY

_OOTHNE_ O _ u,. SMOOTHNESS GRAIN SIZE S'IXI'IE
CO_ING FLUID LOSS _ _ FILLING, S'I)klNING /NL3T=1=_0'1(_

CON'T_.MINATION _ {; ii; ORIEN"IXT'ION ,,
,,

BI 4-3/4 mins NQ-2 I additional stylolites spaced
(reduced RPMS) :on't 0 a few inches apart to 88.0

,,=

75_,i
l

B2
,,, m

5½ mi ns
I stylolite, tight _v_

q

75_,tc

83
_. ,,,,.

6 rains/ft.
0

75%

84 .._ --

5- 3/a mi ns
I tight -"-

.=

75%

B5_ -- 85.25-85.a5 water loss zone -
I'

5½ mins 8_ .2! .._.
Z I+ fragmented _..

" 85 45
25% return
at 85.5'

86 __ • -

4- 3/4 mins
0

25_,;

_7 _ -

4 mi ns
0

25__c

£R .... ,,
-- T.D. 88.0' ....11'00 2/24/89 --_-'

Piezometer installed
See attached completion recor(



i ii iiii ,,n ....
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WELL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZOMETER)

WELL NUMBER GTQ-3 DATE INSTAL1.ED 2/24/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE A. Benfer DR'ILLER Hannibal, Tom Clay

.... i ii i i ii

TOP OF
,PROTECTIVE CASING None

\
TOP OF CASING 2.6' stickup

" LOCKED-DATE ,, None

GROUND SURFACE SEAL TYPE

SURFACE 460 86' __' _ _._:.i THICKNESS

TOP OF
bentonite -G S /4/ BOREHOLE DIAMETER 6-7/8"C_ ' " _/)f Tri L h aded

! CASING TYPE _C t reBOTTOM OF /

/I DIAMETER 2.0"PROTECTIVE CASING None ! .....
i
I
I

OUTER CASING TYPE , _gn? ,
BOTTOM OF I
OUTER CASING None I DIAMETER

Bottom --
TC:PP OF SEAL 8.0' ---------GROUTTYPE Bentonite Pellets

TOP OF X_
FILTER PACK 8.0' !iii :;_:

", ':i_:::_ SEAL TYPE Bentonite Pellets

TOP 10.0

OF SCREEN ..... _ Machine cut

/_ SCREEN TYPE PVC
CENTRALIZER None DIAMETER 2 0"
DEPTHS "

BOTTOM __'_ ---- SLOT SIZE 0.020"

OF SCREEN 29.0 FILTER PACK TYPE WB-30 sand

TOTAL DEPTH 88.0
1 i i i ii -- i i ,=1

COMMENTS All measurements below ground surface. Hole diameter 68.0-88.0 is 2.98".

Backfilled hole from 88.0-30.0 with WB-30 sand. Piezometer abandoned and .grouted 4/19/891

. , , J. Alan Be
iii
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL. ACTION PROJECT s_, 1 = 3

BOREHOLE LOG Contract .WP117
H_I Num_

GTQ-4

Iu=_=_' quarry Staging AreaGeotechnical Investigation- Phase II
co=_, _ll_l_ _'-T',
N.7562.43, E.12759.90 [ Hannibal Testing Laboratories

I:_u_,r_xw_:CME 55 [truck-mountedT; II__¢w_ 11:w_c_As¢,: -1Moms_m
Hollow StemA.__er 6-7/8"0.D., 3_,'I.D. 177.o' 177.0';6-7/8"Aug_r 6-7/8:'

...... I- .T=T ----
479.20 TOC; 476.12_.s. J Vertical _ 77.0'

--
[ None 3/9/89 3/I0/89 [ M. Schauer

SAMPLE STAJC_no _PIE]IETI_rr_oN
11EJrt

l_ul._i Name,Gradationor Plasticity,ParticleSizeDistrilxtdon,
1"4"4" Color,MoistureC"xltent, RelativeDensityorConsistency,

ta (N) SoilStnJctUm,Miiw_'alogy,USCS GroupSymbol__1
ta

4-I0- SILT, medium brown (7.5YR 5/4), nonplastic, moist, m

(20) stiff, ML.
4.5-

CLAYEY SILT, mottled orangish brown (5YR 5/6)(FeOx)
to grayish brown (IOYR 5/2), nonplastic to low
plasticity, dry, stiff, ML. Didn't keep sample _
too short.

(16) as above, to dark grayish brown (IOYR 4/2), moist, -
stiff to very stiff.

J

SANDY SILT, medium gray (N5), nonplastic, moist, me_Z'.
stiff (firm) to stiff, fine sand, ML.

12.5-

2-4-5 CLAYEY SILT - SILTY CLAY, medium gray (N5), low to -
(9) medium plasticity, moist, medium stiff (firm) to m

stiff, with trace FeOx, ML-CL.

SILTY CLAY, greenish gray (5G 5/I), medium to high m
plasticity, moist, stiff, CH.

w

SILTY CLAY, greenish gray (5G 5/I), medium plasticity_
(7) moist, medium stiff (firm), CL-CH.

19.5-

SANDY CLAYEY SILT, greenish gray (5G 5/I), low m
plasticity, moist, soft to medium stiff (firm), fine
to medium sand, ML.

22.5-

2-2-3 SILTY CLAY, mottled orangish brown (5YR 5/6)(FeOx) tD.
(5) grayish brown (IOYR 5/2) to medium gray (NS), medium

to high plasticity, moist, stiff, with trace fine -
subangular chert gravel in shoe, max. size 3/4", wiJ;_-

a enses o_um sand, CH.
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT s_. 2 of 3
......,

Number:
BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP 117

II'L ;_

HoleNumOer

. GTQ-4
_r_,i,-i. I.=¢.=bon:' '

GeotechnicalInvestigation- PhaseII Quarry StagingArea
in ,i=

SJ_MPLE sT_
- _--'--_ _uw.m,_. , , SOIL DESCRIPTION ....

TEST ---

_ ___ _ l _; _" ; .ut,, !__ Nan_, Gradatw:m ofPhlslic_y,Particle84ze Disbib_r_on,,CoI_,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,_ _ _ ).= !SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USeSGroupSymbol

25 25.0 SS 2-I-2 _._ SILTYCLAY,mottledorangishbrown (5YR5/6) (FeOx)tc
-26.510 18" (3) _/L_/_o/grayishbrown (IOYR5/2) to reed.gray (N5),med. to -

- _F'I' highplasticity_wet, med. stiff (firm)to stiff, wit_
- 1-z--.iI'/ 'some fine to coarse subangularto subroundedchert an_

_ 27.529.0SS11 18" (5) :J,]I'limestonegravel,max. size I_",with somemed. to -_ _!1. . coarse sand, CH.

CLAYEYSILT-SILTY CLAY, greenish gray (5G 5/1) to bl_
30--- 30.0 ST gray (5B 5/I), low to med. plasticity,wet, stiff, --

- 12 30" ML-CL.
- 32.5 SILTYCLAY, greenishgray (5G 5/I)to bluish_ray
- (5B5/I),med. to high plasticity,wet, med. stiff -

- (firm), CH. -

- Driller reported a little gravel @34.5. _
_.

35-- 350sS_-_36,53/10./891318" Ii_2) SILTYCLAY, as above. 38_

40---- ,
40.C ST SANDYCLAYEYSILT, dark greenishgray (5G 4/I), non--'-

- 14 30" plasticto low plasticity,wet, mediumstiff (firm),-

- 42.E finesand,ML.
-

45--- 45.[ SS 4-4-7 -' ./i'_ SANDYCLAYEY SILT-SILTYSAND,dark greenishgray --
I - 46.=.15 18" (11) ,:l.','-..r.' (5G4/I), low plasticity,wet, stiff-med,dense, fin_

_ " --._'_.sand,ML-SM.

-
50._ ST _"CLAYEYSILT-SILTYCLAY, dark greenishgray (5G 4/I,)-T-

-55.--i .,, : ....... _



WELDON SPRING SiTE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT 3 o_ 3
Number

BOREHOLE LOG F Contractwp117
'Hole Nurrt_ -

GTQ-4

' "Geotechnical.Investigation- Phase II. I ....Quarry Staging Area
SAMPLE S_UU_OARO SOL OESCPJPT ION..... _pF_'TIIL&TK)kl

i Jt.s_ _ Name,GradationorRast¢ity,ParticleSize Distri_rtion,_I _ "=="=" =L:_.. i ,._N-).I • , C..ok:>r,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityor Consistency,
_m== = _' =.n =u __ SoilStructure,Minera_.-_y,USCSGroupSymbo4-- _Z _: m.J

55 _5.oss _-3-5.I:,<I'SANDY c'LAYEYSII"T-SILTYSAND, dark greenish gray
-_6.5 17 (8) zI;,l

- "l'" (5G 4/I), low plasticity, wet, medium stiff (firm) to-
stiff - med. dense, fine sand, with one very small

clam shell, ML-SM. 58 0-

60_50.0 ST SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I) to dark blu1-_1

- 18 gray (5B 4/I), reed. to high plasticity, wet, stiff, _
with white (NS) soft specks (weathered shells?), CH.

-52.s ....

65--65'0-66 5 S"$19 3 .{ SILTY.CLAY, dark greensih gray (5G 4/I) to dark blu-i-_
gray (5B 4/I), med. to high plasticity, wet, stiff to

• very stiff, CH. -
_ ---__-__ _ 67.0

_ Driller reported gravel starting @ 67.0.

70--70.0 SS 4-[)-38)8._ GRAVELLY SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (SG 4/I)to--

-71 5 20 ( dark bluish _Iray(5B 4/I), reed.to high plasticity,
--' wet, very st_ff to ha.rd, fine to coarse angular to. -

- subrounded white (N8) to tan (7.5 YR 7/4) chert and _

_ limestone gravel, max. size I_", CH. 73.0

75--,7_.8 21 _50")-_'_Ai

S'S II_bl]/6 SILTY _CLAYEYGRAVEL, dark greenish gray (56 4/I)te---
aark bluish gray (5B 4/1), med. to high plasticlty,
wet_ ver,y,dens{:,.finet9 coars_ angular whi:,_{N8_ -

• _77.0 to tan _/.bfK //q) cnerz gravel, max. size I GC. 77.0
Auger refusal @ 77.0' ............

- T.D. @ 77.0' 3/10/89 -

Installed piezometer, see attached completion record-

80--_ *Constant Head Permeabill,ty Tests , _
_ NQ wireline rods: 2.375 I.D., stickup 2.5

_ @12.5 take I oz/10 min.

- q@17.5'take ½ oz/10 min.._

-- , @22.5' take 2 oz/lO min. _..j
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

_I_IL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZOMETER)

WELL NUMBER GTQ - 4 DATE INSTALLED 3/13/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE A1an Benfer DRILLER Hannibal, Tom Clay

ii ii I I i I illl I i !

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING None

\

TOP OF CASING + 3.3' Stickup _ "_.--_- LOCKED-DATE None

GROUND / _ _SURFACE SEAL TYPE
i_i_ THICKNESSSUR F A C E 4 76.12' -= ii!_::ii!!ili!iii!!::!!!";!!ill

TOP OF # II i "=_-'-'- BOREHOLE DIAMETER 6 7/8"

(3ROId-_ Bentonite - G.S , /_ I TriLoc tlSre_---
I _-----'--CASING TYPE PVC

/ ,BOTTOM OF l I DIAMETER 2.0"
PROTECTIVE CASING None I I

I I
I I
I I
I L .------- OUTER CASING TYPE None

BOTTOM OF I INone I I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING --_ _ I

TOP OF SEAL G.S. ._ GROUT TYPE None

TOP OF 14.0' _i!iii-" _ Bentonite pellets
FILTER PACK _ iii!::j :_::;:::,_--_----SEAL TYPE 14.0' to G.S.
TOP
OF SCREEN 17.5'

__ _..._.> Tri LOCmachine

= '" SCREEN TYPE cut

CENTRALIZER DIAMETER 2 0"
DEPTHS None

"-"-- SLOT SIZE 0.0]0"\1

' BOTTOMOF SCREEN _
36.5' _ _l_-------FILTER PACK TYPE WB-35 Sandq

¢w

TOTAL DEPTH 77.0'
..... , till Illll I I ml m IBm li I

COMMENTS Hole allowed to cave 77.0' to 44.0'. Placed bentonite pellets 44.0' to

40.0'. Placed sand 40.0 to 37.5. Piezo. tip at 37.5'. All depths from ground surface.

w

PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURe, J. A1an Benfec_ / DATE. 3/!3/89 ._
i i i --- _ i all i



WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL.ACTION PROJECT s_. ] ,_ 7
Pmr,=Numbs.

BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP ]]7
I-W:_lNt.l-nl:_

GTQ-5
!p,_ Lo:s_on: ..........
Geotechnical Investigation- Phase II Quarry Staging Area, ,, , j

Cw_mm:rmj_: l)nl_Cw:w_tm(:_.
N.7471.32, E.12832.31 Hannibal Testing Laboratories

,,,,, ,,,,,,,

il)nl--anclM=W_:cME-55; Hollow stem auger, l:_Nmh_=mw_cW: PI[__&Sce" J"6-7..l_s=m./6-7/8" O.D., 3-I/4" I.D./NO Wireline (;,ore 90.0'. O.O';6.-..7/81.1auge B"/2_98"

_ 477_22' g.s....... Vertical llO.O'

25.3'b.g.s. 3/8/8) N0ne/Water 3/1/89 3/7/89 M. Schauer

_ j = _ _. .'_m._ . ,u, Name,Gradationor Plasticity,Piittk_ Size Distribution,
_.._u;: < = _= _ S'4"4" _ Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityor Consistency,_u Q..J_ =u S

w=J: _, _ O (N) =O =SoilStructure,Minerak:w:jy,USCSGroupSymbol= =.= _= =9

_er repo'r'tedgravel 0.0-I:'0 ..... FILL ''-"-I

SILTY CLAY, greenish gray (5G 5/I), low to medium .]
plastic, moist, med. stiff (firm) to stiff, w/ trace
fine angular white (NS) to tan (7.5YR 7/4) limestone -

2.54.0 01SS'13" i6) _ gravel up to _", w/ trace organics-plant roots, CL_ 5_//
..... CLAYEY'--'-'_SILT,SI'-'--_LTYCLA------_AN-_CLAY----_mottled I_. gray "Z.__

5_5.0 ST _'i (N7) to greenish gray (5G 5/I) to yellowish brown
02. 29' _' / (IOYR 5/6), nonplastic to nigh plasticity, dry to

7'5 / / moist, med. stiff (firm) to stiff, with FeOx with MnOx
7.5 SS 4- 10-14// blebs, ML/CL/CH

9.0 03 12" (24) _ ,//CLAYEY SILT, greenish gray (5G 5/I), nonplastic to lowplasticity, dry to moist, nonplastic to low plasticit_

i i, _...._stiff, with some FeOx, with trace MnOx blebs, ML I0 0

• 10--i0.0' ST _AY _reen_G 5/]), medium
04 high plasticity, moist, stiff, with FeOx, with trace-

3 MnOx blebs, CL-CH
,.._ 12.5

15"--15.0 ST CLAYEY SILT, greenish gray (5"G--_, non'--_-astict--t'o-_-'_--
low plasticity, dry to moist, medium stiff (firm) to

. ,__17.5 06 30"IB,,_i_ MnOxStiff'blebs,withtraceML,fine sand, with FeOx, with trace -_

17.5 SS 3- ' CLAYEY SILT-SILTY CLAY, greenish gray (5G 5/I), low

19.0 07 ( / vA_J< someplasticitY,FeOx,ML-CL.m°ist'medium stiff (tirm) to stiff, with-

2O--zo.o ST '/LV_'_CLAYEY SILT, greenish gray (5G 5/I) to brownish gra_

08 25" <j_', (IOYR 5/I), nonplastic to low plasticity, moist, soft-
/_ _ to medium stiff (firm), with abundant FeOx, with MnOx .

,_;22.5 '//.CLAYEY SILT, as above, soft to medium stiff (firm) -22.5 sS ,_,, I-2-3 i.'_,
zo (5" / ,_,some fine sand.

24.0 09 .... ' ) -;_/"l" __ 24.5-_25_ ,., -'!
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _ 2 o_ 7
__ , ...... ,

Pro_ Nu_
BOREHOLE LOG . Contract wP ]17

.,,,

HoleNumber

GTQ-5

Pnmem: jLocmtion:
Geote.chnicalInvestigation -Phase II . . Quarr_ Staging Area.-

SAMPLE |1ANDAWO SOIL DESCRIPTION ' 'PtNETn*TW_ ........
TLqT

=u _ ¢ i m=$ut-_ _ Narne,Gradationor plasticity,partic_ S_zeDistribution,
ii Z _4( ,=111,u

_ _ ,,,= • e'4" 4" Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,
'=-,.J=: _ 0._
_m=uJ= z _z>"= _ (N) >=_ SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol-- ,,, tl_.J,,,

;, 1-,
- 10 30" "I;!claylnterbedded24'5"58"o'siltysand, sandy silty c'lay',and silty _
-27.5 "J /SILTY SAND, dark greenish gray (SG 4/I), nonplastic,

• i-3-4 /_ /.._oist,loose, fine sand, SM. . . ,-27 5 SS SANDY SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I) to dark,
.29,0 11 16" (7) _. jbluish gray (5B 4/I), low to medium plasticity, moist,

' n"I_ Imediumstiff (firm) to stiff, fine sand, CL-CH. -

_0 --_-3010 ST ' -i"!I;I..!"SILTY SAND, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I)to dark bluls'_l_
- 12 30" ." gray (SB 4/I), low plasticity_ moist, loose to medium-

1.d@nse, fine sand, with trace low to medium plasticity

I.i!3/2/_9 r .ii

35 _ 35.0 ss 2 SANDY SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (SG 4/I) to da_k-
(5B 4/1), medium plasticity, wet, medium

• stiff (firm) to stiff, fine sand, with silty sand lens
- ' . (layered light to dark, medium dense, fine to medium

_ _._._.__Driller reported sand flowing up inside augers

{..y 36.5-55.0. Cleaned out with waterbefore_ling.-T--i

I

__ 40.0 _S 3'5 6 - i!I graySILTY SAND, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I) to dark bluL_t

_0

'. (5B 4/I), low to medium plasticity, wet, loose tc6" _(iI) .il..",mediumdense, fine to medium sand, with trace low to-J;]_S

" 4

_5- 45"0 SS 1 2__ SILTY SAND-SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I) ;_ I- 46 5 15 18" i_3 dark bluish gray 'I)B4/I), low to medium plasticity,]

• *.fill.'wet, loose-soft, fine to medium sand, SM-CL-CH. . "7

-
/_!_ SILTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I)to dark blu:k_,0 _ 50 0 SS• '_

-_51.5 _6 18" (9) ./w_//gray (5B 4/1), low to medium plasticity, wet, stiff t__

_ . _]_very stiff, with trace fine sand, CL-CH. 5 _

__



WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT--"----"-----
Sho___3.___ o__ 7_

• BOREHOLE LOG
' Contract WP ]17

Mo_Nu_
P_: GTQ-5

___Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II Quarry Staging AreaSAMPLE

_=_ Name,Graclatio_nor Plastic_, ParticleSizeDistribution,
=_ ,,=

c .J ; o'4"4- Co.r, MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,
_ _ 0. (N) SoilStructure,MineraJogy,USCSGroupSymbol

>- I

i5 55. S.C 3-4-5 SANDY SILTY CLAY dark greenish gray 5G 4/I) o dark
!7 IE bluish gray (5B 4/I), low to medlum plasticityt,wet,

stiff to very stiff, fine sand with trace organics -
plant stems, CL-CH,

0
50. ST

Y SILT dark greenish gray (5G 4/I), low to
18 2c dium plasticity, wet, medium stiff (firm) to stiff

;2, ith organics, with white (N8)soft specks (weathered...... shells?), ML-MH.

- 64.0

-- -- S_LTY CLAY, dark greenish gray (5G 4/I) to dark blui
SS 18 4-5-6 gray (5B 4/I), medium to high plasticity,,wet, stiff

6.! 19 to very stiff, with trace white (N8) soft specks
.... (weathered shells?), CH.

Driller reported gravelly hard drilling starting@67.0.

_ No sample @ 70.0 due to clay up inside augers.

-- sample @75.0 due to clay up inside augers, i

BC _-- 5-17- SILTY CLAY, as above, stiff to hard, with fine
- ] 4" (42) angular white (N8) to light brown (7.5YR 6/4) chert
_- -- gravel in shoe, max size 3/4", CH.
m

i
m

J



WELDON SPRING REMED;AL ACTION PROJECT _
s_,e__ of 7
Prolect Nurribe_.

" BOREHOLELOC Contract WP 117
Number

Pmmct: GTQ-5
,----....,...,,.....

Geotechnical Investigation - Phase 1i Locat_n:Quarry Staging Area
m

, - SAMPLE
P'f._ TPUmo_ SOIL DESCRIPTIONTEST

i • _ ro=sm.T= u Name,GradationorPlasticity,ParticleSize Distribution,
z_ ',a i _,

o i o Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityor Consistency,
_ _ ua I 11"4"4" ==

w uJ _ =" _ (N) s SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol, ),. | p.
QW : I.- !

35 S: 4- !/12" -------------
2: (1) S_LTY CL,_V, as above, soft to firm, max _ravel size

1.5" - stuck in shoe, CH

)0 )0.
90.0

Auger refusal @90.0',
Switched to NQwireline core

*Constant Head Permeability Tests
NQ wireline rods 2.375" I.D.; 2.5' stickup

@12.5' take 0 oz/ 10 min.

@17.5' take 1.0 oz/10 min.

@22.5' take 9.0 oz/10 rain.

@32.5' take 9.0 oz/1Omin.
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT .sw 5..L_cw7....Z_
,

BOREHOLE LOG Contract wp I.]7
• ' HoleNum_

.... GTQ-5

Prom=: ILoca=w_: ......Geotec_inicalInvestigation - Phase..II Quarry Staging Areai , i i

Co..EN_S _ OSC,_N_Um_ urr.oLoGV

" 11ESTSJIW_ONITORING _ ' _ _ u} I:_ESCII:IIPTIoN 8 MINERALOGY CEMENTA;TIO¢_

SMOOTHNESS _'-O, _ _ PLANARITY COLOR WEXrHERE D
CORING FLUID LOSS !0 CONTAMINATION 8 -,iw' uONO m_ _ _ ORIENTATIoNFILLING'STAINING _ _ION

i , i ii

89

90- 90.0 )O.] Started coring @90.0'

lr---3/3/89 LIMESTONE, buff (7.5YR 8/4) to
Run I average NQ-I 1 5.2_ light gray (N7), fine grained
4 min/ft 5.7 _ crystalline, moderately hard,-

"].00% fluid _ 74% fresh, with large blebs of
return, light p
brownish gray 81_ _ : • white (.,_jchert and tan

91 (10YR 5/I_ to 2.9 (7 5YR 7/4) hard clay. ThickJ.
white (NS_ I 4 Irregular, rough bedded to massive. Medium to> ._ widely fractured (spacing 1.5'

)1.3 4" 2 Open, rough to 3'), some closely fracturecL
(=.pacing 2½" to 6").

92 - _ Tight, roughm ,,-,,--

- I Possibly PLATTIN FM. _

,m

" I Tight, rough ,_-,

0
m

96
L I , , ,,,,j ....
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WELDON SPRINGSITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT mw 6 _ 7

BOREHOLE LOG contract wP 117

GTQ-5

Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II lU_a"°n:Quarry Staging Area
lm i i

cO..E.iS _. oco.n.um ui.oLooY
' = ..... 8 " NEOGY CB ENT ,OTESTSJMONITORING Z. _ _ .a
INSTRUMENTATION _ =:ua( ¢ i _ _ TIGHTNESS _ ClJWS_IFICATION MARDNESS

:¢: CORINGRATEAND w-_ O _ _ _ PLANARITY := COLOR WEATHERED

v- SMC'OTHNESS U_'g uaua 8 SMOOTHNESS
¢ z _ GRAIN SIZE _I_0"E

CORINGFLUIDLOSS _ < e- FILLING.STAINING ALTEPJO'_NO CONTAMINAIION _ _ 8 NO =::ua I_• m _ _ ORIENTATION O
i

i

96 NQ-I I
con 't

. 4 Tight, rough, ]_""R°ckhas FeOx stain 96.5-97.0.Open, rough FeOx Large vug with crinoid fossils96.5 - 96.7.
97.0 !Open,_roughclay r 97.0

97 Run 2 average NQ-_ I 9. coa_ing .......
5 min/ft, 100% 10.0 _ LIMESTONE, same as above,
fluid return, _ .lexcept. thinly to medium becIde

"It. brownish 100%. 99% 2 Tight, rough, Mnlx :with some dark gray (N4) to
gray (IOYR 5/I) stylolitic, :black (N2) MnOx and hard clay

98--to white (N8) L.P solution, (3) stringers.
: -- Medium fractured (spacing 8" -
1.2 -'-to 1.25'), occasionally closelb

- , 2 _fractured (4" to 6").
12 Occasional stylolites.
>
4"

99 ......

I possibly PLATTIN FM.

Tight, smooth
I00........ Mn0x and I-I/16"

to I/B" thick

I hard clay (2)
- I(_06

2

101- --- -

. ')

Tight, smooth

102 .... black Mn0x and
thin hard clay(2)

" l

103
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT s_ 7 0_ 7
morn=N,_,o,,,-.

BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP 117
Hole Num_"

GTQ-5
r,u_. l._tiOmu

,egtechnical Investigation- Phase II Quarry Staging Area
.....

COMMENTS _. _UITIF.S UTHOLOGY

'TESTS/;,4ONITORING _ _ _ _ _ Drr.SCRIPTION _ 'MINEI:La,LOGY CEI_'ENI)&TIONINSTRUMENTATION _ _ O _ _ _ TIGHTNESS a CLASSlFIC.jErlON HARDNESS
= CO_,NG_TE*NO _ =: rar_PUXNAR_Y =_
0- SMOOTHNESS _ _ =ZtUtu SMOOTHNESS o. GRAIN SIZE STATECORING FLUID LOSS OO _ < mr FILLING, STAINING
¢: _ CONTAMINATION U .J U N m _ _ ORIENTATION _ ALTIEP,/KTION

i i

I03 NQ-2 2
con't LIMESTONE, as above

. I
Tight, rough _v
MnOx_I/8" clay,

I04-_ __ stylolitic ._

-_ >6
Rough, spun,
mechanical

I05-_ --- P,ubbl e --
Rough, vuggy

I
Open,rough,vuggy ---

106-- -.-- ......4

3/7/89 Open,rough,vuggy----

- I

107.0: 0pen,rough,thin ---
107--_Run 3 'average NQ-3 2 2.7 gray clay coatinl

5 min/ft, 100% 3.0
. fluid return, _ I
light brownish 90%
gray (IOYR5/I)

i08-- to white N8_100% L.P.._ Tight,rough,blac:_/
= MnOx,slight
1.0 solution

. 3 3

> Tight,rough,blac
4" Mn0x, solution,

109-- _ slight stylolitiF._- ._

Open,rough,black
Mn0x,thin clay,

. I
slight stylolitic

110 110.0 Smooth, prob.
=_ , i _

mec T.D. @110.0' 3/7/89 Installe_
piezometer-see attached completion
record.
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

:.. ' WELL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZOMETER)

WELL NUMBER GTC_-5 DATE INSTALLED_3/8/89

PVC REPRESENTATIVE M, Schauer DRILLER Hannibal"- T, Clay

• I III I I I III I I I _lll

TOP OF PIEZOMETER MODIFIED, SEE FOLLOWING RECORD
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A

. \
TOP OF CASING +2,0' stick-up

" -_ LOCKED-DATE N/A

SURFACE SEAL TYPE 3_Z_Bentonit:

GROUND _ ]_TT'_'[sSURFACE 477.22' .. _i_!_ _ THICKNESS

TOP OF "- _ _ 6-7/8"/2.98{_t. i.--- BO,EHOLED.^METE..00
GROUT 0 0'

• /_ I
-=; CASING TYPE Tri Loc PVC

/' ,BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER 2.0"I.D., 2'3/8"0.D
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A I I Schedule 40, flush-

I i jointed, threaded
I I
I I
I L ,-------OUTER CASING TYPE N/A
I I

BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING N/A - a I

TOP OF SEAL O.0' ' =------GROUT TYPE 3/8"Bentonite Pelle

ToP OF
FILTER PACK 11.0' _:..

_= _..__ SEAL TYPE 3/8"Bentonite Pellets_.::_:"

TOP "=
OF SCREEN (slots) 15.0'

CENTRALIZER --i SCREEN TYPE Tri Loc PVC
DEPTHS N/A DIAMETER ,2,0" I, D, m2-3/8"0.D.

._.... 8LOT SIZE 0. 010"machi ne-cut

• $che.dule 40, fl, ushL
BOTTOM . aointed,, threaaea

-=-------- FILTER PACK TYPE .._WB-30
OF SCREEN {slots) 34.0' _ _> Mera_ec -

- Warrlor brand
TOTAL DEPTH I]0.0' ._ ---'- Silica Sand

I II -- I I ii ii ml

COMMENTS All depths are below ground surface. Top of scree_ledpipe 14.5', bottom

of screened pipe 34.5', bottom of pointed tip 35.0'. Borehole backfilled with :and -
- from ]10.0' {T.D ) to 35.0'. ---

PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE,_'/__.Jr/_.-'.II__f:., __- DATE. 3/8/89
= L Narie I. Schauer

I IIlII IIII

I III I
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WELL COMPLETION RECORD

WELL NUMBER. GTq-5 (modifiedl DATE INSTALLED_ 4/27/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE Alan Benfer DRILLER tom Clay, Hannibal

I i i i i I II I I I I Bii

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING None

\

TOP OF CASING 1.1' stickup -- __.i LOCKED-DATE None
! Volclay

SURFACE SEAL TYPE _rout
GROUND f

SURFACE 477.22' _.= f_!!!i!!:!_!i::i!_i:l! _ THICKNESSIF- , I

TOP OF _
I I "-'--- BOREHOLE DIAMETER 7-5/16"*GROUT Ground surface )1 I TriLoc,Schedule40

CASING TYPE ThreadedPVC

I iBOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER 2.0"
PROTECTIVE CASING None I I

I I
! I
I L ,_.-.--..-- OUTER CASING TYPE None

BOTTOM OF I II I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING None I
BOTTOM
I)QP OF SEAL 93.5to surface ._--------GROUTTYPE_Volclav Grgut

TOP OF
FILTER PACK 93.5' _

,,i _ili::!_ _ SEAL TYPE Volclay Grout
TOP
OF SCREEN 9_.0'

, ,ii _

%
/T . SCREEN TYPE Machine cut PVC

DEPTHSCENTRALIZER One at 104' /J DIAMETER 2.0"

SLOT SIZE 0.010"

BOTTOM MeramecWarrior
_ =i.___ FILTER PACK TYPE WB-35

OF SCREEN 104.0 _ _ Silica sand

TOTAL DEPTH 105.0 !
i i I iiii ] iii i _ J_ ] i i

COMMENTS "7-5/16"auger hole to top of rock at 90.0'. 4" hole 90.0' to II0.0'.

Cuttings110.0 to I05.0'.

- ii All depths from ground surface. _

A _
MC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE;

r i _ i



WELDON SPRING RF.MEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
1 e_ 5

BOREHOLELOG Contract' WP 117
MWW_NueW)w
GTQ-6

GeotechnicalInvestigation-PhaseII Lm_m: Quarry Stagin Area
,m,,..,.,,mm.mm.m.m ""m'm, mm_ .m,,m ,,.,,,m mmm. m, _ ' g

C_a_: -"'---- " _ Oonmw:_. ---'"_-- "-'-'
.7325.31_E.13140.86 al TestingLaboratories

l._;_-'__-=_: CME,,55(truck-mounted); Jo_m__ . JDi_m_&_wzi: IM_:
_ rr6-78"6-78 3_"3_-NN WireliWirelineCore 38 5' 38 5"6-7 8" " .__'='..98

.44.7'b.a.s. ,,
I SAMPL_ ! SL""_-*._O;.... ' e*"._m • ,, • ...,,..,,u_,_, ..

I "_" >, -' _r'_/l_'r)ox' ',' , _ _ '_ ....

I _ q _ _ _ m _ o'4"4" __ L<)_.._l_:_ureL_ntent,ReLativeDensityorConsistency,

Io / I, .... ALLUVIUM-

i - _ /_ CLAYEYSILT,orangish brown (5YR5/6),low lasticit. . . P Y,I
I - / _ molst,medlum stlff (firm),with tracecoarse
I _p_ _ ;p-a _ ._' angularchert gravel,maximumsizeI_" with trace
I -_'_ _ 10' "iSi" I m_/;organics-woodfibersand roots,ML '

I _ _ CLAYEYSILT, orangishh_ow, (5YR5/6),non lastic to, _. , , , , p
I 5.0 SS _,,7-8-6 / I,low plasticity,mo"st, medium stiff (firm),with ---

-6.5 02 _ (14) ' I"some organics-woodbranchesand roots.,ML. Driller _' ' '/ r '
_ , j_ eported pushing a rock" , ,'- I -----'--- _
-" 7.5 ST I SILT, medium brown (7.5YR 5/4), nonplastic, moist, _
. 03 30" I i I !medium stiff (firm), ML

10 i 10"0 _ :_ t_.- ........ , 10.0
10.0 SS _6" 4-7-9 ,:'_,__IL_, orangishbrown (5YR516),non lastic to

i - 11.5 04 " . (16) i,";low plasticity,moist, mediumstiff (firm)Ptostiff -

i _" ' '/F.,"with trace fine sand, ML '
i -'12'5 SS lR";3-13-15"/IIxCLAYEYSILT, as above, stiffto v. stiff,

115-_- " F- -----_-- -------- ------- _'_'_ -
i '15.0 SS 14"i6-14-16 . ,SILT,medium brown (7.5YR5/4), nonplastic,moist, ---

i -16.5 06 (30) i' " stiff,with trace fine sand,ML

'I _17 __-"'_n n_ 16" _-._-___ _ ; SILT, as above to lightbrown (7.5YR6/4),with_n, .: traceMROx patches. 1
- -,. ,, ,.,- _..,v / , i ' ' j

, r /
'20.0 SS i_,,6-]2-15 ' SILT, as above,a little to some finesand. Driller---_

-L21.5 08 o (27) !.' reportedhard drilling21.5-22.5. j
I

--22.5 SS _. 6-7-g . !SILT, as above,
24.0 09 "" (16)
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WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _I ,.

!Pm_ Number:,

BOREHOLE LOG Contract. WP 117
HoleNunW_

j GTQ-6

Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II rry Staging Area
- l llml

SAMPLE |'r_""" w'-"-o iii
, w__,,,__T_T:-_-_ _'___,_Dc___IPTIONi

TEST

0 j = ; -"'-" Name,GradatorPlasticity,Part SizeOibui,
_o.<=:3¢ _ win'*" _ s'4"4" =_ Color.Moisture Content. Relative Densityor Consistency.

=.= u = _ Soil Structure, Mineralogy, USCS Group Syml:x:d

25 _ 25.0 ST 30" ','.,l"'SAND_ SILT-SILTY SAND, medium gray (N5)to dark greyI0 (N4) nonplastic, moist, medium stiff (firm)-medium -
-27.5 ' 'I.dense, fine sand, with a little organics-plant roots,_

27 5 SS 2-6-7 - . • 'ML-SM
- ' ,, • .' SANDY SILT-SILTY SAND, as above, to medium brown
_29.0 11 14 (13) _'"'' (7.5YR 5/4), trace organics.

k

30 ----29.8 --'

ST ' SILTY SAND SANDY SILT, mottled light brown (7.5YR 6/4).
- 12 30" ,' 'to orangish brown (FeOx stained) (5YR 5/6) nonplastic-32.3 '

'l'_moist, medium dense-medium stiff (firm), fine sand, -
_ ' SM-ML

' 33.5 -N w....°_
m . •,

• ,

35----

35.0 _S 17" 7-9-I0 " SANDY SILT, mottled light brown (7.5YR 6/4) to ---36 5 3 (19) . orangish brown (FeOx stained) (5YR 5/6), nonplastic,-
_ moist, medium stiff (firm) to stiff fine sand ML

"i I m

, .

- 38.5 .... ",' 38.5
- Auger refusal @ 38.5'

40 _._ Switched to NQ wireline core

,...,....

.i

- --.,-....
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WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _ 3 cw 5
•"_, L'_,= N_:,,,:,.....

Contract:WP ]]7

BOREHOLELOG I_w,_ ......
1GTQ-6

PmCK¢ II.=:=tion:GeotechnlcalInvestigation- Phase II QuarryStagingAreaii i

COMMENTS mS4_ONTmUITES _OGY

'lil CORINGRATEAM) iJ _ PLANARITY COLOR WIE.a;THERED
SMOOTHNESS _ SMOOTHNESS GRAIN SIZE S'IXrE

CORINGFLUIDLOSS _ RILING,STAINING ALTERATION
CON'gU_IN_TION ORIE_N

3B

38.5 Started coring @38.5'
2/28/89 NQ-I 1 0.5 Open, irregular, _LIMESTONE, 'light grey (N7),

3.3 _ 6 rough, FeOx medium to coarse grained,

39 5-_-0 10% ..__38.5-43.5 _crystalline, fossilferous,
Run I average 66% 39-; Rubble :_m°derately hard, moderately

3 min/ft I L.P. weathered (rock shows slight
. 0% fluid return 1 = 6 col or change to buff

0.5' (7.5YR 8/4) or tan (7.5YR7/_
to slightly weathered, vuggy

40 . I 30%I/8" to 2" with FeOx and
_> --- calcitecrystals.Massive.
4" Very closelyto closely

. ] fractured(spacing3/4" to 6

IL _
_I 40.9 ---

- 7 ""

--- Possibly

42 , __ _ KIMMSWICKFM

- 6

4}

. 43.5 6 Rubble _¢_

NQ-2I 11 1.7Run 2 average 4.0
44 6 min/ft _ 34%

0% fluid return 80% L.=P. 43.5-48.5

i ! 0 9,. Open, irregular,rough" . 3 6 Rubble

4s _i



WELDON sPRING REMEDIALACTION PR_ECT 4 _ 5,
J

BOREHOLE LOG Contract,,i WP117
Ho_Numbw
GTQ-6

' [Locstlo_,GeotechnicalTnvestigation-Phase II QuarryStagingArea i
iii ii J , .., ii i, l i ,

ALTEB_CC_lhK_FLUIDLOSS
CX)NI)kMI_K)N 8_' CW:_IE_FI_Q_CWW

45 ' NQ-2 i " '

:on't yellowishbrown '_ 45.5

. 4 (IOYR5/6)soft _LIMESTONE, same as above,....clay fillingwith
angularchips/6f_"except: medium grained,not

46 _rock.-. J /_vuggy,thick,withclaywithlayersoccasionalto _
with hard clay/j,.._1"-2"
filling.._______1_]_Z]chertnodulesto 2". Closely] 6
yellowishbrown/_/_fractured (spacing2½" to 6").
(10YR5/6)soft//
layeredclay [[t ''I

KIMMSWICKFM47 __ fi I I i n_'----"--_// Possibly
very closely //I

. 5 fractured (I"/ II 47.5
pieces) wit, / /I L-CTM_STO-_,-Tnt_ed igt
yellowish brown/I grey (N7), medium grey (N5),

48 _ (IOYR5/6)clay// argillaceous,white (N8)chert,and occasionallooks -]
with grayish I_ almost bandedratherthan i

48.5 0 brown (IOYR5/2)_ bedded.Fine grained, ;
NQ-3 I I'0.0 hard clayfillinc | crystalline,fossiliferous "

Run 3 average 10.0 I0"--_-0grayishbrown I I (includesshell layers),hard,
49_ 9 min/ft _ 100% (IOYR5/2)firm/j fresh,with disseminated

0% fluid return 100% L._P.---layeredclay _I pyrite.Very thinlybedded -

3 4' fillin_ J_ (spacingI" to 2"), horizontal• j Widely fractured(spacing
" 5 0 orangishbrown l

> (5YR5/6)clay I / 2' to 4') . '
4" Iayers_.----_

0_2 --mechanical break_
al 2'

. 0 Possibly
DECORAHFM

5! ....

. I tight,planer,
rough with small10-200

52 calcitecrystals 7 ........



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT Is_ 5_ =, 5
!_=_=_._, ,,,

BOREHOLELO(; ' JContract: wP117

..... I GTq-6

GeotechnicalInvestigation- Phase II Quarry StagingArea .....
COMMENTS IxSCOm'INunIEs Lr_oaY

IN S,'rl=lUME N171O'ION TIGHTNESS _ CLASSIFICATION HARDNESS
CORING I:UI0"EAND PLANARITY _= COLOR WE.KTHERED

SMOOTHNESS _N _ _ ,_WOOTNNESS "- GJ:tAIN SIZE
CORING FLUID LOSS RLLING, Sl_,INING : AL;T=R,JEION
CONTAMINATION ' _ ORIE_ 8

2 I 'LIMESTONE,as above
con't ,

,0
i

m

I

]

1
' 2CP53.8

Tight, planar, JO-r-angish brown (5YR 5/6) lay:
.----irough _½" thick

Ti ght, pl anar, _'-_"54.3

• I rough _owish brown (IOYR 5/6)
, layer,½" thick

I

',o

' I_
i

I Tight, irregular
' rough,FeOx,with
I I small calcite 0°
; crystals
I

0

0
58.5 mechanical break

, , _

T.D. @58.5' 2/28/89
Instal led piezometer--see

_ __ __ attachedcom letionrecord
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WELL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZ0METER)

_.,,

WELL NUMBER GTQ-6 , DATE INSTALLED 2/28/89
' _ --_ ,

PMC REPRESENTATIVE M. Schauer DRILLER T. Clay- Hannibal

i1"1 ii I iiii ii illU II II i i1| I i I IIIII _

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A

! 4,,,

. _ , N/A
TOP OF _ASING +2.0 stick up _ LOCKED-DATE. 3/8" _entonitq

SURFACE SEAL TYPE
GROUND
SURFA CE 508.30' _iiiiiii!iiiiii::ii::iii::i THICKNESS

6-7/8"/2.980"

TOP OF /41 BOREHOLE DIAMETER @38.5'
GROUT G.S. / I

CASING TYPE TriLoc PVC

BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER 2.0"I.D, 2-3/8"0.D
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A I I -Schedule 4(_,--_sh-

I I jointed, threaded
I i
I I
I --------OUTER CASING TYPE N/_
I I

BOTTOM OF ! I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING N/A - _ I

TOP OF SEAL G.S. -------GROUT TYPE 3/8" Bentonite

TOP OF _ pellets
FILTER PACK 30.0'

•,1 SEAL TYPE 3/8" Bentonite
' pellets--TOP

OF SCREEN (slots) 38.5' . _

/_ SCREEN TYPE TriLoc PVC

DEPTHsCENTRALIZER N/A /I DIAMETER 2.0, I.D., 2-3/8'_'0.D
SLOT SIZE 0.010" machine-cut

schedule 40, flush-
BOTTOM jointed, threaded •
OF SCREEN (slots) 57.5' FILTER PACK TYPE WB-30Meramec

TOTAL DEPTH 58 5' Warrior brand• ...... Silica sand
...... IIU III I I I I I I IIII _ _ I

COMMENTS All depths are below ground surface.

Top of screened pipe 38.0'_ bottom of screened pipe 58.0',bottom oF

pointed tip 58.5'. Borehole diameter 6-7/8" to 38.5'; 2.98" to 58.5'.

i Piezometer abandoned and qrouted 4/20/89
PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE_ f'_ATE 2/28189

, M. Schauer "
_ iiii i iiii iiii I i i iiiii i i I



If
WELDON SPRING. SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT mw _ _' I _ r II

BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP 117
: H,_ Nun',tW

GTQ-7
Pmp_ 7_: ,

Geotechnical Investigation- Phase II j Quarry staaing Area
_m: - ....... /_--'_T_..w_ -"-=--- ----

N.7546.09, E.13148.45 _ I Hannibal Testing Labs ,

6-7/8', 3_", NQ Wireline Core _36.5 maugers to 36.51 6-7/8 / 2.98"

......... : ........
r:_: 460.82' g.s. | vertical [ 56.5 ; Abandoned 4/18/89
Wm_Levi: 7Ru¢l&_: -'--'-'-[DmmSt_DmmStmrt Di Ftnmh:

25.3 2/10/89 _ar water I__.L_ A. Benfer
SAMPLE ST_OAnO SOiL I_S¢_qlPTIOKIqEWE'TRAT_N

TEST

mv_._ Name,Gradationor Plasticity,Parade SizeD_stributJon,
s'-Ii'-_" Color,MoistureContent Relativ_DerzsityorCons_ency,

Owr) SoilStructure,MineratoOy,USCSGroupS'p_bol

SILTY CLAY, low plasticity, yellowish brown (IOYR 5/4
10 moist, stiff CL

SILT, nonplastic mottled g,rayish brown (IOYR 5/2)5_n(brownish yellow ilOYR 5/6) black,moist, stiff (I. ,-
ML. possible seepage--4'

2-.4-6 CLAY, highly plastic, dark grayish brown _IOYR 47"_,T_--
lD moist, stiff (1.5), CH. 5% oxidized roots.

as above, mottled dark grayish brown !IOYR 4/2) and
yeliow brown (IOYR 5/6). Trace angular fine chert -
gravel. Hard (4.5)

_m

pp=2.5, bottom 3" very silty 11.25-13.0, color as
17 above

,ma

13.0'

16 SILTY CLAY, mottled _rayish brown _red (IOYR 5/8), moist, very stiff
bl ack Mn0x

.,m...m

16.0' pp=3.0

SILT, 20% very fine sand, pale brown (IO_R 6/3) moist
reed.stiff-stiff (1.0), ML. .-

as above, no sand, pale brown (IOYR 6/3) mottled with_
brown (7.SYR 5/4), reed.stiff to stiff (I.0)

8 21.0'
CLAY, wnls gray __
(IOYR 5/(5)moist, very stiff (2.5) CH

2-2-6 )np'lastic,_wnis-'_ gray, verymo_s_,_
8

SILTY CLAY, med. p_ty, mo e gray .j
yellow brown (IOYR 5/4) moist, very stiff (2.25) CL

m
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT sh,,, 2 ,_ 5

( BOREHOLE LOG =C°ntract WP 117
M,W,N_W_ .....

GTQ-7

Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II _ 5.0'N. 2nd Quarry Gate
' SAMI_L E ET_.=.=OAm) ' , ,, , ,.

, , ___"_.U_TO0_ _ DE__PTION
TEST ' '

, Q_ i ,

a._ w¢ _u= 0"4"4" ,Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsimency,
=.= u (N) SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol

-- _"Z ¢ m-J

2/I0/8g 25.._ 25.0"$S 2-2-3 pp=l.O med. stiff to stiff

- 26.11 18" s
- SILT, nonplastic, dark gray (IOYR 4/1), very moist, _r_

- 27.5 SS 20-I(]-8 soft (< 25)ML
r 29.0 12 12" 18 ,,J " _-,J.. ,! highly weathered limestone, wet at 29:0 _

30__

- _
_ 32.5 SS r2-2.! SILT, dark gray, wet, soft, ML with 20% fine limeston.

34.C 13 12" 3 > fragments,weathered limestone at 35'
.... _ Auger reZusal at 36.5'

- '"' ,•L

Switched to NQ core at 36.5'



WELDON SPRING SJTE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _ 3 of....5.._,

BOREHOLE LOG ContractwP117
H_ Num_

GTQ-7

Geotechnical Investigation - Fhase II ---50' N. 2nd Quarry Gate

COMMENTS Ot,_ONTINIJITIF_ ' LrlIHO(LOGY

_ST_1ONITORI_ D_lrl'lO_l MINERALOGY CEMENTATION
INSTRUMEN'tKtlON _I'fl"NE_ __ HARDNE_
CORING _ AND PUkNARITY COLOR WEATHERED

SMOOTHNESS SMOOTHNESS _N S_ZE S'I;I;TE
CORING FLUID L_ RI.LING, S'gb,INING
CONTAMINATION ORIE_

Begin NQ Core 36.5

100% water Estimated core loss
return 36.5 - 37.3
3800 rpm

LIMESTONE throughout run I is"
3_-_mins/ft Rough slightly weathered, minor iron

Fragmented oxide stain

100% return Shaley 37.7-37.9 argillaceous, dark
yellowish orange (IPYR 6/6) _

2_ mins/ft Stylolite,tight

100% return tight,weathered 38.3-3B.g5 fossiliferous
surfaces

9s-39.2_a81egreen(_v_ _}_ie
3-3/4 rains/ft shaley and 39.3-39.6 shallow pits _"

fragmented Ii_stone throughout
generally a dark yellowish

100% return r gh o n _" brown IOYR 4/2
a(_ w(_a_ered ,,.,,

5 rains/ft " " " fine to medium grained
" " " • throughout
II II II

100% return vertical ,open
rough, open

3½ mins/ft
_00Rough, open

75% rPturn Estimated loss 41.5-42.5



.......... i i iii ii , , i iii

WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL _,CTION PROJECT _ 4 = 5

•BOREHOLE LOG ContractWP 117
Nu_ ....

I GTQ-7
,L=¢mm_

.Geotechn.!calInvestigation- Phase II 150' N. 2nd C arry Gate

_IESTSJMONIIX:)RIINIG' _ = _ " I_#_' _ =I_E _pCX_IY CE_E_

INSTRUMENTATION_'¢ _ f_ru_=

CORINGI=J_TEaND =:Lu O = _ (_ _ION HARDNESS" OOT.NESS = COUm WEXTHEPOSMOOTHNESS O_ =_w
CORING FLUID LOSS z u = Z

I: CONT.IJVIINATION _ I¢ :UN l:
i

42 3½ mins NQ-2

. c°n't i _ 0

Z.2 I rougl],oBen w_.-_umbJedfragment!75% return " rough, 9 en ....ureaKs_tt_rouqnou'run_ _o_tly
¢Ight _at stylolite{.M nor s_alnlng

43 ......

9.9 7.:. fra.qmented _LI._ESTONE tbrouqhoutrun 2_
_ t!g_t, geoeraJIX Tlne

s1:y,o,ite closed_ ye,lowlsnbrowng,=u,,d(_/_)le
r,_LDR R_

_ 4
tioht _to darkyellowishbrown (IOYR91% 69%
st_l,o,lites cl,n,se(._.Minor secondarycalcite42.9-4

Rock qualitygood from 44'44 --- --- _ --
LP= tight
1.8.: ' open I/8"

. 2 c_ayey
(2)

a5 -- _ 45.2-45.5CLAYSTONEmottledm-_

racturedclay-_ brown (5YR4/4) and dark gray
. 2 stone,tight .

2/9

46- --5 rains/ft----- 46-4B thin 1/16"-I/8"styloli'£
filledwith d_rk clay.

I
,=

25% return closed __w_imately 4(_ft. lira#stone
tight --- s very sl_gnz weatnerln(

47 .....
5-3/4rains/ft Styloliteclosed

. 0

25% return _7 8 47.8-47.95CHERT pale yellowis
-- brown (10YR6/2)

48 -- ........
4½ rains/ft 2 48.3-49.7scatteredwavy

sandstonebeds _"-1" and
. I pockets.Moderateyellowish
25% return smooth,open I/8'_._brown (IOYR5/4)..Less

styl()litesclose_._frequentlyto 52.4'
49 ...... j .......



, . , i ,,,

WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _ 5 ,w 5

• BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP 117
(" '_,=,

GTQ-7

u=_,. 50 N. 2nd Quarry GateGeotechnical Investigation - Phase II
, i H

TESTS/MONITORING _ _ _ _l- I_,_CRtPI"ION '' _ MINERALOGY CE MENI;ETION

C_D_:IINGII.ATEANO _" uJ O _ COLOR wr_lo'Hr_:IEO

SMOOTHNESS O _ _ _ SMOOTHNESS G4_IAINSlZECO ,NGFLU,OLOSS=
uJu_ 18NO' _ ¢: FILLING,SIAIN_ /WLTEFIJiTIONCONTAMINATION J I= , m _ _ O_EI'('IxrION

• ,, . L .i J ..

49 4-3/4 mins/ft NQ-2 2con't
0

,u

(25% return

50 _ 50.0-50.25 wavy bedding
5 mins/ft Stylolite closed

0
,,=

<25% return Stylolite closed

51 --" 51 1 - _" hard wavy clay -
9 mins/ft " '

0

(25% return

i52 --

Stylolite tight ----

52.4 _ Mechanical

NQ-3 2 I LIMESTONE-color generally mode
yellowish brown (10YR 5/4)

4.1 4.1
53 4-'7_-. TTT---

3½ mins/ft tight Rock quality throughout run
"'good. Very slight weathering,

1_0 ] hard. Sandstone scattered

0 water return 100% throughout run_25% generally
wavy bedded or pockets spaced

--- I-2" apart and approximately-
54 LP= I" thick

4 mins/ft " 3.2 0

0 return

55
4_ mins/ft

0
,.

25% return

56 ........

0

: I TD 56.5' 2:05 2/10/89 _I

.... Piezometer installed, see atta_t
' completion drawing_

_I " lr " ' II' ' ' 111'
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WilL COMPLETION RECORD (PEIZOMETER)

WELL NUMBER GTQ-7 DATE INSTALLED 2/10/89

_..

PMC REPRESENTATIVE Alan Benfer DRILLER _ Tom Clay - Hannibal

I I i ..... i ii i ii lip iii1! i I

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING None

\
TOP OF CASING +11"

- --4 --.--- _,,_--- LOCKED-DATE None

SURFACE SEAL TYpE Bentonite
GROUND ' , _
SURFACE El' 480.6 -__ __' f!il_t THICKNESS

_' TOP OF _ _ ":*:*"
I i I "-'-'-- BOREHOLE DIAMETER 6-7/8"/ 2,9_

IB_ll::l¢l:¢ Bentonite Dellets -G_S. /_ i I--'-, -- CASING TYPE Tri Loc PVC
BOTTOM OF /I i j
PROTECTIVE CASING None /I I DIAMETER 2.0" I.D. Threaded

I I

I I
I I
I I
I I.... 'OUTER CASING TYPE None _

BOTTOM OF I II II DIAMETER
OUTER CASING None
D^ 4, 4.-_

_r__:U'C)F'SEAL ]8.5' -,P-------GROUT TYPE '3/8" Bentonite Pellet
I

TOP OF X_

No;,

FILTER PAC,'<, 18.5'
..... _ _.,.:_ .=,-..------ SEAL TYPE 3/8" Bentoni te Pel let•_ _ .....

TOP
OF SCREEN 25.0'

............. -_ -'--">J Tri LOC PVC

A _; - SCREEN TYPE Machine Cut
CENTRALIZER -'-" "
DEPTHS None DIAMETER 2.0 I.D.

BOTTOM " _J L SLOT SIZE 0.010"

OF SCREEN 55.0' ___ _>j- FILTER PACK TYPE .WB-30._.._

--- -'--" SiIica Sand
III

I
TOTAL DEPTH 56.5' .-

ii i I i i i I i iiii i

COMMENTS All depths below ground surface.

6-7/8" hole diameter to 36.5'; 2.98" diameter 36.5 to 56.5'.

Piezometer abandoned and grouted 4/18._89

A

1 PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE_._i_J_ DATE 2/]0!89, , _, J, Alan Benfer_# :_' ......... ..,,,, i,

"roll Til' " , ,'.....'lp"



WELDON SPRINGREMEDIALACTION PROJECT
1 ,w 3

BOREHOLE LOG Contract WP 117

H_,_q-8
_-___._ .._ .. I.ocation:_ location.Geotechnical

Inves_Iga_1on " vnase II l Quarry Staging Area
i

, o, ..... - ......
-------...._

. _ .v ,_.,_ _._, _ I Hannibal Testinq Labs
lDrl -__-'-_and_,_,;: . lh.,,,, _ ,,J,_.,.. lr'---"-- _ - -
rMr _ N R A,,,_..,. ¢:.7/o,, _I_,, i----,_,--,---,-_-- ,,_,_,u,L._uw'iga_IZl: l'lokl_Wzl:

r"" "_, ..... n_=., _ ./_ , o_ I 76.0' ...... None 6-7/8" ,
!E-.'-_--_ I_ _'_-_v'_.__ _ so.ore_Mo_:
I__ • vertlca i • s477 62 g.s. l .... 76 0
v,_-L.::.':2'09'BGS Fiwd"&_ I:__ I"25 DimFmm_: 9"20 L_r.
2/16/89 " None 2/13/89 2/16/89 A Benfer

, ___='Tm_T_-Z_ . _ D_--r'_"qlPT)ON
>, wu_

r_ m ". -__,i_a.lm M Name,Gradabono¢I_, F._ticleSizeDistlil:)ulion,

"_i w.J: _ _ _:_m" i'-_'4" ;Color,Moisture..Content,RelativeI_ _,_,.Consistency,
__WJ0 {Ig(_ = _ _ _ _1_ i S(_l Structure,M=neralogy,USCSGroupSynthol

,, SILTY CLAY, grayish brown (10YR 5/2), moist, stiff,
/r_ CL-CH. Upper I ft. contains rock fragments. Mottle_

_ _ /r,/,_light grayish brown (10YR 6/2) and strong brown ..
='2.u SS _';"_ //,/ (7 5YR 5/6), stiff (1 251, CH-3.5 0_ 8' // • .

- _ _..
/

_// as above, pp=3.75, very stiff, CH.

20" _//./r---- .... "
-7.0 02 "j'/_4 SILTY CLAY, mottled light brownish gray (]0YR 6/2_---
-7.5 SS 3-5-11. / "/S/,_ and very dark gray (]OYR 3/2), m_nor strong brown _
9.0 03 8" 16 /, / (7.SYR 5/6), moist, hard, (4.5+), CL.

- _/r,',L,, _

>/_ _I as above, pp=3.5, very stiff. ---

12 0 04 _/
' /. #

. _ _ /K /, as above, pp=2.25, very stiff, mottled light gray -
-12.5 SS 4-/-9 // /. (10YR 7/I) and strong brown (7.SYR 5/6), bottom 4" -_ 4.0 /< very silty.

/// _

_17.0 05 29" , _ as above
---_/"_'_],"_ 17.5-18.5 as above, pp:3.0, mottled light gray -

-17.5 SS 3-3-5 '/,, TI_0]R--TTI)and light yellowish brown (]0YR 6/4), mino
19 0 06 12" 8 -' , whi_alcareous), CH. _.

-- ' -J l _ "_--' • '' ' --

' ;- 18.5-19.0 SILT, non-plastic, pale brown (]0YR 6/3)
20.9 20- _/' \ver---ym"oTst,very soft (<.25), ML. y
P/16/ I!_ 20.0 ST- - - 07 / 20.0-22.5 CLAY, mottled light gray (IOYR 7/I) and25" / yellowish brown (10YR 5/8) with minor black Mn0x, -

-22.5 / moist, stiff (].75), CH, contains minor limestone _
_ZZ.b SS 2-3-3 / fragments and FeOx.

22.5-24.0 as above, pp=2.25, very stiff contains thiK
_24.0 08 15" 6 / _enses oz silt



........ iii, ,m iii

WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT "
Sheet 2 o4 :3

( BOREHOLELOG Contract WP117
HomN_

GTQ-8
,_W-_ii_ - Location: ---

Geotechnical ]nves.t!gation - Phase 11 Quarry Staging Area
SAMPLE $TANDAmO ....

- , IWJ_'r M.J,TION SOIL DESCRIPTION
lrl_ T ......

>" R[SUr,.TS C.)
z -' •_- == ,, - _ Name,GradationorPlasticity,ParticleSizeDistribution,

=.< _= > l'4"4" o Color, MoistureContent, Relative Density or Consistency,
u (N) = c_ ,SoilStructure, Mineralogy, USCS Group Symbol.J MJuj :_ >_ UJ

w Omm Z >'O-- l.-Z m __j

25 25.0 ST as above, pp=2.25, CL-CH, wetN26 -''', blocky.- 09 34"

-27.5

..29.0 I0 12"

30 _30.0 SS FINE SANDYSILl, 25% sand, non-plastic, gray (5Y 5/'i-)"
-31.5 11 4" moist, stiff to very stiff (2.0), ML. Contains minor_

'/I c -- oxidized roots. Color suggests reducing conditions" _ below water table. -
S _32.5 ST

_ 12 0 No recovery
35.0

35 "--'_35 0 SS 2-4-6 -_'J/_ SILTY CLAY, medium plasticity, gray (5Y 6/I) moist,___

' = _,_v_-/_n/I/very stiff (2.5), CL. Contains minor oxidized root.

-36.5 13 13" 10 ,

h0 "--40.0 ST

- 14 32" ,_ as above, pp=3.5, with silt lenses. ML _- 2.5

45 --45.0 SS 3 ? Alternatingevery few inches betweenlow plasticity__,

_ 5 . silt to highplasticityclay and silty clay.
_ _6 5 15 12"
- " pp=I.75,verystiff,medium to high plasticityclay -

- predominatesfrom-_35-71 feet. _

50 ---

- ' Iri
- "55 ---

,,



i

WELl)ON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT ........
s_,t_ 3 of3._.L_..
Pro_ctNum_r,

, BOREHOLELOG Contract WP 117
Ho_Nurm>er

......... ..., GTQ-8
..... L_tlort

r-lr i_

_ Geotechnical I..nvestigation. -,Phase II , Quarry staging Area
SAMPLE =_ANOAMO "

_.N[T _,T_ SOIL DESCRIPTION -
TEST , '"'

= ]¢ .ew ' .3 Name, Gradation or Plasticity,Particle Size Distribution,=._=_-o_ w¢ _ _ 6"4"4" =° Color,Moisture Content, Relative I:_ o_'Consistency,0

ii_ :©mww = z_ _ ,,-= (N) m_>'O:o Soil Structure, Mineralogy, USCSGroup Symbol

55 _ 55.0 ST t !' / as above, pp=2.25,closestcolor is dark greenish ....
32" gray (5GY4/I) GSA Rock Color Chart. -

_ w

60--

..

65_ 65 0 SS 7 -
• 2130 pp=2.0 stiff to very stiff, with minor white- 66.5 17 11" (5Y 8/I)

.-_--'67.5 - Driller says gravelly

2/1 70.0 SS pp=l.5,CH with 10% fine angulargravel
......

i

- 71.5 18 11" CLAYEY,SANDY GRAVEL,IOfangularlimestoneand chert_- _ fragments, generally ight gray, moist to wet, dense-

- "_/_ GC. Gravel up to 1". _

75---
C:C._ --"

,,,

_ 76.0'auger refusal9"20 2/16/89

- 2.0" PVC Piezometer installed. Screened from _

_ 17.5' - 36.5' Monitoring interval 15.5-76.0'

See attached completion record.

.m

,,,.w

.m

, , ,,,



WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
PIEZOHET

r ,,_ W)I_Lt. COMPLE1 r(_N RECORD

WELL NUMBER GTQ-8 DATE INSTALLED 2/16/89, 2/17/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE. A. Benfer DRILLER Hannibal, Tom Clay

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING None

\
TOP OF .3ASING ,+2..0' stickup .... LOCKED-DATE None

I
SURFACE SEAL TYPE Bentonite

GROUND ,__ ....
SURFACE 477.62' _._ lii:':_,!iiii!ii!_!i!ii,iiii_=,. _' THICKNESS

TOP OF / II _ BOREHOLE DIAMETER 6-7/8"(_I__ Bentonite pellets-G.S. __i_l I - "
" -=; CASING TYPE Tri Loc PVC

/ ,BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER 2.0" ID, Threaded
PROTECTIVE CASING __None . I I

_. I I
I I
I I
= L =--------OUTER CASING TYPE Nene
I I

BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING None .-4_ i

B_I_(_:_OF SEAL 15.5 •"---'-"-GROUT TYPE 3/8" Bentonite
Pellets

TOP OF _ '
FILTER PACK 15.5' _:__" .p:..v..,"

,,__ :_::_.::_:_'.:.'."-------SEAL TYPE 3/8"_Bentonite
TOP --- Pellets
OF SCREEN 17.5'_ .... _

<_---'-'_>-- Tri LOC PVC

",'208' 2/16 --_ _ --4 " SCREEN TYPE Machine Cut

CENTRALIZER " -- /II DIAMETER 2.0" IDDEPTHS None
' 0.010"

BOTTOM 1= "--'_ SLOT SIZE Silica Sand"

' =----"-' FILTER PACK TYPE WR-30
OF _',CREEN 36.5

' TOTAL DEPTH 76.0' ..-

COMMENTS All depths below ground surface. Boring backfilled with sand from 76.0'

(T.D.) to 37, '::.' Piezometer abandoned and qrouted 4/24/89,

PMC Rt'PRESENTATIVE SIGNATUR _ DATE 2/17/89

, ,// J. Alan, Benferp__ ..............



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT __
• s_,w I cw 3,, ,,,

m__. 5121
BOREHOLELOG. ]ontract WPl17

," HoloNu_rd_qw
---- GTQ-9

]l._aNion:Geot_.____._eechnicalInvestigationPhase II Quarry StaaingArea
c...=,...: .... ....
N.7635.84,E E.13039.46 J HannibalTestingLabsl:)mllI_ an(lMe_:

Au ers 6 7 " ,, i_N_Top_ i_C--i_Q &_. I_,:CMEH.S. g - Z8,  76.2-- 1_ 6-718"
....... i_, _om_,_ ,,_ b,,w_' •

480.39 TOC, 478.02GSLgS .._L_ verticaT II___M°m: ------"
_L,,_: -- IF_A_W_'_ ___ . _76.2'
20.3' 4/14/89 I .None 4/11/89 I_'"_'m_: _---

.... l 4/13/89 J R. Parsons iSAMPLE $'r_,___

_" .j m S'4",4" Color, l_)istum ComenL Relative Density or Com_ency,a.:f
i,.=,
,

_. _

2.5 SS 3.6.7 _'_ SILTY CLAY, low plasticity,brownishgray (IOYR5/I)
4.0 01 15' 13 moist, stiff,CL. Some limestonegravel and FeOx

f#v stringers.

5.0 _ _'....

ST 21' ....
02

7.5 : _- -- pp : 4.0, very stiff to hard,CL as above.
_ ,

7.5 SS 3.5.8
03 12' 13 -_-_ CL as above,brownishgray (IOYR5/I) to moderate

jv- brown (SYR3/4).

io,oST
D4 30" - "

12.5 -._pp = 4.5+, hard, CL as above.
• i I if

_S 14" 4.7.9]5 16 CL as above,moderate brown (5YR3/4) to light
fX gray (N7).

15.0
L5.0 _T S-_CLAY, medium to high plasticity,moderate

)6 30" /I/f brown (5YR 3/4) to light gray (N7),moist, stiff to
L7.5 _ very stiff (2.0). CL-CH •

.9.0 ;S 18" 1.7,8 _/_ CL as above, medium stiff to stiff,some limestone
)7 15 ,/,x gravel.

4/i !0.0 i'.-l)i:'SILTY SAND, moderatebrown (5YR3/4'_moist,loose
; T r'"'_.g'_(0'5). SM.
)8 29" ......

'2.5 o i, _w

. _

'2.5 .S 18" 1.6.7 /I/r SILTY CLAY, medium plasticity, moderate brown
_9 13 / v (5YR 3/4) to light gray (N7),moist,stiff,CL.

/J/

___. ___. /_x

NOTE' Colordescriptionsfrom GSA Rock Color Char,ts
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WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT 2 3,stm__ cw
P,_,_N_, 5121

BOREHOLE LOG ContractWP117
iMm,Num=_

mm_

I_:GeotechnicalInvestigationPhase II Quarry StagingArea
i ii

" ' SAMPLE _N,DA_ .......... S01LOe.SC_PTW)N'""
...... IINEW&'I'I¢_TW_NI .......

II$t
Z >' IIU, UI.Yll

:¢,_" _ _ w" _ Name,Gradatw:mof Pk_W:_.Partcle_ Dstribution,

o_ ¢m _ _ _ l'4"4" _ Color,MoistureContentRetalNeDensityofConsistency,,_ ww=a'.J,," _ _ u_= (N) _ .r_:)UStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSyml:x:W
i i ii, , ,i

25 '25.0' ' CL as above

" ST 30"
"27.5 10

_27.5 I,SS 8' 2.5,7 cE as above
_29,0 11 I' 12

4/I
4/12/Bc.30 .--. 30.0

,

ST .z...
,'_ , ',.

12 0 ._.:.>,,No recovery
-32 5 -""'::
_32,5 ' . . CLAYEYSAND, dark greenishgray (SGY4/I), moist,_ m#_ °q,

_ ST 3o' {_'71oo_e(05)SO
35 __35.0 13 -'._,"L"

3_oss 18"4.1o.11:_..
-L36 5 14 21 _/._. SC as above

-
-
- ST SILTY CLAY,mediumplasticity,greenishgray (5GY

15 27" _ y/ 4/I), moist, very stiff (3.0), CL-CH.i 4 2 i 5 / k
- /{,
_ ,/

45 I 'I

45.0 SS 2" 5'10.12_'/" Clay as above
/ /

-46.5 16 22 /,

- /,/
5O__ /

50.0 SS 4.9.10 /4, Clay as above with some limestone gravel
"51.5 17 1'8' 19 /

- /@'_,_ /
_ /'/

55 _'/---,..,., _ / ,,,



- _/ELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
s.,_ 3 _ 3
_N_ 5z2i

r ' BOREHOLE LOG Clontractl WPl17 i
Ho_N_W_

_'= __F_-'_"a ------._________q-9GeotechnicalInvestigationPhase II . rry StagingArea
.... sA'MP_E ST_WOA_} SOIL DESCRIPTION ................, ll___ TRA.lq_-__.. ,.

TEST

_ we_ Color,MoistureContent,RetativeDensityorConsistency,
¢ _"== = _ _ =_ (Iri _8 Soi!Structure,Mineralogy:USCSGroupSyml:x_mm - _,.i

, i , ,i, _ , , i,, ii i _

- ST / / Claywith some gravel as above, stiff (1.5) "
I 6 1 8

/

-57.5 /o/

""' _ 1

- _ -
- ,_ .

_ ' ,
60__ 60.0 SS 4.10.12/ /

61 5 19 22 < // As above,dark greenishgray (5GY4/I) to_ ' moderatebrown (5YR 3/_)/

/ .

_65 65.0 ss 5110.11__ -- 20 21 As above

66.5 _/ .
/ /- /

- ////
70 /

70.0 SS BIi9.33-_/
i

/ 70.5"r-

-71.5 21 52 :iI'II.'I''.'''_SILTY sAND, dark greenish gray (5GY4/I)to light_ • gray (N7), moist, dense, occasional limestone gravel

u0 s.i

_p_ SILTY GRAVEL,dark greenish gray (5GY4/1) to light

75-'-I_.__.__ SS22 12''13"22-E0/_72+""-_c)_grayup to(N7)'I/2".m°ist'_,_very dense, GM. Limestonegravel--

- Auger refusal76.2', T.D. -
_ Probablelimestone

Installedoiezometer,see well comnletionrecord.

80---- *ConstantHead PermeabilityTests
NQ wirelinerods 2.375" I.D. --

@12.5' take 2.0 oz/10 rain

- @17.5' take 0 oz/10 min.

- @22.5' take 16 oz/10 min.
85---



WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

• WELL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZOMETER)i li

WELL NUMBER GTQ-9 , DATE INSTALLED 4/13/89 __
i

PMC REPRESENTATIVE Ray Parsons DRILLER Hannlbal - Tom Clay

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING N/A

TOP OF 3ASING Elev. 480.39' _=_--- LOCKED-DATE ...... N/A
318" Benton, re"

SURFACE SEAL TYPEp_llets

GROUND ......--. THICKNESS
SURFACE 478,02' !i_::_

TOP OF I i -m----- BOREHOLE DIAMETER, 6,-7/8" ,,
I

GROUT G.S. _r CASING TYPE TriLoc PVC
I ' I

BOTTOM OF I I DIAMETER 2" I P , 2-3/8" 0j_ , , __ ,,,, '

PROTECTIVE CASING N/A I I Schedule 40, flush jointed
I I threaded
I I
I I
I L =------- OUTER CASING TYPE' N/A _
I I

BOTTOM OF None I I DIAMETER
OUTER CASING I

Bottom ' == ......GROUT TYPE 3/8" Bentonite
XIX_)PXOF SEAL _ 10.C)' - pellet_ -

TOP OF I0.0' m
FILTER PACK i!-!!!!,I .c SEAL TYPE 3/8," Benl;or_te_

- pellets
TOP
OF SCREEN 12.5' ____.__>

--- ,-.SCREEN TYPE Tri Loc PVC
2" I D. 2-3/8"0 D

CENTRALIZER N/A ___ DIAMETER " ' "
DEPTHS • SLOT SIZE 0.010" machine cut

• Schedule 40 flush jo_'nted
,- tlSreadea'

BOTTOM i . n_------ FILTER'PACK TYPE _WB-35 silica

OF SCREEN 31.5' L__.__ sand

TOTAL DEPTH_ 76 2' I
o I ,,,

COMMENTS All depths below ground surface• Borehole caved from 76.2' to 36.5',

bentonite pellets 36.5' to 34,5', sand.34.6' to 10.0'

i

PMC REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE/_ _'/ -_-:'-_=---_--_ .... DATE 4/13/89
Rdy Parsons

i i iiii 1 i ml iii , lull --
mii I • mln

l llmmll



m

m

2.3.9 CLAYEYSILTGRAVEL, low plasticity,white (N8)with _
12 reddishbrown (2.5YR 5/4)matrix,moist,medium

dense,fine to coarse,subangularto subrounded
limestoneand chert gravel,maximumsize I", GC.

4.2.6 ---

8 As above,except maximum size'1½"-stuckin bucket -
catcher

Drillerskippedsample at 7.5'-same.

!0 - -..

• 12.0
SILTYCLAY, dark gray (N4), low plasticity,moist,

2.3.6 medium stiffwith one largecoarse,subrounded -
9 limestonegravel,CL.

CLAY,mediumto high plasticity,mediumgray (N5), ---
wet, stiff to very stiff, CH.

SILTY CLAY,medium to high plasticity,mediumgray -
4.7.9 (N5)to brownishgray (IOYR5/I),wet, very _
16 stiff,(2.5)FeOx stain, trace finegravel,CH.

SILTYCLAY,medium to high plasticity,greenish -._
gray (5G 5/I),wet, very stiff to hard, FeOx stain,
CH.

a/4 No recovery .. 22.5-

&/_/8! 3.4.6 CLAYEYSILT, low plasticity,mottledgreenishgray -
to reddish brown (2.5YR5/4),moist,

• 24.5-

NOTE' Color descriptionsfromGSA Rock Color Chart



rELDON sPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT : '
s_ 2 _ 7
mommNumb,,-.

.. BOREHOLELOG , MKE-5121

GTQ-IO
!

_eotechni cal Investigation Phase II IL°cu°_,, Quarry Staging Area

lllIT

'J"_ r-l'4- Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityor Consistency,_0_ W _

=._=='_ _ _=.= (N) _ _ SoilStructure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol
25.0

_/*_ _ SILTY CLAY, low plasticity, mottled greenish gray25

_ ST _ (5G 5/1) to reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), moist,

09 25" __xW very stiff (2.5), FeOx stain, CL.

-27.5

27,5 SS IB" 3._7 _ SILTY CLAY, medium plasticity, greenish gray
29.0 10 . _¢z ._ (SG 5/I), moist, very stiff to soft in places,

z,F/ FeOx stain, CL-CH.

30--__30.0ST _ SILTY CLAY, low plasticity, mottled greenish gray

11 28" _._ (SG 5/I) to reddish brown, (2.5YR 5/4), moist,
_-32'5 /_._ stiff (I.5), FeOx stain, trace fine sand, CL.

- SANDY SILTY CLAY, low plasticity, mottled greenish

35_ 35 0 SS 8' 3.4.41 7 gray (SG 5/I) to reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4), moist,
-36.5 12 I ' 8 _. > soft to medium stiff, fine sand, abundant FeOx stain"
_ _ _{<> and red and yellow discoloration, CL. -

_ _ i 3_,C

_ :llS
'" "' SILTY SAND,non-plastic to low plasticity, medium

40_ 40.0 .!:i".;_...gray (NS) to greenish gray (5G 5/1) to bluish gray-

- " "l'!'i'::I'": ' ' 'ST 28" _ (5B 5/I) wet loose, fine sand trace clay, SM. .

-42.3 141:}_. -' i ! 43 .C

- ._._ Driller reported gravel at 43'

• __i;_/_>_SILTY SANDY CLAY, low plasticity, greenish gray --

45-_ 45 0 SS 18" 5.14.14;y " (5G 5/I), wet, soft, fine sand, trace coarse
-46 6 14 28 '
_ ' subrounded limestone and weathered limestone gravel,

_ _ maximum size 1½", CL. 48 O"

- .!

50--_50.0
SS 18" 2.3.6 _'i:l.>''-SILTY SAND, greenish gray (SG 5/1), wet, loose,

-51.5 15 9 _'Z",,I fine to medium sand, trace clay, SM.

!".k ' s3.o

55__---- " -



WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT " 'sh,_ 3 _ 7
:f_o0eclNumber. I

, BOREHOLE LOG MKE5121 ,
HoWNummN

GTQ-IO

Geotechnical Invest ation Phase II Area
. SAMPLE stluqo_ ' SOIL'DESCRI'I_TIONlm_u_'TRAXION .......

lrl3T

_z_ _,= ; "m_""' _ Name'Gradat_n°( F_ast_=_Y,Panick_S_e D_t_but_n,'J"J _) l'4"4" Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,_0_ _ w m

i_ L_w="j =: _ _a= _: _l) _o=o So_IStructure, Minerak>_, USCS Group SymbolQlam .. e).J

55 55.0 ///_/_////_SILTYCLAY, medium plasticity,dark greenisharay
- ST 30" _ _ (5G 4/I) to dark bluishgray (SB 4/I), wet, stiff "

"57.5 16 _(I_.5)to very stiff,CL. -

--60 ,,

-'-60.0SS 18" 3._7 -_/_n0v_SILTYCLAY-CLAYEYSILT,medium plasticity,dark "-- greenish gray (5G 4/I) to dark bluish gray (5B 4/I),-
61.5117 wet, stiff to very stiff,trace fine sand, CL/CH-

- Y"[_ML/MH. "

-65 ---65.0 CLAY, medium to high plasticity,dark greenish
- ST gray (5G 4/I) to dark bluishgray (5B 4/I), wet, "

_67.5 18 30" _very stiff (2.0),CH. '

70 -"_70.5 3.5_8 SLITY CLAY, medium to highplasticity,dark greenish--
-71.5 I_ gray (5G 4/i), wet, very stiff to hard, CH. -

- y/

75
75.0SS

18" 4._9 SILTY CLAY, medium to highplasticity,dark greenish
• . "76.5 20 gray (SG 4/I) to dark bluishgray (SB 4/!), wet, "

-. very stiff to hard,a littlefine white (NS) limestone
_ /v_and chert gravel,maximumsize ½", trace medium to

coarse sand, CH.
.i.

4/ BO -_ , 80,25
80.0 7.14.504/6/ SS

7" 'CLAYEYGRAVEL,medium plasticity,dark greenish _
-81.5 21 64 _)_._gray (5G 4/I) to darkbluishgray (5B 4/I) matrix
- _/_'with tan (7.SYR7/4) and white (NS) gravel,wet, "'
_ #_' very dense,fine to coarseangular chert gravel, .

_ l_.__maximumsize 1_", GC ..B5 ---
pm
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WELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT _ 5 =w 7
I:" IWol,¢tNumbs.

HKE5121
BOREHOLELOG

GTQ-10
i -_, ii ,J

_e0technical InvestigationPhase II _ Quarry StagingArea
,,, ,,n i i i

INSTRUMEN1XlqON CLASSIFICATION HARDNESS

i CX:)R'NG RATE A'NI:)SMOO?HNES,S I_ _NI. U u" SlIAO(O'HNE= COLOR_ILI-r_FLA{IION= _DCON1;IdVIINATION . ORIENTATION

89 ..................

Begin Core B9.5 8).
,,--

. NQ-I _ Rough,open 89.5-99.5 LIMESTONE;buff
9.6 T_n_ Rough,open _'7.5YR8/4)to light gray

)0 _ "_ _ --- (N7),fine grainedxtln, --
96% moderatehard, freshclay

(hard)tan (7.5YR7/4),
2 min/ft L 4 Rough,open (4) blebs and wavy stringers -I00_ fluid

2 _" to I" oct white (N8)return I •_ ' "

91 _ chert nodules,thin to very_ thin bedding,occ. vugs. --
Closelyto medium fractured

4" (spacing2½' to 2').
. 2 min/ft

Open, rough Possibly
PLATTIN FM

92 ......

==

- 2 min/ft Open, rough

9_
Open, rough Core loss 93.5-93.9 (Driller
Open, rough reportedvoid - drop of rods

. - 2 rain/ft _ at this interval) -

9a .. 93. Rubble

- 2 min/ft -

glnn,,,,an



o •

"W1ELDONSPRINGREMEDIALACTioNPROJECT .... I_ '6' c,' 7 "• • • _ ,,---_

BOREHOLELoG HoMN_KE5_,2_
GT0.-10

_Geotechnical InvestigaLionPhase II QuarryStagingAreail ii ii ii i

D_X)NIINU_n_ &_n_(w_Y

"' TESTS/MONITORiNGCOMMENTS____ i_> il.. _PllON' i " _RALOGYGRAINSIZE ' _EM_EI_EE

INSTRUMEN'EXTION _ _ TIGHTNESS CLASSlFICAI3ON HARDNESS

SM(X)THNESS __ SMOOTHNESS
CORING FLUIDLOSS AI3'FJa_rlON
CX)N1;IkMINATION _ _ _ RILING, S'I_NINGORIENT,ClON

b , l ,,,

@6 As above

2 min/ft I

Open, rough

- 2 min/ft 0

- 2 min/ft 0

99- .__ Open, rough

2 min/ft 1
85% fluid return ---- 99.5-109.5 LIMESTONEasI Open, rough

NQ-; 2 __7.4 above, vugs from 101.8-
Ib_'O 104.6. Occasionalchert

]rtr q.N -^_"_ es.

2 min/ft
°

2 min/ft

Open, rough

Open, rough

2 m_n/ft
Open, rough

Lt,'_ ! I J 1 I J ! l
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WIELDON SPRING REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT
• _ 7 ¢w 7

MKE 5121 __.__BOREHOLELOG Nnl;or
6TQ-I')

GeotechnicalInvestigationPhasell QuarrySta . Area '

TE ST_rT_IRI NG --'_i i !),,,,. '' D_'_PI"K)N MO NEF_,,OGY ' r ' CEII_E_ .....

INSTRUMEN'tAT1ON ;_ • C[ Cb TIGHTNESS CLASSIFICATION HARDNESS

CONTAMINATION ORIE NI)0"ION
,,,,, ,, , ,

2
03 i)3.! As above

- 3 min/ft II "

na J_, -- Open, rough _- -
I| Rubble

- 3 min/ft I

Open, rough (3) ----

- 3 min/ft 5 _ "
Open, rough

Rubble
-- Open, rough -

- 3 min/ft I Open, rough --- -

.-3 min/ft
0

- 3 min/ft 1

Open, rough "---

3 min/ft

2 . i ._

I 109.5 Total depth 109.5'
10

,,,.......... _,,

t_ .... d._.J I.-.,.-.I _ , ," _L ,,_I _'I -.,

g! UU I,,,._U IIU ! _ _f I L, II VU I L,. I O..Y_

- grout to ground surface.
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W.ELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT mm,,. ] ,:w+2 ....
P,',m,_Nu,',',_.

BOREHOLE LOG Contract. WP1'17
HoWlNum_

GTq-I:I
Pmlecc ........... l._atJon: .......
GeotechnicalInvestigation- Phase II Quarry StagingArea
_: ............... o.=_com._o_. "-
N.7479.28 E.12848.48 HannibalTestingLaboratories

l)_=_=rw:-_e: C'ME55; 7-5/16"O.D. Oglmh_o_RO_" I:W_m_CaW_&S==:.....MeiSam: ....
Hollow StemAuger with 4&" I.D. -- BO.O'; 7-5/16" 7-5/16" ,

Ground' 477.17' Vertical 80.O'

w,,_L,_: ........ F_ a_: ' D,i _ ...... i_,'r._ ..... L_,_. - I
24.0'.bgs; 5/4/8_ None.. . 05/01/.89 . I ..05/03/89 P. Pa.tchin I

SAMPLE STrAnD SOiL DESCRIPTION
,--- -+ PIEJCETRATK_ .......

TI_T

+ " _= "SULT=++ Name'Gradati°n°r Plas1_:ity'ParticleSizeDistributi°n'

= j=_ _ dF. _ 6"4"4" Color,MoistureContent,RelativeDensityorConsistency,
O, ,.J g;

= = = _ _ _ _ (w) (_ Soi_Structure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol
omre I,,,- ,,, ................

- Auger drilledto 35.5 ft. withoutsampling. See -
_ log from boreholeGTQ-5 for descriptionof soils

to 35.5'

35 __ Beginsampling 35.5
,,,

_ 35.5 ........ ;"SILT sli htl claye sli hl;lYplastic dark gray
ST 26" / ' g Y Y' g '/ (5Y 4/I), damp, very stiff (2.5)ML

- 01
38.0
-- _,, _

4C'- 39.5' SILT, as above, P.P.:I.25
/

ST 26" _'
- / -=

42.0 02 / 41.9

* _ ....... _////CLAY,'"mod.to h'ighplast_icity;dark gray (SY 4/I), -
- _/moist, slightlysilty, approx,stiff,CH _
,_

44 0 _ CLAY as above P P =2 25 CH
45 -- ' ST 30" _ ' ' " " "

03 _ --'
" , .. / ,+, _465 /

/
- ///
"_49.0 ST 30" -_ //CLAY,high plasticity,very dark gray (5Y 3/I) -

50---- 04 _ _slightly mottledwith black (5Y 2.5/I) moist ---
,---_51"5 __stiff (1.25),occasionalFeOx blabs,CH '

_ .//
_ //

-55 ...... ....... / See next. page for sample ST05 description ---1
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT s.,,,.__ ;_ (w 2

BOREHOLE LOG Proj,ectN_:Contract. WP 117
f mw, ......

_': ' ' _mm: . GTQ-II
_ Geotechnical Investigation - Phase II Quarry Staging Area

SAMPLE r,-_._
-- , _ PI:_I:'nU'T_,N _ DF._CI_PTION

>. TEST

_ _ == =: m._ !. Name,Graclat_onorPlasticity,ParlicteSize Distribution,
'= _ e'-6"4" Color,MoistureContent,Re4ativeDensityor Consistency,

d =uLu: _ _ _ u (lr) Soil Structure,Mineralogy,USCSGroupSymbol '

55 55.0 ST 22 _' _/// CLAY, 'rood.plasticity, slightly silty, greenish

-_57.5 05 ' _///_ gray ( 5G 4/I ) damp to moist, stiff (2.25), -

- _ _ CL-CH .

_ ,

60--

-- :_

65-- 65.0 SS 18" 6-11-13 CLAY, as above, grading to dark gray (5Y 4/1), -"
-66.5 06 24 slightly increased plasticity (reed. to high), _

• _ stiff (2.0), occasional light gray blebs (unknown)
CL-CH

70--: _._ _]_ ].2" _Y'GR_la_ion_k g_y740_
_q=_ comprises"_20%; sandy (coarse) approx. 10%, poorly -

- _/:)/ sorted, gravel fraction is fine to 2 cm, angular to-

- __Po' subrounded pale blue chert, moist to wet, no
_ /,_/@ limestone, GC -

75_ 75.0 SB 17-43-4_'/_'._CLAYEY GRAVEL, as above, with FeOx blebs, chert is'--

- 76 5i 08 12" > 50 ,_J_,,._,. _ • white (10 YR 8/I ) more weathered, clay has rood. -

_ /_:_/ plasticity, GC .

_
80_- _/_, Total Depth 80.0' -

@ 3'00 p.m. 5/2/89

Installed piezometer consisting of 2" schedule 40 -
- PVC. Screened from 79.0' to 60.0'. Sand pack from -
- 80.0' to 57.0'. See attached completion record.

•Constant Head Permeability "Fests,NQ wireline rods -
- 2.375" I.D., @42.0' take 0.05 oz/10 min.; @46.5' -

take 3.0 oz/IO min.; @51.5' take 3.2 oz/]Omin. ,,

J
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WELDON SPRING SITE REMEDIAL ACTION PROJECT

WELL COMPLETION RECORD (PIEZOMETER)

WELL NUMBER GTQ-]I DATE INSTALLED 5/3/89

PMC REPRESENTATIVE P. Patchin DRILLER Tom Clay - Hannibali

p I i i iiii

TOP OF
PROTECTIVE CASING None

TOP OF CASING +2.6 ft.
LOCKED-DATE none

i volclay-

GROUND SURFACE SEAL TYPE
SURFACE 477.17' ..... _iii::i:::_::iiiiilii i!ii!! THICKNESS

r

TOP OF v@ BOREHOLE DIAMETER 7-5/16"
GROUT ground surface / I_ Tri-Loc Schedule 40

BOTTOM OF /I CASING TYPE Threaded PVC

PROTECTIVE CASING none /I DIAMETER 2.0"I
I
I
I

I OUTER CASING TYPE none
BOTTOM OF I

I DIAMETER

B_IT_MER CASING none _ ,
TID_ OF SEAL 57.0 to surface --------GROUT TYPE volclay grout

TOP OF
FILTER PACK 57.0

"_k SEAL TYPE volcla7 _rout
TOP
OF SCREEN 60.0

-- Machine cut

/T SCREEN TYPE PVC
CENTRALIZER

None _/I DIAMETER 2.0"DEPTHS

' SLOT SIZE 0.010"

BOTTOM Meramec Warrior

OF SCREEN 79.0 ---------FILTERPACK TYPE WB,35
Silica Sand

TOTAL DEPTH 80.0

COMMENTS All depths from _round surface.

-- ,,,,



_PPENDIX B

LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

B-I 5121WS.B



Laboratory testi,g was conducted on representative soil samples obtained from

exploratory boreholes to determine their physical properties, compressibility,

permeability and shear strength. The laboratory testing was performed by

GEOTECHNOLOGY, INC., St. Louis, Missouri, and the results have been reviewed

and approved by MKES.

,_.,

The following procedures were followed in performing the tests:

ASTM D422 - Sieve analysis with hydrometer

ASTM Dl140 - Test Method for Amount of Material in Soils Finer than

the No. 200 Sieve

ASTM D854 - Specific gravity

ASTM D4318 - Atterberg limits

ASTM D2216 - Moisture content of Soil

ASTM D2435 - One-dimensional consolidation

EM 1110-2-1906 - Three point sets Trlaxlal R

Three point sets Tdaxlal Q

Trlaxlal permeability

A summary of laboratory testing results is presented in, Table B-1

B-2 5121WS.B
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' . _ A MOI"IRISON I(NUD|F..,N GOMP&NY

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

, MKF-AL-ENG-6 (4/87) ATTACHMENT 6



(,,_ B/lIX- I--1:_.l-II_ U:_U 1_1' A MORRISON KNI._III.N COMPANY
p 4

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

DEPTH MOISTURE DRY
LOCATION SAMPLE INTERVAL CONTENT DENSITY

lD lD ' (FT} (%) (PCF)

¢TQ- I ST-lO "_'7,,_-.TP, O a _,/ c/_,_" '

GT_ -.5" _-o a .c,o-7, 5 /2,/o /o _,3

&T_-S e7-Od /5,o-/7,s pl,Li fs,o
: , i ,,--.=

#TO-_ e7.o_" /o,o-/_,o 2LI,I 9_,V
- ,,,, ,, I

, 7"_ I• GTa- 8' _OT-_D? ao,C)-_,E _._1 _'6,?'

GTQ- _" 9T- 0? _o,o--aa,_ -_g _ tva

UT_-? _-_a s,o-ao 7_',Y /CA

M,,dd/_ IG70-9 ST-o_ 5,0- ),6 _, /, ?X,I

- _o-2,o 7_,1 /CA,,, ,

CNO_lO _cT:II 7D,o-3"_,o _ %? i 9o,?

" I
.......

' I
I

t- _ 1iii I I III _ l ,,, , J III'ml

I
,, i

1

_ _ _ .... -

MKF-AL-ENG-6 (4/87) ATTACHMENT/,



' " A MORRISONKmJO|EJ_¢OU_ANV

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION
• ..-.. i

SITE lD: 0_"_"f_ _-_,_i,"_ /_'¢-_t CHECKED BY:LAB (ff_
,,,, -- '-' /' ' ' - w.-

DATE: (_-°c' " _ TAC-
/ ,.,

L,B NAME:C-,,-,,

DEPTH MOISTURE DRY
LC'CATIC N SAMPLE INTERVAL CONTENT DENSITY

• lD lD (FT) (%) (PCF _

_T(.,p.-I <_T; '-/- IZ,S "-_,.r z-/3,to "7_,_
"T° i'

--- 5-70- ) S'To'4- _2.,S -n5 _o .z P/f_
_ o ,=4-_-"

_(,,3 ci _,-]GTQ- _ ,<r to _-_';- 3o i

"Tc)P

G-Ta-J J7tO _'_,s-3o _o,, ,',,_q
: g o-t "w'_

crT,,- I .(T1o e_,_. _o al, ¢ /v//.
,I

nl,_..Ile

C-TO,.,o_ .57 1,.# _/_- _-z,S" 3 I, 3 qo,?
"T_P

l) o"cro,',_

C-r,_ - a' .CT-_. _ o-,vz,.r 35,3 ,u t4

C--_o'-8 d'T-_G g5 - Sn .s 3 ,_ ,3' A>lA .

GTq g' STo& ,,C -_),S g 5 ,d 8a',3
"/'oi

C-7_,o JTOJ IS -_').I _Z,_ '<)I_
B,Y4_

5_q _ ,sroJ 1.r- _-),.r 3z. I u lA

•1 _T q I0 .j703 'I _ - _"),J" ,_,#'5 SP,. 5"

Jt.

TEST P ROC_DURE:

=- MKF-AL-ENG-6 (4/87) ATTACHMEN'r '



,, i-) (_ IVIf_--r P nk_UO Ulcc

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

' L. I

SITE ID" (._Jq_t_? CHECKED BY'LA_3, (I

IC)-/q - .k'_ TAC ....
DATE:

LAB NAME" 6fO'TEC_eAJOI-OG-'Y _'_c.-



• . _'_,luc,_ _ I MK-FERGUSON
' ' A MOI_RI_ON KNUDSF.H COMPANY

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

SITE lD: C_)JA2't JT'q6'_('_Zirl CHECKED BY'LAB 'l_

DATE" IZ " )5- o"_ TAC .......

LAB NAME: _z.Dqe,../_,,,l; h .].-,"c



;_ ,,,../ -4/ (_ MK-FERGUSON
_ _ A MORRISON KNU'OSF.N COMPANY

.?,o_ _e_-looZ-3_w;

IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

SITE II:):OQ/I_ Y JT&G /,L,Lr t_:_(,,_ CHECKED BY:LAB < /_

DATE: 12. " / 5 " _ _ TAC

LAB NAME: (r_o4_,/,,'_'1_ .),,c.

DEPTH MOISTURE DRY
LOCATION SAMPLE INTERVAL CONTENT DENSITY

lD lD (FT) (%) (PCF)

C_7_/.lo 57 c.; /£ " /'_ '" 90, _ _ ) 3

U7_i ,o S- t/ 3c,-3z,D ,2'_,_ "fs,_"

I

TEST p ROC_'_uRE:
-

MKF-AL-ENG-6 (4187) ATTACHMENT



........... 7,,£_-171_o MK-FERGUSON -_'_/A.,:_sJ,'-,,-,- J
• " ' " : A MORRI|ON KNUDSF.H COMPANY

.r'..o'_ :_5"o_-/ooz.-_,/-q.T ' _ sJ_,,,_ __.,(a-
IN-SITU MOISTURE AND DENSITY DETERMINATION

sITE lD: ('('} JJ _'-/4_9 CHECKED BY'LAB t/%,,

DATE" Ca'J"" I o TAC
LAB NAME: CTc:)'__c("r" _)10_3

DEPTH lM .C)ISTURE DRY
OCATION SAMPLE INTERVAL ICONTENT DENSITY

. lD lD (FT) I (%) (PCF)

e r o - F Sf-c._ _c_- l/, s a3.7 10[A

67o- ) sj -o5 /s - I_,,s 38',o ,olA

G7c_-'4 Sj-o_; Iz,_- 1,4,_ _q,8 _ J/l

67o-d _-_9 /'_,r - /,),o ,a'7,g Io 14 i

&70- g ..vs-o_ lZ,_ --pq.o 3<4,6 pOlA

6-70 - 5 5j -o"/ !"/,s - I_,o .?_3,,-1 aOtA
.To ?
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FILE NUMBER 5121-Q:EN-L-01-1295-02

DA_ 4 April 1990

D. E. Steffen FROU E.C /D.W. Reppond

LOCAT,ON Weldon Springs LOCAT,O, San Francisco

su_cT WSSP,AP - QY cc: C. Dille
SLOPE STABILITYFOR QUARRY G. Valett
EQUALIZATIONBASIN AND EFFLUENT R. Whiton
PONDS FOR LITTLE FEMME OSAGE CREEK File 3B40-001

As requested,we have evaluatedthe stabilityof the embankmentslope of the
WSS Quarry EqualizationBasin and Effluent Ponds under a lO0-year flood
conditionon the Femme Osage Creek. Our findings show that the slopeswill
be stable under the flood conditions. The analyses are summarizedbelow.

Critical Cross-Sectionsfor Analyses

Geotechnical data from boring logs and laboratory test results (see
Attachment A) as well as the topography of the proposed pond area were
evaluatedin selectingcriticalcross-sectionsfor analysis. A plan showing
the proposed facilities,boring locationsand the cross-sectionselectedfor
analyses are presented in Figure I. Two cross-sectionswere identifiedas
criticalsections. SectionC-C' representsa sectionwith maximumembankment
fill height at the centerlinewhile Section D-D' represents a sectionwith
maximum exterior slope length. However, since no testing was performedon
remolded samples, the embankment material was assumed to have the same
strength parameters as the in situ foundation materials (conservative
assumptions). This assumptionresulted in the two selected cross-sections
for calculation being very similar to each c.therand therefore only cno
typical critical section (D-D') is requiredfor analysis.

Strenqth Parameters

The foundation soils are in situ alluvium consistingof interlayeredsandy
and silty clays and clayey silts and classifiedas ML, CL and CH according
to the Unified Soil ClassificationSystem. Detailed description of these
soilswere describedin boringlogs and the geotechnicalinvestigationreport
(Ref. I). The embankmentmaterialswillbe excavatedfrom the proposedbasin
and ponds and thereforehave the same classificationas the foundationsoils.
The embankment fill will be compacted to 95 percent of maximum dry density
as determined from the Standard ProctorTest.

Strengthparameterconsistingof internalfrictionangle and cohesionand the
unit weight of the soils were obtained using averagevalues from laboratory
test results and empirical correlations. Embankment fill materials were
conservativelyassumedto be the same as those of the foundationmaterials.
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The strength parametersused in each case study are shown in Table I and in
respectivecross-sectionsin Figures2 through5. Total strengthparameters
from consolidatedundrained(CU)triaxialshear testswere used for the rapid
drawdown and seismicloadingcases. Effectivestrengthparametersfrom the
CU tests were used for the steady state cases.

Method of Analyses, Cases Studiedand Conc.lusions

Stability of the slope under variousloading conditionswas analyzed using
the simplified Janbu method of slices. This method applies the limit
equilibrium theory and calculatesthe factor of safety for a mass sliding
along a potential circular failure surface. STABLS, a computer program
developed by Purdue University for the IBM PersonalComputer was used to
calculatethe factors of safety.

The various loading conditionsanalyzed, the calculatedfactors oF safety,
and the minimum required factor of safety are shown in Table 2. The
potentialcritical slidingsurfaces are plotted in Figures2 through5.

Two critical cases resultingfrom floodconditionsfrom the Femme Osage Creek
were studied. One casewas the rapid drawdown case for exteriorslope facing
the Little Femme Osage Creek in which the flooding is assumed to cause
saturation of the embankmentand that recedingof water to normal elevation
occurswithin a short periodof time (lessthan a year). The secondcase was
for the interior pond slope in which the flood water level is at the maximum
design flood level and the pond level is empty. A high water level at
elevation 470.2 based on the 100-year flood for'the Little Osage Creek
presented in Horner and Shifrin, Inc., March 1990 hydrologicalreport was
used in both cases.

Long term steady state conditions with and without seismic loading were
analyzed with the normal creek water at Elevation 459.0 and assuming a
horizontal phreatic surface and no seepage loss through the pond liners.
Therefore the pond water would have very littleeffect on the exteriorslope
stability. A pseudo-staticforce of O.Ig was used in the seismiccase.

lt should also be noted that the factorof safetyfor the end of construction
case and other interior pond slope cases were analyzed for similar cross-
section in a previous study (Ref. 2) and was found to exceed the minimum
required factor of safety. Assumed soil parametersas shown in Table ] were
used (because test resultswere not availableat the time of study). As can
be seen from the table, the assumed values agree fairly well with the test
results.
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TABLE1

SUMMARYOF SOIL PARAMETERSFORSTABILITY ANALYSES

Total Stress Parameters
, for Effective Stress Parameters

Rapid DrawdownCondition for

Material or Seismic LoadingCondition Steady-State,StaticCondition
i il iii

c (psf) _ (deg.) i':(pcf) c'(psf) jB'(deg) _t(Pcf)

Engineered 400 14 I15 300 25 115
FillcI)

Alluvium 400 14 115 300 25 115
Foundation

Previous Study- 260-320 17-20 125 250-300 21-23 125
Assumed Values

for Engineered
Fill & Alluvium

Note (i) Assume same strength parameters as foundation soil.
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TABLE2

FACTORSOF SAFETYFOR,DIFFERI_NTLOADINGCONDITIONS

Minimum

Calculated Required

Factor Factor

of Safety

Safety (Ref. 3)

Long Term Steady State without Seismic Loading 2.36 1.5
(Crest Elo @ 459)

Long Term Steady State with Seismic Loading 1.35 1.1
(pseudo-staticforce, k=0.1g)

Rapid Drawdown - Exterior Slope 1.65 1.2

High Flood Condition - Interior Slope 2.65 1.5
(Water El. @ 470.2)
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The calculated factors of safety for all cases exceed the minimum required
values. The proposedembankmentconstructionwill be stablewith or without
the flood condition.

_r_osionand Scourinq Potenti.al

Long term erosion and scouringare not consideredto be a problembecauseof
the low water velocity adjacentto the dike not exceeding1,5 feet per second
(Hornerand Shifrin Inc.,March 1990). This is an acceptablevelocity since
the slopes will have a hearty grass surfacing due to being sodded after
construction.

Attachment A - Summary of Laboratory Test Results

Reference I - M-K Engineers, "WSSRAPQuarry Geotechnical Report, Draft."
Rpt. No. 5121R-305-A, 17 November 1989.

Reference 2 - M-K Engineers Preliminary Calculation, WSSRAP-Quarry, Slope
Stability, November 6, 1989

Reference 3 - U.S. Corp of Engineers "Engineer Manual, Engineering and
Design - Stability of Earth and Rockfill Dams," EM
1110-2-1902, I April, 1970
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